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Church Of God Minister Brutally Slain
.Ltr. Lee Says Right To Vote Threatened
Urges Solid
Support Of
GOP Ticket

Seeks Alumni _ Title

Teacher, Daughter Off To Germany

"MISS ALUMNI" ENTRANT—
Miss Tom Ella Petty, popular
teacher of Florida school has
been selected by the Bluff City
Chapter of Arkansas AM&N col
lege alumni club to run in the
race for "Miss Alumni" of Arkansas State college. Miss
Petty is seeking the title for
the Annual Homecoming activi•
ties, which will take place at
Arkansas AM&N, in Pine
Bluff, Ark., on Nov. 8. The
Arkansas State Golden Lions

will clash 'with Alcorn college
at 2 p. m. Miss Petty is the
attractive Gaughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Earnest Petty, of 167
Dimon ave. She is very active
in religious and social activities. Miss Petty is a member
of the Church of God is Christ
and a member of Delta Sigma
Theta sorority. She will be in
competition with several young
ladles from other parts of the
country who are Ark
State Alumina.

See LT. LEE, Page 2

Set Non-Violence
Ike Plays Golf, Youth Meet Here Nov.1

March On D.C'. Re u e
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
aders of a "Youth March for
ntegrated Schools" failed Saturday in an attempt to get through
the White House gates to deliver a
statement to President Eisenhower.
The group, which included singer Harry Belafonte, went to the
White House as students from the
fourth grad" through college
marched down Constitution Avenue
to the Lincoln Memorial. A spokesman said about 6,000 students had

*

been scheduled to participate.
Those who appeared at the White
House were barred by White House
police as a large crowd gathered.
Harlon Joye, a white college student from Orangeburg, S. C., first
asked the police that he be taken
to the chief executive.
DECLINE REQUEST
When the police politely declined
the request, Joye asked that he
and the others be taken to the
See

IRE, Page 2

Mrs.Florence McClean
Outlines HerPlatform
Madame Florence McCleave has been st ud ying
the constitution of the state of Tennessee during the past
few weeks, optimistic that she will become the first worn-

•

an to sit in the Tennessee House of Representatives.
Four measures which she favors are:
I. Better roads and streets
which would be an amendment
to Article 11 Section 24.
2. Enforcement of the amendment of re-apportionment accord•
hg to districts for voting.
3. Better pay for teachers.
4. Lowering the age for voting
to IR years of age.
One measure which she will
fight, Madame McCleave said, is
the one which would require a literacy test for would-be voters,
Madame McCleave will give a
campaign speech during a mass
meeting to be held at the Mt. Olive
CME cathedral on Nov. 2.

Words of tho Wins
ruts that are not frankly

O

MEE. FLORENCE McCLEAVE

raced have a habit ef Orbbine es in the beet.
—fear Harold Boordesi

A conference entitled "Christian
Non-Violence and Racial Tensions"
will be held at the Second Congregational church and on the campus of LeMoyne college on Nov.
2 and 3, and is open to all persons
Interested in seeking ways to improve racial relations.
Sponsored by the Fellowship of
Reconciliation, the conference will
begin with a public meeting at the
church, located at 764 Walker
ave., at 7:30 p. m. Sunday with
Rev. Robert W. Kelly, pastor of
Clark Memorial Methodist church,
Nashville, as the speaker.
On Monday morning and afternoon, seminars will be held on the
campus of LeMoyne college, with
Rev. James M. Lawson for representative, serving as leader.
Subjects to be discussed in the
reception room of Bruce hall are:
"The Background of Non-Violence," from 9:30 to 10:25 a. m.;

teacher are pictured from left:
Mrs. Elms Stuckey, of Chicago, Ill.; Mrs. Ola Mae Johnson, the sergeant's mother:
Mty Selma Woods, and at extreme right. Mrs. Mary Lind.
sey, of 1425 Wilson St., the
mother of Mrs. Johnson. The
child in front is Michelle
"Mickey" Campbell, a niece of

Mrs. Johnson. The family ex.
peck to remain in Munich,
Germany, for the next three
years, and
Mrs. Johnson
plans to work on hej mastsr's
degree in that country. Sgt.
Johnson, a graduate of Handl.
ton High school, attended Le.
Mosne college for too sears
before enlisting in the Air
Force. (Withers Photo

See FHA, Pose 2

Ellington Says
He'll Maintain
Law And Order

Buford Ellington, democratic
candidate for Governor of Tennessee, was quizzed on his statement concerning the closing of
public schools when he and other
Democratic candidates met Tuesday in the assembly room of the ELDER JOSEPH BROWN, JR.
Universal Life Insurance Co., and had worked In a parking lot next
his reply was: "I will close to the building in which the minisschools only to prevent violence or ter worked, and that he planned
bloodshed. Above all, I will main- to get the keys from him and
tain
law and order."
been heard last spring, but Dr.
burglarize offices there.
Watson became ill, and the case Mr. Ellington was asked the
Chief Criminal Investigator H.
was postponed. A default judg- question
by
Rev. Alexander L. Conyera said that the killer was
ment was obtained by Mrs. Black- Gladney, president of the Bluff on probation in Ohio for having
mon, but it was ruled erroneous, City and Shelby County Council of stolen an automobile, and that
and was consequently set aside. Civic clubs.
after taking a pistol and $1,000
In the suit, Mrs. Blackmon said In a short speech before, about from his father, he left there
the
that she went to Terrell Memorial fifteen members of the Shelby first
of August.
hospital on July 5, 1957, for treat- County Democratic Club, with A. BRUTAL SCENE
ment of her right index finger Maceo Walker, the
president The youth told the West Pains
which was mildly infected from serving as chairman, Mr. EllingBeach police that he pointed a
contact with streptomycin, and at ton said: "I have often said that
pistol at Elder Brown after enter.
the time she said she told Dr. Wat- if I had to preach a doctrine of
ing the elevator on the second
hate, and say mean things about
See ACQUITTED, Page 2
floor of the building, and as he
other people to be elected, I did
started to turn around he struck
not want to be Governor, and that
will be my policy for the next four the victim over the head with a
club shaped like a policeman's
nightstick.
leading Tennessee DemHe said that Elder Brown be.
0
yc
eO
raatr;
ss with Mr. Ellington included
gan to scream, and that he cons
Senator Albert Gore and Congressman Clifford Davis.
See BEATEN, Page 2

Terrell Hospital Head
Acquitted In Lawsuit

Dr. Norman Watson was acquitted by a jury last week in a $10,000
suit charging him with negligence,
and the judge directed a verdict
in favor of the Terrell Memorial
hospital in a case heard in Circuit
Court which lasted three days.
The loser in the case was Mrs.
N. Blackmon, a practical nurse
of 673 St. Paul ave., who was seeking a total of $2.0,000 from Dr. Watson and the hospital for damages
which she said she suffered when
she went there for treatment in

July, 1957.
Presiding at the trial was Judge
Friel Hastings. Mrs. Blackmon was
represented by the law firm of
Asper° and Aspero; and Terrell
Memorial hospital and Dr. Watson
had the services of Atty. J. F.
Estes.
After filing the suit in the Summer of 1957, Mrs. Blackmon and
her attorneys filed a non-suit, and
then refiled the suit 30 days later
In the latter part of the year.
The suit was scheduled to have

Witnessed Teacher's Trial

Flock To Court To See
Teacher, Girl On Trial
(SEE EDITORIAL PAGE 7)
large
number of students, many of them carrying
A
school books under their arms, packed City Court last week
to see Prof. W. T. McDaniel, bandmaster of Booker T.
Washington High school for the past 17 years, face charg•
es of soliciting females and disorderly conduct.

See MEET, Page 2

,Powell Speaker
For Vets Group
Adam Clayton Powell. one of the
most outspoken of the four Negroes
now serving in the House of Representatives in Washington, D. C., is
slated to be the guest speaker when
the Veterans Benefit of America
observes its third anniversary on
Tuesday evening, Nov. 11.
The announcement was made
by Atty. .1. F. Estes, the president
of the organization after receiving
a letter from the New York Congressman stating that he would be
able to speak here on that night.
Veterans Day observances, with
Rev. Powell as the guest speaker,
will be held at the Metropolitan
Baptist church.
The general chairman for the
program is Wesley Nathaniel, su
perintendent of the Mt. Pisgah
Baptist church Sunday school and
Worthy Master of the Masonic
Lodge, Weaver Rd. district.

Ask FHA To White Boy
Rule On Oak
Park Plan

A 27-year-old Church of God in
Christ minister who left here in
August to accept a job in West
Palm Beach, Fla., was slain last
Thursday night in what authorities there described as "one of
the most brutal killings in the
history of the city."
Slain while working as a janiFollowing an announcement last
tor on a part-time job at the
week that a 181-unit apartment project would be built here in the Guaranty Building there was Elder
near future, and that none of them Joseph Brown, jr., the son of Elwould be available to Negroes in der and Mrs. Joseph, 3r., of 238
the foreseeable future, the Mutual W. Holmes rd.
Real Estate Association of Mem- A white youth, John Thiery, 17,
phis asked FHA to advise them as of Norwood, Ohio, was arrested a
to whether or not there has been short time after the minister's
body was found in an elevator,
a recent change in its policy.
In a letter to A. L. Thompson,' and police said he confessed to
race relations officer of the Feder- havOlg committed the crime.
al Housing Administration's of- BURGLARY MOTIVE
fice in Atlanta, the real estate In a statement made to West
group wrote: "We are deeply con- Palm Beach police officials, Del,
cerned about this report because Joseph Macy and Lt. Williant
several recent housing surveys Barnes, the killer said that he
have revealed a shortage of housing in all categories in this area
for Negroes."
The organization told the F. H. A.
official that it was the understanding of its members, prior to the

Says That Action
Will Be Safeguard
Legislation aimed at class, race,
and religion will be decided by
candidates elected on Nov. 4, Lt.
George W. Lee, Republican leader, declared last week, and those
interestee in "keeping freedom
moving in the right direction" will
have to cast their votes for those
who stand for progress.
One of the major issues to be
decided by those elected this
fall is a law which would require
citizens to interpret the Constitution to the satisfaction of voting
registrars before they could become eligible to vote.
"We have seen this literacy test
work in Mississippi, Alabama,
OFF TO GERMANY last week
South Carolina, and Georgia," he
to be reunited with her hussaid, "It has made the Negro
band. Air Force Staff Sgt. Edvirtually a voteless people."
win(' S. Johnson was Mrs. VelThe issues in the Nov. 4 election
ma L. Johnson, second from
"tire neither Democratie ot Reright, and their five-year-old
publican," he said, but go far be- daughter,
Edwinor Denis e,
yond party consideration, and if
fourth from right. On hand to
proposed legislation is defeated it
bid bon voyage to the popular
will be by a coalition of men and
Alonzo Locke Elementary school
women from both parties.
Two other issues to be decided,
Lt. Lee said, is one to lower the
legal age of voting to 18 years,
and another which presents ministers of the gospel from running
for the legislature or the Constitutional Convention.
He said that if young people

B
peatehnBlyo

PACKED COURTROOM —
More than 250 persons, many
of them hook-carrying students
from Booker T. Washington
High school and Le Moyne college, packed city court last
week to observe Prof. W T.
McDaniel(shown in inset upper

left), bandmaster of Booker T.
Washington High school, answer charges of disorderly conduct and soliciting females.
Found guilty by Judge Beverly
Boushe. he was fined $50 on
cads count and released on
bond of ;no on a state chariot

of bribery. Arrested with the
teacher, who is married and
the father of two children, was
Miss Barbara Jean Perry, a
IS-year-old senior at the school,
who forfeited bond of $77 for
disorderly conduct and soliciting males. (Withers Photo.)

The 53-year-old band instructor'
had been arrested on Ball rd, just anAdftheirs
.
Patrolman V. a. McGraw
west of LaPaloma st. on the prefunthe
thtaethn
seeear ndnadothtne
n d
vious Monday night by officers who testified
other officerst
became suspicious and investigated
student
in the vehicle partially unclad, and
the parked car,
that
the
pair
had
been
drinking
They said that they found the
teacher and a student, Miss Bar- whiskey and a soft drink, Atty.
bara Jean Perry, 19, of 1521 Live- Lotting began cross-examining
well circle in a compromising Prof. McDaniel.
The teacher readily admitted
position on the front seat, and
that Prof. McDaniel, who has a that he had been indiscreet, hot
placed
much of the blame on the
wife and two children, gave them
$10 to keep quiet about the mat- girl. He said that he was driving
down the street near the Magter.
nolia Elementary school when Miss
Prof. McDaniel and his lawyer,
Perry flagged him down and asked
Atty. A. A. Letting, both dressed him
to drive her to a friend's
in brown suits, waited until the last
home.
minute to enter the courtroom,
"As we were driving along she,
and spectators began asking, asked me why I was
being so stiff.
"Where is she?"
(cold in manner.) I told her
Miss Perry failed to appear. and that I was not being
stiff, and abs
forfeited bond of $77 fir soliciting accused me of being
chicken," the
males and disorderly conduct.
teacher said.
The McDaniel case, as the star "She told me that she was
attraction, was saved for last, and grown," he said, "and asked me
after the judge fined several to stop the car."
drunks various amounts, attention "Did you have relations wits
was focused on the bandma-ster
See TRIAL, Page

Little Rock

Leaders Turn Down Privates School Pia
See It As 2
'Trap' For
Segregation
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — Negro
leaders last week abolished all
plans for opening private high
schools here for Negro students
who are being deprived of their
education as a result of the closing of the four high schools on
order of Gov. Orval Faubus.
"It would put the Negro in the
position of supporting private
schools and supporting segregation," declared L. C. Bates, pub
lisher of the Arkansas State Press,
and husband of Mrs. Daisy Bates,
president of the Arkansas N. A.
A. C. P.
Another outstanding Negro leader who vetoed plena for the establishment of Negro private schools
was AME Bishop 0. L. Sherman,
:who said he was opposed to the
'Move because "it might give ease
, to those who favor segregation and
'those who caused the schools to be
:Closed."
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Acquitted Beaten

Brown is survived by five brothers, Aaron, of Denver, Colo.;
Johnny, his twin brother: Robert
Alex, and Roosevelt; an
(Continued from page 1)
five sisters, Mrs. Cora Lee Gillanet,1
(Continued from page 1)
son, who waited upon her, that she tinued to 'strike him until he be- and Misses Grade Lee, Clara Lee,'
Ernestine, and Dixie Mae Brown;I
was allergic to the drug.
came silent. His body was found
two grandmothers, Mrs.!
NURSE'S TESTIMONY
by another janitor who worked in and
Amanda Brown and Mrs. Corrine
Sidney Poitier is the winner of Tony Curtis and Poitier are
After "working on" her finger the building.
Lumpkin
the Silver Bear Award of the starred in the United Artists refor a short while, she said that he
When police arrested Thiery lie
Officiating at the funeral will be Berlin Film Festival for "The lease, story of two fugitives from
told her to come back to the WAS in the bus station with his
Elder C. H. "Bob" Mason, jr., the performance by an actor" for his a chain gang, white and Negro,
hospital the next day.
15-year-old bride, who ran away
role in Stanley Kramer's "The who are manacled together in
Mrs. Blackmon said that she from her home in Norwood, a pastor of the victim's church.
Defiant Ones." Producer-director their attempts to escape.
came back the next day, and just sulwrb of Cincinnati, and whom
The Berlin Film Festival is an
Kramer, who flew to Germany to
as Dr. Watson was about to give he married in Peech County, Ga.,,
her an injection, she repeated that waiting for a bus to carry them to
attend the festival, accepted the international motion picture comshe was allergic to streptomycin. South Carolina.
silver figurine for Poitier, who petition in which more than twenty
and would suffer a reaction, but
plays the role of an escaped con- five nations submit entries. The
They said that he still had blood
that he went ahead and injected on his jacket and trousers when
vict in the savage drama of racial Festival was held June 27 to July
(Continued from page 1)
her with the drug.
8.
conflict.
they arrested him, and that he
Within three minutes, after the told them he attacked the minister President's secretary or one of his
Based on an original screenp
Poitier finally received the
injection, she said that she became because he knew he had keys to assistants. Police also declined to coveted award on Aug. 18 when it by Nathan E. Douglas and Haro
violently ill, vomited, went into all offices in the building.
do that.
was personally presented to him Jacob Smith, "The Defiant Ones"
shock, and collapsed on the floor. CAB DRIVER AIDS
Joye, acting as spokesman, ask- by Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt at features a top supporting cast
She said that she was placed in a
her New York headed by Theodore Bikel, Charles
The arrest of the killer was ed that the youth march statement a reception in
bed and remained there all night
credited to a cab driver who saw be delivered to the President. He apartment on behalf of the Fede- McGraw, Lon Chaney, King DommainBlackmon
her
suit,
Mrs.
In
park a borrowed car said he and the others would wait ral Republic of Germany and the van, Kevin Coughlin and Cara
should the youth
tained that the doctor
Williams.
Senate of Berlin.
next to the building around 10:00 half an hour for a reply.
have conducted tests to see if she
The statement was delivered to
p. m. The man had been trailing
were allergic to the drug.
orous actress and television
Africa.
him to see if he would take the the office of Presidential Press lion.
DOCTOR'S TESTIMONY
personality whose portrayal of
Secretary James C. Hagerty.
town.
Police estimated that about
Dr. Watson said that the nurse car out of
"Cunegonde" brought unaniSmith
and
to
Miss
addition
In
At the end of the half hour the
5,290 persons were in the parade
The senior Elder Brown said
told him that she was allergic
mous plaudits from the local
Bates, its chief sponsors in- '
Mrs.
march
leaders
again
asked
for
perfirst
and 9,500 at the rally.
not to streptomycin, but to penicil- that his son left Memphis the
critics and a responsive audeluded! Jackie Robinson, the Rev.
to accept a job mission to see the president.
ience; and Otheria McC a in, lin, and that she was not given week in August
Martin Luther King, leader in the
Police
denied
them
entrance,
but
any drug which would bring about with the Goddard Distributors, assurd them their statement had boycott of Montgomery, Ala.,
campus coed who was recently
the condition which she described. Inc., an electronics company, and been delivered to the White buses three years ago; Belafonte,
chosen first lady of the school's
The defendant said, through his that he was only working part House offices. Joye called the re- and the Rev. Kilmer Meyers.
850 cadet AFROTC Detachment
attorney, that Mrs. Blackmon re- time in the building in which he ception of the group "most un- white rector of New York's Trinity
No. 790. (Clanton III Photo.)
fused to be admitted to the hos- was murdered. Prior to lea-ving dignified."
Church chapel.
(Continued from page 1)
students who completed work for pital on the advice of Dr. Watson here he was employed at the SILENT SO LONG
advance news release said
An
Supply
company.
"How Non-Violence Works," front
graduation through its extension when she came to the hospital on Electronic
Belaionte said the leaders had the parading students would be
An ordained minister, the slain
10:30 until 11:25
m., and lunch;
July 6, 1957, and that she left his
service.
hoped to hear the President "ex- about equally divided between Nethe
member
of
youth
was
a
a
and 'Methods of Non-Violence,"
office of her own free will, and
press an attitude" on integration groes and whites, and would inGod
in
Christ,
Home
Church
of
conallergic
from
1.30
to
3:00
p. m.
final diagnosis of her
"on which he has been silent so clude Roman Catholics, Protest.'
From 4:15 until 5:15 p. m., th '
dition was not reached because she and up until he left here this
ants and Jews.
long."
subject, "Training and Discip
failed to return for two or more summer he was chairman of the
Belafonte predicted a "strong
College students in the march,' in
Finance Committee of the Westobservations.
Non-Violent Attitudes
feeling of indignation among the the spokesman said, included deleern District of the church, and
Action" will be discussed
students and the people of the gations from Harvard, Yale,
(Continued From Page 1)
active in youth work.
Brownlee hall.
United States and the world." But Swarthmore, Wellesley, MassachuElder Brown said that his son
The conference will close wit.
the singer stressed that "this is not setts Institute of Technology and
announcement, that "FHA morthad immediately continued his
a second public meeting at th.
a protest gathering or criticism of St. John's College of Annapolis,
gage insurance was not available
church work in Florida, and that anything" He said the youth
Second
Congregational church
where the sale of occupancy of the
Md.
some of the members told him march was designed to express
with Rev. Allen Hackett, pastor
improved property would depend
Cities said to have been repre(Continued (rem page 1)
that his son nad preached "a won- support of the President.
of the Pilgrim Congregational
upon race, color, or creed."
sented included Baltimore. Chicaderful sermon" on the Sunday
Joye said the youth march lead- go, Cleveland, Detroit, New York church, of St. Louis, Mo., deity
The apartments are scheduled to her?" Atty. Letting interrupted.
night before he was murdered. ers had attempted for several days and Philadelphia.
ering the final address.
be constructed on about 10 acres of "No," the teacher replied.
land in the Oak Park area which "Why not?" asked the lawyer. ATTENDED GEETER HIGH
to arrange an appointment with
Minnijean Brown, one of the "MI IIIM• HOOCH II HO
The slain minister's father left the President, but had failed.
will be sold by the YMCA to a "The police came," the teacher
original Negro students admitted
N
for West Palm Beach immediately The President played golf late at to Little Rock Central High school
builder who plans to get FHA as- explained.
A large outburst of laughter after being informed of his son's the Burning Tree club in nearby last year, was a member of the
sistance in the project.
The letter requesting information followed this remark, and Judge death.
Maryland, but he was reported to delegation.
Boushe
had to call for order in
The victim attended Geeter High have returned to the White House
on discrimination in housing fiJackie Robinson told a rally at
courtroom.
the
served
in
the
Army
school
and
nanced with Federal funds was
before the youth march leaders ar- Lincoln Memorial following the pa.
Mr. McDaniel told the court during the time of the Korean con- rived.
signed by 0. W. Pickett, president
rade that he was "only sorry that
of the Mutual Real Estate Associa- that he had been at the spot around flict, although he did not go over- Speakers at a rally at Lincoln the President has not demonstratd inutes before the police ar- seas.
r
20
i vem
tion of Memphis.
Smith,a
Memorial included Lillian
ed by his actions that he agree
Other officials of the association
Elder Brown said that the white author, and Mrs. Daisy with what we are doing this after-• Here's Your Chance •
are E. C. Williams, vice president; "I told them rigthf off the bed funeral will be held at Mason Bates, president of the Arkansas noon."
•
C. C. Sawyer, treasurer; Mrs. Eve- who I was, and told them that I
Temple on Sunday, Nov. 2, NAACP.
Belafonte said he was sure the• Turn To Classified Ad
lyn Taylor, secretary; Napoleon would be grateful for anything Brantley Funeral home is In
A spokesman said the primary President's refusal to receive the
B. Williams, executive secretary; they could do for me," he said. ..charge of arrangements.
On Page 15
purpose of the march was to mo- delegation "will have far-reaching•
He said that the officer told him
and W. H. Roberts, chairman of
Aside from his parents, Elder bilize public opinion for integre- meaning to millions" in Asia and
•- w •
to keep talking and that he searchthe board.
ed through his pockets and found
five one dollar bills and a five and
gave it to the policeman because
he was anxious about his teachPhone JA 2.343
ing career.
During the cross examination,
Lt. G. P. Tines, vice squad investigator, said that the girl had
116 UNICN AVENUE
told them after her arrest that the
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
professor had called her and made
the date.
Judge Boushe brought the trial
to an abrupt end when he stood up
and told the professor, "I am fining you $50 on each charge, and
you will be held to the state on
a not guilty plea of bribery. Your
bond will be $250."
While arrangements were being
made to free the bandmaster, he
was escorted to a cell at the police station.
The Board of Education announced on Thursday that Prof.
McDaniel was being dismissed
from his job.

ward To Poitier For
Role In Defiant Ones

Ike

AUTOGRAPHS A PLENTY are
given to students at Tennessee
A and I State university after
the Broadway production of
"CanGide" was presented at
the school by the touring company to the delight of Nashville play-goers. Seen here are
two Knoxville hometowners
backstage, Mary Costa, a glam.

•URGED TO WAIT
• Dr. Roland Smith, chairman of lion "once and for all," according
.the Trustee Board of Arkansas to a spokesman.
Baptist college, advised those who Said Mr. Bates: "It is ironic that
favored the establishment of Ne- the Negro has to be the one to
gro private schools to wait for a save the public schools. These
decision of the Eighth Circuit (private) schools are open for one
Court of Appeals which has under purpose ,— to defy the Supreme
advisement an appeal from the N. Court."
A. A. C. P. asking that an in- School leaders pointed out re
junction prohibiting the Little Rock cently that if children are to be
School Board from leasing the given a full year of schooling, the
four schools to private corpora- public schools would have to be
opened at least by Nov. 1.
tions be made permanent.
' Plans had been discussed by a FRUIT OF DEFIANCE
More than 3,000 high school stugroup called the Educational Steering Committee whereby classes , dents have been idle for, the past
would have been made available eight weeks because the four high
Schools were never opened after
for Negro high school s,tudent,s
the Arkansas Baptist college here the U. S. Supreme Court denied a
college
in
North
Litand at Shorter
2,/e'year delay of integration.
tle Rock. Both schools at one time . More than 250 white seniors were
bad high school departments.
scheduled to begin classes on Mon' Bishop Sherman, who is chan- day in a building abandoned by
cellor and chairman of the Board the University of Arkansas, and W.
of Trustees of Shorter college, said C. -Brashears, superintendent for
thiit it was impossible for the the-Little Rock Private School Corschool to provide the claws be- poration'said that he expected 300
cause it larksjaaities,_ teachers, stltdrittg.would be in class.
and the fin ....ft‘..!'fifterary'for '.141prbit1mately 400 other students
have 'applied for correspondence
such a venture.
NAACP AT WORK
courses with the University of ArIn the meantime, the NAACP is kansas, and officials said that diWorking to settle the question of plomas from the four closed high
closing schools to avoid Integra- schools would be given to those
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A black man and a whit*
man,clawing at each other's flesh...smashing
steel In each other's face,
And always behind them—the sheriff and the
killer dogs to finish the job!
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THE DEFULNT ONES
walliTheodom Bikel, Charles McGraw, Lon Charity, King Donovan, Kevin
Coughlin end Cara Williams
'poop, lyy NATHAN E. DOUGLAS rind HAROLD JACOB SM
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Coming to the New Daisy November 13

(Continued from page 1)
"are good enough to defend democracy on a battlefield of bullets.
they are good enought to defend
it on a battlefield of peace."
'FUTURE THEIRS'
Young people are advanced
enough on questions affecting the
domestic scene to help settle the
issue by the ballot, Lt. Lee said,
and "the future of America is in
their hands."
Lt. Lee said that the leadership
of the Negro community has for
many years been provided by the
ministers, and that it is the good
will and brotherly love which they
have advocated which has prevented racial upheavals.
"All the gold in Fort Knox won't
make friends for democracy with
two thirds of the world population
thinking Americans peanlize people
for having dark skins," Lt. Lee
said.
URGES SUPPORT OF THESE
Lt. Lee has asked that the following candidates receive the support
of the voting public on next Tuesday:
For the U. S. Senate: Robert
Atkins.
State Senate, 32nd: Herbert L.
Harper.
State Senate, 301: Robert E.
Lee.
State Senate, 33rd: George C.
ty:
Raymond Briggs, Richard Hoyt
Alfred Chambers, William Brad
ford. Mrs. B. F. McCleave, Sam
Qualls, Noe Granite.
Delegates to Limited Conatitu.
time Convention: Dr. R. Q. Ven
ion. Harry Weliferd, Louis Peis
er.
(See editorial on Page 7.)
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I had the pleasure of serving you
when I was with another finance
company.

FRANK J. SMITH
MANAGER

Now that I'm manager of Capital
Finance & Thrift Corporation,
116 Union, I'm anxious to have
you come in and see me. We have
a swell set-up here, and being
one of my old customers And friends,
you can get almost any amount of
cash you need in just a few minutes.

We make Loans from $60 to $2000 and I can fix up your repayments to suit
your income. If you should run short of cash between paydays, I can make
you a Loan for $50 - $75 - $100 to tide you over even though you may now
have a loan elsewhere. All you have to do - is tell ma how much you need.
I'll do everything I can to help you out.
So -

-

how about dropping in to see me even if just to say Hello.

Li

Sincerely yours,

1
SUPERVISED AND EXAMINED BY TENNESSEE DEPART/ADO Of

IIANK1NO.

To Name Miss
Walker Homes
At Club Dance
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"Miss Walker Homes" will he
cnowned when the Walker Homes
; Civic club gives a benefit dance
at the Flamingo Room on Saturday evening, Nov. 8. beginning at
9 p. m.
Music for the event will be provided by Phineas Newborn with
the Del Rios and the Harper brothers as added attractions.
Competing for the honor of being crowned "Miss Walker Homes"
POSTAL SPECIALIST — Airman are Misses Lemmie henry, Doris
Richard Seawood, jr•, the son of Wrushen, Julia Vaughn, Edith DeMr. and Mrs. Richard seawood, Loach. Peola Green and Marie
sr., of 201.2 Itenford st., completed Dotson.
his basic training at the Lackland
Business establishments in the
Air Force base in Texas and h a s community sponsoring the girls
been assigned to a uhit of the Stra• are Gulf Service Station, King's
legit Air Commana at Lockbourne Beauty and Barber Shop. Leek
AFB, Sahli'', for training and duty Sundry store, Al Jackson's Servas a postal specialist. He is a ice
Stations, Phillips 66.
and
graduate of Booker T. Washington Evan'a Sundry store.
High school, and worked for the
Felton Earls is the president of
National Food Store company be- the civic club, and
Mrs. Rita L.
fore entering the Air Force,
Jones, secretary.

TRI STATE DEFENDER

White Store Operator
Denies Maid Affair

PREPARING TO PLAY SAN.
TA, the members of the Negro
Junior Chamber of Commerce
held their annual kick•off banquet before beginning their 6th
annual Christmas drive to pro;
vide goys and clothing for

fleet.), children here. Pictured
here, from left at Tony's Inn,
are Bill Lee, co-chairman of
the drive; Miss Fay Wallace,
of the Department of Public
Welfare, who gave a short address; Eugene Well, manager

of Radio Station WI.OK; Sam
Qualls, chairman of the Christina', drive; and Carl Carson, of
Carson Car Rental Service.
The organization will give
shoes to children this year for
the first time. (Withers Photo.)

A white sundry store operator S. Goodlett alter they were sum- who called the police and had him
lost his beer license last week be- moned by Mrs. Goodlett, but he and the woman arrested.
cause' he was caught undressed in said that the police lied on him
"My wife realizes that it was a
his home while the maid was found and the maid.
mistake,- Mr. Goodlett said, "so
clad only in her slip.
"I took the girl out to the house she refused to have us prosecutThe sundry store- operator was to clean up," he said, "and while ed."
.1 P. Goodlett, of 845 S. Goodlett she was working, I went into the
When he appeared before the
st , who operates the Big G Sun- , back of the house to take a bath. City Licensing Commission, he said
dry store at 280 S. Third st. Ac- "The girl had on her suit when that he told them just how things
cording to police department rec- I took her out there, and I found had actually happened, but in spite
ords. the woman was identified out later that she did not want to of his true confession they voted 3
as Augusta Dawkins, of 280 S. get it dirty while cleaaning the to 0 to suspend his license indefiThin) St. Both were charged with house, and had taken it off and nitely.
disorderly conduct and soliciting, was working in her slip.
"It's just a case of having told
and forfeited bond.
'MADE UP STORY'
the truth and still losing," he said.
But Mr. Goodlett said that it was "When the police came, I slipped "I am an old man, 60 years of
not true that he and the maid, on my pajamas and went to the age, and I didn't touch that girl."
who works most of the time at the door," he said, "and they made
Asked how old the "girl" was,
sundry store were having an af- up the story and said that we were he replied, "She's 45."
fair either before or at the time caught together."
that the police arrived.
Mr. Goodlett said that the rumors
WIFE CALLS POLICE
that he was having an affair with
Police said that they caught both the woman was started by Negroes,
Mr. Goodlett and the maid nude who live near the sundry store,1
when .they entered his home at US and that someone called his wife,'

.58 Yule Savings
Pair
Face
Trial
City
1Bluff
PTA
Shoes
Jaycees To Add
Hit Billion Mark In Gifts To Children Plans Banquet In Murder Plot
NEW YORK — (UPI) — More (rage $105 each.
than a billion dollars in Christ- Edward F Dorset
president of
mas shopping money will be dis- Christmas Club, a corporation
said
tributed beginning next week.
this marked the seventh year that
This represents the amount of Christmas club savings had passed I
Ynoney 13,000.000 members of the billion -dollar mark.
Christmas clubs have saved this "People have learned' the value
year in 7,900 banks.
of accumulating dollars that can
The exact total is $1,365,000,000 lead to individual finance security,
(B). Checks to depositors will iv- Dorset said.

ge 1)
from
and lunch;
Violence,'

•
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. —
ear reading a book, also was ar•
A President and Principal BanNeedy Negro children
ma Wallace said that there was a
Mrs. Nancy Jacobson, 36, and her rested.
.
lt
quet
be
held at the
fitted from head to to' this great need for Negro adoptive
33-year-old married lover Monday
Investigators said the couple ad
, faced charges of inciting
Christmas, Sam Qualls, the chair- homes. Many Negro children are 541 Vance ave., Monday, Nov. 3'
to mar milted being in love for t w o
AIRMAN SIDNEY BOWEN, the
man of the Negro Junior Cham- forced to live in boarding homes at 4:30 D. m. All the school prin- der for attempting to hire a man years and
decided last month to son of Mrs. Bertha Bowen, of 2209
ber of Commerce revealed last' for longer periods of time than is cipals and presidents of the var to kill her husband,
dispose of Jacobson, a junior ex- Shannon st., completed the Initial
week when the group held the sixth presently required for white chil- bus Parent Teacher Organizations
Mrs. Jacobson, the mother of ecutive with an ink manufacturing! course of his basic training at
will be honored.
annual kick-off banquet at Tony's dren, she said.
two
and
children,
Richard
G.
concern.
Mr. E. C. Stimbert, superintendLackland Air Force Base, Texas.
Inn.
Serving as master of ceremonCresswelln both of Scituate, Mass.
Detectives said Cresswell seem - and has been selected to attend
Mr. Qualls told the group that he ies for the meeting was Roland ent of city schools will be the confessed plotting to kill Jacobson
ed
relieved
thwartthe
affair
was
, the technical training school for
had contacted a shoe firni in the Porter. program director of Radio guest speaker.
by faking an automobile accident. ed.
!radio and radar technicians at the
East. and that this year, for the Station WI,OK. Miss Wallace was, ------ --Cresswell, according to police, "It was a stupid, disgusting,
liee• 'er AVIS in Mississippi. Airfirst time, the organization would introduced by Elmer Henderson. ! Inn, who presented a similar asked another man to hire a moplot," Cresswell told police. "Now I man Bowen is a graduate of
amount from the !Hooky Wise
give shoes to the children, along
torist to run Jacobson down on a my wife will learn about it. She's
Bill Lee, serving as co-chairnian Packing company;
and Tom Hayes,
Douglass High school here,
with pants. shirts, dresses, and in the Christmas drive, said that
secretary of the Union Protective street corner. The man, who police a fine woman and I have four
other articles of apparel.
refused to identify, reported t h e children. I'm glad you fellows
toys were being donated by down- Assurance
company,
said
that
the
The guest speaker for the even- town stores,
plot to authorities and a trap was came along. This was my idea,
and that the members
ing was Miss Fay Wallace. of the of the Jayceerettes had promised to group would receive at least $50
set.
but I couldn't go through with it.
AMMAN. Jordan — (UPI) —
from his firm.
local Department of Public WelLater. when Cresswell rendez- I don't know what came over me" Americans today were free to
fare, who commended the young repair those which were damaged. Other banquet guests on hand
about
presiAddison,
cornMiss
When
his
Eleanor
travel
believed
wife's
the
told
the
voused
to Jerusalem and Betideinan
he
with
to promise support to the project
men for their interest in young;
dent, of the young women's organ- were Eugene P. Wed, manager of had been hired for the actual kill- plicity in the plot against him, hem, two Jordanian cities declared
children at the holiday season.
"We find many women's organi; ization, was present, and said that Radio Station WLOK, who said ing he was arrested. Mrs. Jacob- Jacobson said: "I'm in a tough off-limits by the U. S. State Department after the Iraqi coup
gations working for children during: the group would continue to as- that his station would devote time son, who was sitting in a nearby spot."
to the promotion of the project,
the Christmas season," she said,1 sist in the Christmas project.
"but it is quite commendable that! Donations to the project were and Carl Carson, of Carson Car
the Negro Junior Chamber of, given by 0. W. Pickett, who de- Rental Services, who said that he
Commerce is willing to help young- l livered a $25 check on behalf of winild provide trucks to haul the
stern have a good Christmas"
the Sawyer Realty company: Wil- merchandise.
Also present were Ernest C. WiDuring her short speech, Miss liam Tony, proprietor of Tony's
thers, photographer; Thaddeus T.
Stokes, editor of the Memphis
World; Van Pritchard, reporter
for the Memphis Press Scimitar;
and M. L. Reid, staff writer of the
Tri-State Defender,
With Christmas less than two! suedeen skirt would brighten the
months away, it is time for par-I holiday for any little girl and she
Words of the WIND
ents to come to some decision on costs only $5.99.
A rman cannot leave a beawhat gifta they will give to the A real bargain is the doll with
ter legacy to the world than a
children a few short weeks from four complete outfits for only
well edwated family.
Dow.
$9.98. She comes equipped with a
—(Thomu &old)
There Is no need to wall until white satin evening gown, flower
the last minute, after others have embroidered white nylon dress
selected the best gifts. You can and hat, aqua satin dress and hat,
make your selections now, and at and a pink nylon nightgown and
your nearest Big Star Store, where matching negligee.
An amazing offer for the young
a display of toys have been placed
for your convenience, and for the man of the family is the atomic
sake of economy, without any cannon, Patton tank, which moves
on rubber treads and has a re
sacrifice of quality.
student votes. Miss Vearnea.
volving turret, and a radar unit,
For
the
women
young
of
the
lure Patterson, of 370 Elder
rotates in all direction!,
STARTS SUNDAY!
house there is an assortment of which
THOMAS E. COOK
rd , placed second, and Miss
for only $8.99. Free with each unit
4—tilta DAYS-4!
dolls
on
display.
You
can
purMarselle Fokome, of 700 Tate,
are six unbreakable combat maYou have lived with Clemenfism and Bossism for six long, tiresome year
chase
for only $4.99 "Street rines.
TWO BIG HITS!!
was third
and now some professional politicians are running around frying to cram this
Janie," all spruced up in a floral
Visit the toy department of your'
isms Clementism down your throat for another four years. We all know that
embroidered white nylon dress Big Star store, and see what
Ellington is Clementism.
and hat, with joined arms and bargains are available, You can
Who is the daddy of the Sales Tax? The 110-year-old Jim McCord. This
legs, washable rooted saran hair. shop there on the lay-away plan
.4 TO Jim McCord promised to remove the sales tax after certain accomplishand made of miracle vinyl.
And be sure and bring your couments were achieved. Did he do it? Jim "Sales Tax" McCord asked for
"Gail of the Golden West," in pon for the free Quality Stamps
$20,000,000 and received more than twice that amount the very first year. Has
authentic cowgirl boots, dressed in Free stamps mean free gifts later
he ever peeped about it? The answer is NO! Browning defeated him over this
gold satin blouse and rust (stator on.
very thing. This same Jim "Sales Tax" McCord has had his head in Frank
Clement's oat barrel for the last five and one-half years. Has McCord peeped
about Sales Tax during this time? The answer is NO. Now why has McCord
jail under a single charge.
gotten so bitter towards Clements? Because he wanied Clement to indorse
The other 12 were given suspendhim for Governor instead of Buford Ellington. What is the difference between
ed sentences of 180 days in ja
Ellington and McCord, who have been together for the pest five and one-half
each. All 14 were returned to jail
years and will be together for the next four years should either be elected
to await a habeas corpus hearing
Voters do you want an 80-year-old man to sleep in the governor's chair for the
on a writ seeking their release.
next four years?
Earlier Monday, three MontYou have a business man candidate with a platform end the only candidat.
gomery Negro ministers who came
with a platform is THOMAS E. COOK. His platform is as follows—
here to "express the concern" of
Montgomery Negroes over t h e
let. Abolish Sales Tax on groceries.
mass arrest were arrested them2nd. Abolish Salts Tax on Medicines.
selves at Shuttlesworth's home on
a charge of vagrancy. They were
3rd. Abolish Sales Tax on funerals.
ordered held pending an investi4th. Higher pay for our school teach;rs
gation.
5th. lefts, school facilities.
6'h. Creator priority for disabled veterans. A thorough
investigation as to why our veterans have not received
ilseir bonus as has been paid by more than one-half
Afteadlloo
of the States of our Country to their vet
.
Plus
More and more industry for T
by forming a
Kent Taylor in
committee to go out and contact large manufacturing
plants and bring them into T
"GANG WAR"
More inducements for tourists to come to T
each year.
Coming Soon!!
9rh. A progressive farm program. The Governor to keep in
FIRST MEMPHIS
closer touch with our Notinr at Covernment in behslf
SHOWING!
of our farmers.
10th. Run-off Law.
11th, No shake-down of state employees.
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IRE'S MISS LeMOYNE—Miss
Pearlie Owens, sophomore and
chemistry major of 6140 Lyman
a%e., defeated two seniors to
win the title of "Miss LeMoyne
College." She was elected by

• 41

NInvernim 4110

DAISY
THE KILLEN WHO
SET HIS SIGHTS
ON EVERY BANK
IN TN WEST!!

Jail Ala, Pastor
For Rights Fight
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — (UPI) —
Negro integration leader Rev. F
L. Shuttlesworth and a lieutenant
re sentenced to jail terms and
Monday on
misdeanor
cs
iarges growing out of an attempt
down
racial
break
barriers
on
to
city buses.
Twelve other Negroes were given suspended sentences.
Shtittlesworth was fined $100 and
sentenced to 90 days in jail with
four charges against him merged
into one, J. S. Phifer, 42, was sentenced to $100 fine and 60 days in
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nest C. Withers. jr., (above.)
of 1062 N. Manassas, is confident that his record at Manes.
ass High school will earn him
the nod over his opponents In
the Student Council Vice President race. The 15-year-old son
of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest C.
Withers. sr., Is a junior at the
works part-time
school and
after cl .
with attorney
A. A. Lotting. He wants

to be a lawyer and plans
on attending Tennessee A&I
State university after graduation. From there he plans to
enter one of the law schools,
perhaps Harvard. A versatile
young man, Ernest, jr., kin
the school hand and the assistant Sunday School teacher at
S. Side Baptist church. He *Ian
aids his father, who owns the
Withers Photo Studio, on Reale.

SPAM PARER

TONY CURTIS
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THE
DEFIANT
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M.o.&wilt) !KO hanSTS

If you desire a program like this then go to the polls and vote for a
genuine Democrat who is forced to run on an independent ticket.
No idle promises like many of those made by other candi-fites, I intend
to enforce every promise I have made.

CAUTION — Don't fail to watch how you
voting machines are used.

ite

THOMAS E. COOK
'for GOVERNOR Committee
Dwight McReynolds, Campaign Manager

4

A. L. Motlow To 'Luncheon Of YW-Wives Says Congress
Highlighted By Movie Still Lags On
Give Recital
Civil Rights
Al Avery AME

TRI-STATE DEFENDER

Sat., Nov. 1, 1958

40Courses OfferetIIn
BaptistInstitute Here

Members of the YW-Wives De- Dixon, Mrs. Parchenia
partment of the Vance Avenue Mrs. Henry Collins, Mrs. Beulah
The twenty-first annual institute sideration to nine. They are
MADISON, Wis. — (UPI) —
Branch Young Women's Christian Lewis, Mrs. Lula Halley, Mrs.
"T
the Memphis Sunday School "Avila and His Teachings:"
of
Association, enjoyed and interest- Joy Horne, Mrs. Ida Adams, Mrs. Clarence Mitchell, Washington diTraining Union Con- Use of Arts and Crafts in Chris
Baptist
and
Alfred L. Motlow, a teacher at log and enlightening movie and Flora Cochran, Mrs. Bessie Clay- rector of the NAACP, said Sunday gress will be held at Owen col- ian Education;' "Audio-Visua
Douglass High school, and choir discussion at the monthly lunch- brook, Mrs. Hattie Beverly, Mn. that Congress has made progress lege and the St. John Baptist Resources in Christian Education;
Judy Eiland, Mrs. A. A. Johnson, in civil rights—"but not enough"
eon meeting, October 22.
Beaulah's own Mrs director at the Collins Chapel
from Nov. 3 through 7. and "Recreational Leadership."
The AME churches chose 31 One of
before the oeeting hour. Mrs. Rose Brown, Mrs. Alma Hob- Mitchell told a Wisconsin meet- church
Long
in
be
will
CME
presented
church
p.m.
than 40 courses will be EVENING CLASSES
more
Harris, spoke at 7:30
and
Dora
.
.
year
this
it
that
"not
of
place
was
ing
NAACP
the
Johnson,
Mrs.
Eva
meeting
J.
T.
the ladies gathered and chatted in son, Mrs.
their
member was gracious- recital at the Avery Chapel AME
available.
Also "Creative Activities in
Bowling Green, Ky. The well- The devout
the lobby and club rooms of the Hamilton, Mrs. Elizabeth Hill, enough that Congress had passed a
2
Sunday,
on
Nov.
church
Graves
Ruth
Mrs.
Registration for the institute Guiding Children;" "The Chu''Ii.
planned program of the West Ken- ly received.
YWCA, happy to greet old friends Mrs. Narcissus Jones, Mrs. Isa- hill to protect the right to vote."
the
at
appearing
until
church,
Also
p.m.
her.
Program for Youth," "Holm Ind
belle Bridgeforth, Mrs. Lila Gor- lie said they must also pass leg- will he held from 5:00
tucky Conference reached unpre- presented
will be Miss Barbara Hooks ail and meet new ones.
Friday evening, Oct. Church Working Together;" t"le
cedented heights under the skillful Participating in various other
Mrs. Lois Greenwood, chairman don, Mrs. Mary Bradshaw, Mrs. islation to protect against discrimi 3:30 p in. on
artist.
guest
dollar,
one
be
wit,
Earlene
fee
the
and
Secretary and His Task;" and
direction of Bishop E. L. Hickman capacities were Mrs.
of the YW-Wives, opened the Louise Williams, Mrs. Subina Day, nation in employment, protect the 31,
Holmes, Mrs. Margaret Young, Accompanying Mr. Mallow dur- meeting with a Call To Worship Mrs. Elizabeth Braach, Mrs. Lena lives and rights of citizens as they plus fifteen cents for credit cards. "The Work of the Church Offiof Detroit, Mich.
is
institute
the
of
purpose
Luthe
The
Mrs.
by
ing
recital
the
sponsored
Gordon,
cers
which was followed by a devotion. Taylor, Mrs. Gertrude Turner, travel or seek to attend public
Memphians who took an active Mrs. R. Francis
more adequate leaderBessie Edwards, Building Fund Committee will be 1
by Mrs. Rebecca Hiram and Mrs. R. J. Roddy, Mrs. Alberta schools and halt the bombings and to provide
Rev. A. MeEwen Williams ia
part in the program were Rev. cille Harris, Mrs.
responsibility
S.
of
Mrs.
positions
for
local
ship
Robinson,
well-known
Omar
Mayfield,
Mrs. T. H. Watkins. The group Mason, Mrs. Sue Ethel Suggs, and dynamitings that have flared up
dean of the Institute; Rev. H. C.
II. Ralph Jackson of St. Andrew Mrs. Gladys
enlisted
helping
Wilby
church
Miss
the
in
musician.
Harris,
L.
Mrs.
was taught a beautiful little Afri- the YWCA staff; Mrs. Addle G. In the South.
a rit, and Mrs felen Matthews,
AME church, Rev. J. A. James of Collins,
and Mrs. E. 0. Mr. Motlow attended Fisk uni- can song "Kum Ba Yah". Mrs. Owen, Executive Director; Miss "Far too many situations where. workers enrich their own lives and assistant deans. Others participatMt. Zion AME church Rev. J. D. lett Springer
and
discovering
in
them
assist
to
year.,
while
two
and
for
versity
Greepe.
ProBernice Thomas served as the Minnie McFadden, Teen-Age
a simple act of sitting on a bus.'
ing are Charles H. Ryans, presiDentham of Allen Chapel AME
mistresses of there was a member of the Flak piano accompanist.
gram Dir. Mrs. Ruth Reeves, walking into an airport waiting improving the skill and insights dent of the Congress; and 0. J.
church and W. L. Power, Presid- The charming
their
share
M.
to
need
Hattie
they
which
Mrs.
were
tenor
Singers,
and
soloist
ceremony
Jubilee
Bright.
Maud
Miss
District
Dir.,
Residence
room, or trying to buy a cup of
k movie en adoption was shown
ing Elder of the Memphis
Armstrong, Dave Collins and B.
Pisgah CME for the group. He was also song after an explanation by Miss Sara Office and Information Secy., and coffee at a railway station may re- knowledge and faith.
and Rev. E. M. Alcorn of St. Swanigan of Mt.
presidents.
offered this T. Leuria, vice
of
courses
Gilder
the
Lula
Among
Mrs.
Eta
chapter
the
director
and
Psi
of
Maintenance,
church
Alridge,
Willie
imprisonment,
Mrs.
arrest,
an
Counsein
Senior
church.
sult
Welfare
Quinchet,
James AME
Institute chases begin at 7:00
church.
are asking those
leaders
Baptist
the
year,
Pleasant
Psi
fraternity.,
Omega
Phi
the
of
possible
or
Mt.
with
Mrs.
assault
concluded
physical
movie
the
lor.
Following
Conference
The
who attend to give special con- P.m.
Mrs. Alta M. Lemons, Mrs. Jose- He finished his college work IV Gwendolyn Mitchell, Child Weldeath."
the reading of appointments.
Wimbush, Miss Willett Tennessee A and I State univer- fare Worker and Miss Quinchet
ST. JOHN BAPTIST
Mrs.
. Bailey,
sity where he was given the bach- answered questions brought from
As members of St. John Baptist Springer, Mrs. Eliz
LONDON — (UPI) — Queen
Evelyn elor of arts degree in education. the floor.
church enter their beloved sanc- Peach Ola Grant, Miss
Elizabeth and other members of
RockaH.
J.
Mr. Motlow comes from a mu- A delightful lunch was prepared'
tuary, Sunday, decorations tram Edwards and Mrs.
com- sical family. His mother, Mrs. by a committee. tlostesses for the the royal family took part in the
every corner of church will (iepict more were chairmen of the
Hattie Harrison, is a member of occasion were Mrs. Isabelle A., dedication of the rebuilt old
the occasion. Pumpkins, potatoes, mittees.
Bessie the Avery Chapel church, and or- Rouhlac, Mrs. Pauline Taylor, and church of St. Clement Dane's,
apples, 'tis Harvest Day. A pro- The chairman was Mrs.
serv- ganist and soloist for the S. W. Mrs. Bertha Harris.
The mcmbers of the First Bap- The Theme of the program will
gram superb will await the most Edwards, Mrs. E. 0. Green
which gave its name to the Elized as co-chairman and Mrs. Min- Qualls and Company Funeral Ladies present were the follow- abethan nursery rhyme. "oranges
tist church are looking forward to be: "Christian Women's Contribudiscriminating.
home. His grandmother, the late ing: Mrs. Effie Flagg, Mrs. Elise and lemons say the bells at St.
the observance of Annual Wom- tion In An Age of Transition." The
Robert Mebann, the superinten- nie Hill as secretary.
Rev. W. C. Holmes is the pastor. Mrs. Susie E. Larry, was 44 years Howell, Mrs. Louise WesUey, Mrs.! Clements."
en's Day, Nov. 9, at the church. Theme song: "Come Women, Wide
dent of Sunday School, has done
Mrs. Lillie
the organist and soloist of the Geneva Williams,
much to assure enjoyment of the The Seventh Street Baptist
The three-century-old church,
Plans are being formulated to Proclaim."
Baptist church.
Street
Mrs. V. W. Jeffrey is the genThe Seventh
Lanier, Mrs. Marie L. Adams. destroyed in 1942 by a German
observation.
Mrs. Addie G. Owen, Executive make this the greatest day in the
eral chairman with Mrs. M. E.
Rev. A. McEwen William is the church built its annual Women's Mr. Motlow has made numerous Mrs. Hattie R. Braithwaite, Mrs.; bomb, was reconszcrated as Cen- Director of the Vance Avenue church's history.
Judson, co-chairman.
Day program around a panel. appearances both in Memphis and Lula Greer, Mrs. Janie Irwin,' tral Chapel of the royal .ir force. Branch Young Women's Christian
minister.
Many activities will lead to the
Dr. H. C. Nabrit is the minister.
And, wise indeed were the plan- in Nashville, and has been ac- Mrs. Selma Ragsdale, Mrs. Thel- The $30,000 organ used in the in- Association has recently returnBEAULAH BAPTIST
capacity
a
and
culmination,
"melodious ma Davidson, Mrs. W. O. Speight, augural services was donated by ed from the Southeast Executive crowd is expected at the afternoon
his
After spending a day at the ners — for the panelists more claimed for
worthi- voice."
Mrs. James Joy, Mrs. Mamie U. S. airmen in Britain.
Beaulah Baptist church, Sunday, than justified faith in the
Directors' Round Table at Lake program, at 3:15 p. m.
"Developing A
one could justly say that there is ness of the topic,
Junaluska, North Carolina.
The guest speaker for the event
Amiable
Community".
no better place to spend a Sab- Christian
is Mrs. Vivian H. Salley of Brookfour
held
was
Round
The
Table
moderawas
Harris
Bernice
bath than in a chosen house of Mrs.
days and its major emphasis was lyn, N. Y.
worship. The church celebrated its tor of the group which included
The members of Gibralter Chapon the communicative function of
AdMrs.
McClendon,
Tealie
Mrs.
theme
Annual Women's Day. The
the Excutive Director. . . with ma, Florida, Georgia, and Ken- ter No. 36, Order of the Eastern
Katie
Mrs.
Owens,
Griffen
dle
An
For
—"Women of Great Faith
-om, what, why, %hen and how. tucky, were present at the Round Star will hold ennual Esther Day
Mrs.
Age of Great Crisis" Mrs. Annie Sexton, Mrs. Addie Jones and
celebrations on Sunday, Nov. 2,
Discussions were to help Execu- Table
Branscomb.
Lillie
Baptist
Olivet
of
E. Turner
'at 3:00 p.m. at the Mr.
tives understand themselves and
Discussions were led by Mrs. beginnin,
church and Miss Maggie McDow- Others who took part on the prothose with whom they work and Grace Loucks Elliot, former Gen-. Pleasant Baptist church, at 434
Mrs.
ell of Trinity CME gave far-reach. gram were Mrs. Poterfield,
the importance of communication eral Secretary of the YWCAs of Boston ave.
)ng meaning to the theme with Onia Mae Hunt, Mrs. Allie Mae
or understanding as part of the the United States. Other resource The speaker for the day will
their touehing interpretation of Frye, Mrs. Lula Smith. -nd Mrs.
persons were three members of Rev. L. C. Moore, the pastor.
Executive Directors' program.
M. T. Fort. Mrs. Joe Ann Smith
it.
Mrs. Susie Marie Love is worthy
from
Branches, the National Staff YWCA.
Executives
Graham, iii an obvious reference "If I digress and begin to answer
Personable Mrs. Bernice Abron Of Lake Grove Baptist church was FT. JACKSON, S. C. — (UPI)—
Miss Mary Frances Lacey, Exe- matron; W. L. Cheers, worthy paMore than 60,000 persons turned to Timmerman, said some people my critics, the effectiveness of my Executives of Associations, and
brought a memorable message to mistress of ceremonies.
out Sunday to hear evangelist had become so unbalanced by the ministry would be lost. Let God Program Correlators from Terme!. cutive Director of the Memphis tron; Mrs. Ernmie Ward, secrethe congregation at 3 p.m. She Mrs Rosie Lee Lattimer, Mrs.
Billy Graham here at this big in- racial issue that "segregation or be my defense. I have no scriptuai see, Mississippi, North Carolina, YWCA also attended with Mrs.' tary; and Mrs. Czrenia Booth, reBrown
Corene
Mrs.
Poterfield,
was introduced by Mrs. Nora L.
porter.
center at a rally shifted integration have become their only right to answer my critics."
fantry
South Carolina, Virginia, Alaba-' Owen.
acted
as
Sexton
Katie
Mrs.
was
and
Morgan. Music for this hour
_
from the South Carolina Capitol gospel."
presented by the Mt Moriah Bap. group captains for the Day
Rev, M. Sexton is the minister. steps because Gov. George Bell "God pity us," the handsome
tist church choirs.
Timmerman, jr. branded Graham evangelist told newsmen, "if we
as a racial integrationist.
let our differences prevent us
The crowd, which included ex- from presenting Christ to a lost
Secretary of State and former Gov. world."
James F. Byrnes, was described
Graham said in talking to heads
by sponsors of the rally as t h e of state throughout the world hi
largest outdoor religious gather- had not found an optimist among
ing ever held in the South-east. them. All of them, he said, were
Graham called the thousands as- pessimistic over the future of the
sembled on Darby Field—a Fort world.
However, he said he had found
Jackson parade ground—"A testimony of the faith and religious optimism in Christ, adding "the
heritage of the people of South greatest need in the world is to
get back to God. We have chosen
Carolina."
He made brief mention at a news to live away from God and we've
conference prior to the rally of the made a mess of it."
A young man facing one of life's Intellectual, or social standards controversy stirred up when TimAt his news conference, Graham
most critical moments a few days demanded of us we turn our backs
in merman protested plans to stage said his only reason for coming
ago was asked if he had turned on God. Unfortunately we live
the rally from the state Capitol to Columbia was to "preach the
to God. The young man looked up a day when people are exerting evsteps. Timmerman said such a ral- gospel." He refused to comment
as he thought about the crimes ery effort available to circumvent
ly on state property would be il- further on criticism of himself,
that were in his past and said, "I the better things of life.
saying:
legal.
have turned on God!" How grip- In the church they want a minisping must have been these words ter who is going to send them Sunto his hearers but gripping or not day after Sunday on their way in
they were true nevertheless. But the midst of sin, rejoicing, in
school they look for a teacher who
the story does no' stop there —
grant you that two men lay dead I. going to know that they are
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behind him now and another is Ignorant yet will stoop to the level
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be like that man!" flow disillusion- izing the health and welfare of
Flour and have them on hand
Theme of the conference will be brief session from Nov. 7-9.
ed he must he that this morning those about them, in the world in
workMinisters
state-wide
A
deHeat
Makes about 20 doughnuts.
shortening to 365
along with a cup of piping hot
general they want someone to al- "Fifty Years of Progress But
his idol had let him down.
shop will he held on Thursday aftcocoa for the spooks and Mom. grees F. Sift dry ingredients These doughnuts are a special
This is not the first time that low them all the best things of Free by Sixty-three."
you bet your life you will be together. Combine eggs, milk treat at any time, especially
The conference is expected to ernoon and evening. Roy Wilkins,
scmething like this has happened— life when they know that they are
executive secretary of the NAACP
safe from all harm.
years ago a young man bent on, not entitled to them. The tragic draw branch delegations and a will address the conference on
and vanilla. Add to dry ingre- when fryed with Jack Sprat
always
from
is
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delegation
when
large
arises
fraternal
thing
reaching the top early went to his!
Friday night.
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in
will
around
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every
someone
father and got that which was his,
A half-day voter - registration
Flour
Mix just to moisten dry ingreBesides the workshops on roulawfully and went out to live a life' Such to go on.
Bye for now,
by
the
conducted
be
workshop
will
3 Tablespoon melted
Each Sunday people must be tine program aspects, this year
dients well. Roll out 1-4 inch
according to his specifications.
organcoordinated
of
leadership
Shortening
thick of a board floured with
Jana Porter
Things went alright for a while made conscious of their shortcom- special emphasis is being put on izations working with voter - reg
JANA C. TOTTER
butlike all other man-made plans ings, in the class rooms, on the voter • registration, a state-wide istration.
he woke up one day to learn that jobs, wherever man finds him- church social action program, a
will
Banquet
Fund
Freedom
A
who
someone
be
must
there
clinic on economic nressures, lahe had chosen a one way street self
highlightan address by Dr. Edand all that he had planned had has the courage and moral forti- bor, land, housing and finance ward J. Odom, NAACP church
the
at
crossroads
stand
to
tude
of
Negro citizens.
problems
ended tip in disappointment.
secretary, and Freedom Fund ReBut this is what happens when of life and tell people thus saith
Also the looming civil rights ports from the branches.
we
extent
that
Lord,
to
and
the
When
God.
a man turns his back on
battle resulting from pendi ng
Other National and Regional
in the
the hour of realization came up in will not be able to say
court actions on school integration staff personnel who will give guidthe life of this man you hear him final analysis that we have turned suits involving the University of ance to the program include:
crying out "Father, I have sin- our backs on God.
Georgia and the public schools of
Gloster Current, director of
ned and am no more worthy to.
Atlanta and Fulton County.
branches; Mrs. Ruby Hurley, rebe called thy son!" Today we
And the bus integration suits of gional secretary: Atty. Robert
have an echo of the same thing —
PARIS -- (UPI) — Habib Boor- Atlanta and the voter registration Carter, general counsel; Atty. D.
this man asks in so many words, guiba. jr., son of Tunisia's presi- suits in Dawson and Terrell Coun- L. Hollowell, chairman of the Lehave
I
God,
"Why should I go Cc
dent, today prepared to present ty.
gal Defense committee: Herbert
turned on him." Now in the sha- his credentials to the French govWidespread participation of out- Hill, labor secretary and the Rev.
dows of the worse he suddenly wak- ernment as his country's n e w standing leaders in Georgia and Amos 0. Holmes, Georgia field
es tin. How tragic it is that many ambassador to Paris.
over the nation will serve as con- secretary.
of us find ourselves in the same
boat. When personal initiative, personal resources, personal knowledge, and all the rest of the things
run out on us many of us find
ourselves in. the same dilemma as
this young man — fit now only to
say. "I turned on God!" He could'
have easily said I failed to live I
EVERY SATURDAY MORNING—at 11:30 the "on the air" sig- and hundreds of boys and girl—talent which might
otherwise
up to the expectations of God:
nal slices for a new group of talented boys and girls as the Big he unrecognised. Ifttg Star Food Stores of Mninnhis and the Midthis is a condition that is far too
Star Talent Show provides opportunity for an ever changing cas' South are happy to bring this opportunity show to
prevalent today, l'eople in all
Mid-South
of young performers to show the world what they can do. Thh relent. Appearing on a re.ent shou were (I-r): cleverly Buntyn,
walks of life wake up one day to
began
A
and
LITTLr, ROCK. •k.—(UPI)— college
Arkansas State Teach- About 230 senior students
learn that the paths they have
is opportunity which is bringing to light the talents of hundreds Jeanette Wallace, Sylvia Ituntyn and phoebe Weaver.
nearby ers college, is 32 miles north of fulltime classes last Wednesday at
chosen to travel ate not the paths A new private school at
that lead to ultimate goodness and Conway enrolled displaced Little Little Rock. The small Baptist the Little Rock private school, beglory hut rather to heart break- Rosk high school students Mon- (-allege will use its own faculty ing held at the site of the old Uniing and heart rending conditions day as two other schools prepared members to teach the high school versity of Arkansas Graduate Cenclasses.
ter here. Classes for the Juniors
that make us dread the day that for the start of -lasses today.
Meanwhile, orientation schedules are to begin Tuesday.
W. L. Ilugerss, principal of the
we were born
What ever might have been our Conway Baptist college's new high were started yesterday for stu- The juniors will he accommodatprevious station in life if we come school, said parents of 120 to 130 dents at three grade levels at Bap- ed in four unused rooms in the
In the place to realize that Little Rock students had applied tist school opened here for Little once Methodist ophranage build
Rock high schcsd students and ing now leased to the Little Rock
we have turned on God we are for places for their children.
Burgess said, however, he was for junior students at the Little Private School corporation. Clacsin a rather pitiful condition. How
rooms for them also are being fittragic It is now at this hour for not certain all would show up for Rock private high school
ted out in a metal building at the
Nob mai to realize that he had formal registration. A. R Redden, NOV. 3 CLASSF,S
college.
had anBurgess
said classes would same location
tuned• God. Yet many men president of the
in all walks of life ..re t turning their nounced the school ould accomo- start at the new Conway school
Or T .1 Raney, president of the
the
^.
v
N
sasis
When
about
every
more
God
date
day.
20
boys
date ss Is 'lock Private school corporation, an
and
on
30
becks
pubic school is expected to start flounced that public" contributions
we allow oursel% en to 'ail to 'ilea. to 45 irls
Conway, the hone of liendrix for the sophomore students.
sure up to the moral, spiritual,
bad passed the $100,000 mark.
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TACKLING TERRORS. No
matter how fast a ball-carrier
gets away, there's usually some
sure-tackler lurking somewhere

on the field with only one purpose in mind — to get that
man on the turf. This series
of pictures graphically shows

this unfamiliar side of football.
Left, UCLA's Harry Baldwin
puts his shoulder Into his work
as he tackles Pittsburgh's Fred

Riddle last week. At right,
Green Bay Packer Steve Mellinger Is caught from behind
by Detroit's Yale Lary. Riddle

was on a run, Mellinger had
just received a pass. Third
from left: Tulane's Percy Co-

Ion holds Georgia Tech's endrunning Ronnie lAmis to two
yards with a solid spill. At

far right, Washinetnn Red.
skins' Doyle Nix holds Gallop.
log Willie Gallmore of Chicago

Bears to two yards &trine an
exhibition game. UPI Telephotos.

MARSHALL'S 414 YARDS TOPS IN THE OAP

'ter Chape Eastern
sther Day
• Nov. 2,
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DURHAM, N. C. — Mack Marehall of Virginia Union is total
offense leader in the CIAA this
week. Using 55 plays in five
games, Marshall rushed 68 yards
and passed foe 346 for a total
of 414.
Norm Anderson of Hampton is
runner up with a total of 399
yards gained rushing in 98 plays
over five games.
Maryland State's Bill Gray, variously known as "Wild Bill" and
"The Shadow" retains his rushing
leadership by averaging 00.6 yds.
in three games and 35 rushes.
Another repeat leader is Joe
Buggs of Elizabeth City Pirates.
His 40 points in five games continues league tops. Temmate Jerry Harper maintains his runnerup position with 30.
Fledgling CIAA Coach Eddie
McGirt's Johnson C. Smith Golden Bulls move into team offense
leadership with a three game total
of 867 yards gained in 173 plays
for a per game average of 289.
The Bulls dethroned Howard's BiSODS who are sixth this week with
a total of 1063 yards gained in
278 plays for a 259 overage.
Clinton Junior Anderson's Shaw
Bears are defensive tops for the
week. In four games. Anderson's
charges allowed opponents' 187
GIANTS (1F A KIND. On the
plays for 463 yards, yielding only
one hand is skyscraper basket115.7 yards a game. The Bisons,
ball star, 7-foot Wilt the Stilt
last week's leaders, are runnersChamberlain of Ilarlem Globeup this week with a per game
trotters, admittedly a giant of
yield of 177.0. Bison foes ran up
hardwood courts. In wheelchair
708 yards in 278 Plays.
neck in brace is Roy Campa•
Among the individual leaders,
mile, stricken Los Angeles
Bob Baker of Delaware repeats
as top passer as he connected
I
on six of nine thrown (66.1 per for 111 yards in four games.
cent) for 89 yards. Jack Dennis j NCC's Reginald Pryor. who
of Morgan completed 15 of 25 kicked 10 times in three games
for 40.8 yards average is punting'
for 60.0 per cent.
Union's Jack Martin Is the new leader.
Maryland State is the league's
pass receiving leader. He caught
12 in five games for 403 yards. leading rushing team. Vernon Mrand four TD's. He replaces Win-' Cain's Hawks rushed 131 times
ston-Salem's Jodie Wilson who is , in three games for 660 yards or
runner-up this week with 11 snares an average of 220 per contest.

I

Dodger catching giant
became a national giant because
of the giant courage he's shown
in determined effort to beat
rap of a broken neck. Another
giant is at Roy's left. ife's
former Manhattan college cage
star, big Junius Kellogg, who

exposed basketball fix scandal
in 1951 and was paralyzed in
an auto accident in 1953. Chamberlain humbly offers game
ball to wheelchaired stars at
Madison Square Garden last
weekend where Globetrotters beat Philadelphia Sphas.

Gobe rotters On
idwest Cage Trip

M

By JACK WILKINSON
!team that won only four games,' money is going to be, I'm w
ALBUQUERQUE, N. H.
he was 11th in the nation with, it."
(UPI) — Don Perkins came west, 744 yards in 112 carries and sec-1 unwelcome tag of "Most Pro
because he always wanted
ond in the nation in yards per' ising Football Player Ever to I
By FRED DOWN
travel. His traveling haa *Amos( carry — 6.64. Despite last
half roll at UNM" hung on him v.+
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Ernie made him a local legend in
less; injuriea be began living up to the a freshman.
Banks, who set an all-time home than two years — particularly
The 176-pound Negro's forte
run record for shortstops and those trips he takes toward
the
power. He can always be eoun
sparked the Chicago-Cubs to a end zone.
on for that extra yard after I
surprising sixth-place finish Is the
Perkins, heading for another
log hit. He's also one of t I
United Press International's 1958 banner year as one of the nateam's top pass receivers. I
year.
tion's top rushers, is a 20-yearblocking is just as clea(lly as l
The 77-year-old native of Dallas, old right halfback, drawn to the
runs and naturally he's a pert
Tex., was acclaimed the league's University of New Mexico from
decoy while his teammates mo
No. 1 player by an overwhelming Waterloo, Iowa, where he earnthe ball. Ile says he loves to pl
margin in the voting of a 24-man ed Ail-State honors at West Watdefense, which explains his an
UPI board of experts, three from erloo High.
agery toward the opposing b.
each city in the league. Banks
His slashing runs, laced Incarrier.
received 22 of a possible 24 votes stinctively
with
remarkable
His coach, Mary Levy, who a,
with one each going to second' change-of-pace, have turned him
played in Iowa — at Coe college
baseman Bill Mazeroski of the Into one of the most feared backs
labels Perkins a great an-arot
Pittsburgh Pirates Lew Burdette in the Southwest and are makplayer, who came to New Hex.
of the Milwaukee Braves.
ing New Mexico a winning team
already instilled with the fines
Braves.
for the first time in five years.
of a college veteran.
Banks, who didn't take up base"Perk," as his teammates call
Perkins' habit of smashing in
ball seriously until he was 17 years him, undergoes an amazing
the line, running over ratl,
old, has long been recognized as change off the field. Ile wears
than around the players CAW
one of the National League's top horn rims, is shy and unassumLevy some concern. "I do w.
shortstops but 1958 was by all ing and talks in low tones. He
he would try to elude some
standards his finest.
doesn't like to talk about himthose players," he says.
In addition to fielding
his self, gives all the credit to his
Perkins says he guesses h
position brilliantly, the lithe 180- teammates and would just as
just lazy; he doesn't want
pound Negro batted .313, set a ma- soon skip the interview.
run around when he can •
jor league mark for shortstops by
"Perk" has gained 523 yards on
through."
hitting 47 homers and led t h e 71 carries in five games this sea"Perk" is one of eight childr
league with 129 runs batted in.
son and Is second in the nation
and has always loved football. '
The highest honor Banks ever in rushing behind Dick BASS of
wants to play professionally, Iv
has achieved came only a year College of Pacific who has 625.
admits that's a hit too far in t.
after it appeared that his career
Perkins also has scored six
future to plan for now, lle h,
might be ended by a sore throw- times and picked up an additionone more year at New !Neale
ing arm. Banks was shifted to al 125 yards on pass receptions
Don is a history major ;0
third base in 1957 because of the this season. lie is the top Skywants someday to teach a n
ailing wing and did not reestab- line Conference scorer with 38
coach. He has made quite a
lish himself as the Cub's short- points.
DON PERKINS
of history ht.,..self, for it will
stop until the spring of 1958.
Last season, playing with a
Now Mexico's Ace
many an autumn before he is foi
gotten on the New Mexico campus

Fayetteville And
Joe Brown May Move Up Virginia
State

By SHELBY SCATES
lot, according to Joe, but they are "I'm not like Jordan or Dupes,"
NEW ORLEANS — (UPI) —. still youngsters a year or two Brown says confessing some reGenial Joe Brown, the lightweight i away. You just can't tell about servations about abandoning the
i lightweight ranks — and the title.
champion with a welterweight them yet."
"I'm a natural lightweight and
punch, says pickings are slim 1 There is plenty of recent prei
cedent
behind
a
move out of the if I start fighting the welters I'll
in the division he dominates and 1
'
lightweight
ranks
into
the
welterbe giving away weight every
he may move up a notch to the
; weight division. Ralph Dupes, a time. Now Dupes is a natural welwelters.
'
Brown
KO
victim
last
spring,
is
ter
and should do real good," says
"I don't see much opposition
among the lightweights now out- already emerging as a top contend- Joe adding:
side Kenny Lane," SaYS Brown er behind another exlightweight, "On the other hand, every man
n.
has his price. If that's where the
who battled the full 15 rounds Don Jordan.
with Kenny last Summer and ,
came through with a split decision that saved his crown.
But Brown,
who is training
here for his non-title fight Nov.
5, with Johnny Buss°, says a decision on the switch in divisions is
strictly up to his manager, Lou
viscusi.

NEW YORK — After playing Meadowlark Lemon, the 1958-59
before sellout crowds in Madison edition of Abe Saperstein's interSquare Garden and other cities nationally famous Globetrotters is
in the New York area, the daz- still being hailed on Broadway as
sling Harlem Globetrotters take -basketball's all-time hit show."
their basketball and fabulous A capacity throng of 16,000
"floor show" into the middle hailed the Trotters in the historic
west this week.
Garden last week, and no less
Led by Wilt (The Stilt) Cham- than 50 million saw them perberlain, the $65,000 wonder rookie' form on the Steve Allen teleand their incredible comedian, vision show Sunday, Oct. 10.
"We've been giving it some
Afterward. Allen, one of the thought. After all, I hold a couple
greatest performers in show busi- of wins over Akins (welterweight
ness commented:
champ Virgil) and if Viscust
"The Globetrotters can c 0 m e Wants to make the change, it's
back to my television show any : okay with me," he explains.
time they want to. They're the
However, the articulate, tenRICHMOND. Calif. — (UPI) —
greatest. Chamberlain, Lemon year fight veteran is quick to corSixto Rodriguez, San Anselmo
and Honey Taylor (the dandy rect the impression he wants no
light heavyweight, hacked away
dribbler) were absolutely riotous more ring work with southpaws
with chopping rights to win a ten
They really broke me up."
in general and Lane in particular.
round decision over Willie GI The Globetrotters
will thril
"That's the only tea, fight in
bert of Los Angeles last night at thousands more within the
next' this division now. 1'11 fight him
the Richmond Auditorium.
seven days when they invade the anytime my manager arranges it
Rodriguez weighed 171, Gilbert, middle west and put on the show
and I'm sure I.ane feel sthe same
162. Referee Matt Zidich, the sole everybody
on Broadway is still way." says the champion.
official, voted for Rodriguez 97-93. talking
about. They will appear Beyond Kenny, who
There were no knockdowns, althe following cities:
Brown with his left-handed
style
surpiedIn
though both boxers were shaken
Oct. 31 — Ft. Leonard Wood, and staying power ,in their nousup in the wild slugging, closing Mo.: Nov. 1 — Louisville,
Ky.: ton meeting. Joe sees a general
rounds.
Nov. 2 — Peoria. 111.: Nov. 3 —I lack of fistic maturity in t h e
The win was Rodriguez's 18th Niles, III.; Nov. 4 — Elmhurst, lightweight ranks
without a defeat. Gilbert's record HI.; Nov. 5 — Hammond. Ind.;
Len atatthews and Carlos Oiler
now is 12-10-3.
Nov. 6 — Lafayette, Ind.
i are the best of the up-and-coming

FAYETTEVILLE, N. C. — Fay
etteville State Teachers colleg,
Broncos are making a general(
effort to redeem themselves. Nov.
8, when they meet Virginia State
for the homecoming game. at thc
Junior High school Bowl.
The Broncos will depend largely
on co captain James Brayboy, 6
ft. 190 pounds, a soft-spoken and
dedicated local boy, graduate of
E E. Smith High and quarterback
of the team. and on Charles John.
son. 6' 2" 205 pounds, tackle from
Williamston, N. C.
Johnson is said to be a natural
ball player and he is "Mister Big"
In the Bronco line. He is a fast
and vicious tackler.
The Broncos have been in the
loser bracket since entering the
CIAA fold, but Coach Bryant is not
discouraged 1.:,--ordine to him,
1958 is considered a year of building with expectation of impraN ing
the ranking of the team in CIAA.
"This year's spre d of 33 men
Include only one senior." Coach
Bryant said, "Next year's team
should possess experience, weight,
and savy We are singine the Old
Dodger song 'Wail until Next
_
._'._"
Year.

Rodriguez Defeats

herwise
he MidId-South
Buntyn,

NEW FACES. Michigan State
college vent to bat last week
end with a new -darting hark
field of Mickey Vfellter. left,
a guard; Fred Arbanas, right,

•

an end; and fullback Herb Adderlev. All three are standout
soplue- re, who have ?tellies!
the
•• ,-s iff the first
string. UPI Telephoto,

t.

OLD PALS. World' middle
weight champ Sugar Ray Rob.
inson and his close pal from
Chicago, Homer Anderson. gas
station tycoon and businessman, huddle at Ray's 7th ave.
tavern in Harlem where they
got together on Anderson's

recent trip to the world serice in New York. Robinson
makes it a point to look up
Anderson when he's in Chicage and Homer in turn makes
all the nehinyai fights. Cali
fornia to New York.

Tangle, Nov. 8th

,

SAN MATEO. Calif - tri'll -.
A $1,405 daily double, the second
largest of the meeting. was ro.
turned at Bay Meadows last Moto.
day Ilyperiann (9111 201 and Na.
hay '$43 801 combined victories for
the big payoff. A $1.41.7..90 doubt'
I was returned here on Oct. 7.
,i
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Dear Mme. Chante: Please pub- graduate of New York university.
lish my name in your pen paI I am single and would gladly excolumn. I will answer all letters • ehange photos if in New York. I
I am 31, single, 5 feet, 4 inches am a deceol, respectable guy.
tall, 135 lbs., black hair, corn - Would like for the person I correplexion brown. Miss Essie Garley spond with to be someone with
322 Johnson St., North Little education and profession. Mr. Alphonso W. Chillis, 448 W. 55th St.,
Rock, Ill.
• ••
New York 19, N. Y.
•• •
0
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
Dear Mine. Chante: I am a
to meet a man between 48-55—
one who does not drink or gam- young woman 23 years of age,
ble. I'm willing to nelp him climb brown eyes, brown hair, 5 feet, 3
the ladder to success. I a m 5 inches tall, 135 lbs., brownskin
feet, 2, weigh 150 lbs. If not sin- and considered to be very attraccorrecere, please don't waste my time tive. I am interested in
the
and yours by writing. I'm sure if sponding with men between
over the
I try long enough, I'll hit t h e ages of 25-35 from all
E ie
- V.;l
4
;?;:it
Afre{eNi;
iel, ‘/:
Carjackpot. L. M. Preston, 209 S. world. Race does not matter.
•
the f
men Barnes, 4245 McDougall, DeWhipple st., Chicago 12, Ill.
•• •
troit. Mich.
week
•••
Dear Mme. Chante: I have been
doub
a
am
I
Chante:
Mme,
Dear
a lonely widow for 10 years. I
and think it
made
am 32, 5 feet, 1 inch tall, 110 reader of your column
mail
lbs., light brown skin. I have a is fine. Would like to receive
For
tl
and fedaughter 14 years old. Would like from pen pals, both male
Kansas
to meet a Christian man between male in Chicago and
inches
"
found
32-40 — someone who is interest- City, Mo. I am 5 feet, 8
brown comstill r
ed in marriage and a daughter. tall, weigh WO lbs.,
GilPvt.
Christian.
a
and
plexion
It won't matter if he also has
Whet
B, Eng,
children. Mrs. Ella Bell, 1749 Min- bert Hinkle, Company
emplil
Leonard
Ft,
E.
Regt.
Inf,
3rd
3R.
nesota, Wichita, Kan.
•• •
wood, Mo.
seph N
•••
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
tempt
a
am
Dear Mme, Chante: I
to contact a dependable lady
tall,
friend between the ages of 28-36 young man, 5 feet, 10 inches
ilc
elevat
I am 31, brown complexion, a weigh 172 lbs., and I have a good
_
job. I'd like to correspond with
of mo
Young ladies between 25 and 35.
Color, looks do not matter. All
races are welcome. All letters will
m
ga
beisnm
WASHINGTON — It took an ac- chores, such as operating one a(
be answered. S. Harris, 5508 S.
tion e
cident in a paper mill to get their two tractors, hauling pulp
Ill.
Ellis, Chicago,
George Spratt of Crossett, Ark., wood off his land, and developing
• ••
feodr one
back on the farm. Now he is set- pastures for his livestock. Hay
Dear Mme. Chante: I am seekCu
di- ward gives him a hand, too.
in
example
outstanding
an
ting
ing an intelligent woman a pro- versification for his neighbors, It's hard work, but it's out is
fessional or business type. One
says T. R. Belton, supervisor of the open, and Spratt likes it aftel
fibrhis
who is already in business or willagricultural extension work in Ar- nearly being asphyxiaed by act
kind.
some
of
ing to go into one
year,
19
mill
paper
a
in
fumes
kansas.
I am a college man and have a
of ts
Spratt and his wife and their ago.
2 inch/
profession. I am t. feet, 81
Ile had been at the mill 12 years
son Ilaywar(1 are rais17-year-old
es tall, weigh 162 lbs., brown
cotton, corn, soybeans, field and had never planned to returs
complexion, neat dresser. I am in- ing
sorghum, peanuts, vegeta- to farming. But when the doe
Sul
terested in marriage. I have no peas,
bles, timber, beef cattle, swine, tors told him he would do bettei
objection to a widow or divorcee
a 330-acre farm. out in the open, he took his in
on
poultry
and
be
must
She
who has children.
And they are one of the first fam- surance money for the mishap ane
intelligent — age and complexion
agents in Arkan- returned to his parents' farm.
uT
i ec
ethe
rt
matter. I am 43 but my ilies extension
not
do
the facts upon which such belief ficant changes in Federal laws friends say I look much younger. sas think of when they are trying "I put all the money into ths
Spratt, "b uyini
says
farm,"
diof
the
advantages
and policies are made which will
explain
to
or beliefs are based.
Please send photo in first letter
is
The Commission has until Sept. better protect and secure civil
versification to one-crop farmers. equipment and livestock and sup
and I will do the same. Will ana week Mrs. plies to make it go."
mt
serve
9, 1959, to complete its studies rights.
un
all letters. Mr. W. McKinney, At least once
swer
Mars
Mrs.
His widowed mother,
and make its reports to the Pres- The second article In this ser- P. 0. Box 37078 Green Station, Spratt climbs into her half-ton
ies explaining how thr Commistruck and heads for Crossett, 11 Spratt, turned over management
ident and to the Congress.
Los Angeles 37, Calif.
vegeof the farm to him. All the othmiles away, with a load of
These reports will be of great sion operates as a fact-gathering
•• •
importance, especially if as a body — through research, hear. Dear Mme. Chante: am Inter- tables and eggs for her regular er children were away. She likes
to tell how she and her husband
Spratt with her problems in ings, State Advisory Committees ested in obtaining pen pals. I am customers, Betton points out.
She returns with fertilizer, in- Jeff homesteaded 80 acres of the
result of the Commission's find- and otherwise — will appear in 37 years old and would like a
or whaever else is farm in 1895, cleared enough the
ings and recommendations signi- this newspaper next week.
man in his late thirties or early secticide,
in the operation of their first year to make a patch of cotforties. Elise Smalling, 1 Andrews needed
the books, ton, and then settled down to
Lane, Kingston, Jamaica, BWI. farm. Also she keeps
it
•
• ••
feeds the hogs and chickens, col- clearing more of the land and
and helps with the buying a few acres from time to
Dear Mme, Chante: I am 32, lects the eggs,
and preparation of vege- time.
single, height g feet, 7 inches tall, harvest
for her customers. Hay- The Spratts' plans for the fubrown eyes, black hair, complex- tables
ward helps out atfer school and lure are to provide more improvion light brown, weight 110. I am
ed pastures for their Hereford catduring the summer.
interested in becoming a member
Spratt handles the heavier tle and Chester White hogs. "We'd
of your pen pal club. Miss Jeanette McFadden, 322 Johnson st.,
So
North Little Rock, Ark.
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Mishap Leads
To Farm Success

CIVIL RIGHTS COMMISSI
Tells What It Can, Can't
Do To Protect Citizens
ments constituting a denial of
equal protection of the laws under the Constitution; and
"(3) appraise the laws and pol
icies of the Federal Government
with respect to equal protection
try.
of the laws under the ConstituThe answer in some cases is: tion."
Everything that it can possibly The commission's authority to
do. In other cases: There is noth- investigate violations of voting
ing it can do.
The answers do not always satisfy. But that is because all too
often the average citizen just
does no know what the Civil
Rights Commission is. what is can
do. and what is cannot do.
i The Chicago Defender will attempt to supply the answers to
those and other questions about
the Civil Rights Commission in a
series of three articles. The first
Of these appear below.

I "What is the Commission on
Civil Rights doing about these
things?" a disturbed citizen might
of
ask after reading or hearing
violations of civil rights reportcouned from distant parts of the

WASHINGTON, D. C. — For the
first time in history Congress has
set up a commission to study how
the civil rights of American citizens guaranteed by the Constitution are being protected nearly
100 years after adoption of the
14th and 15th Amendments.
. That body is the new Commission on Civil Rights, authorized by
the Civil Rights Act of 1957. The
six commissioners and a staff director were appointed by President Eisenhower and confirmed
by the Senate earlier this year.
It is not a law enforcement agency; it was given no police power and therefore can exercise
:none. It is mainly a body to gather, appraise and report facts.
Its duties are spelled out in the
Act creating it, which provides
that:
"The Commission shall—
(1) investigate allegations in
Writing under oath or affirmation
that certain citizens of the United
States are being deprived of their
right to vote and have that vote
counted by reason of their color,
race, religion, or national origin;
which writing, under oath or affirmation. shall set forth the facts
upon which such belief or beliefs
are based;
"(2) study and collect infor•
station concerning legal develop.

Almond Says
Nixon Is A
'Race-Baiter'

rights may be used only when it
is claimed the denial is "by reason of color, race, religion, or
national origin."
Also, before it can Investigate
a denial of voting rights it must
receive a complaint "in writing
under oath or affirmation." No
special form of complaint is required, as long as it sets forth

GEORGE M. JOHNSON, director of the Office of Laws.
Plans and oesearch, and former dean of Howard univer.

FBISteps Up
Bombing Probe

once

authorities
and local
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The officials
FBI moved last week to step up its would be held throughout the Unirole in the fight against "hate ted States, Puerto Rico and Habombers' who seek to destroy
waii during November and Dechurches, synagogues and intecember.
grated schools.
Director J. Edgar Hoover an- BOOMING CASES
was to
nounced the FBI would hold spe- Ile said their purpose
local officials NEW YORK — (UPI) — Living
cial conferences with state and acquaint state and
serv- costs remained virtually unchanglocal police in the next two months with the FBI's "cooperative
cases.
ed in September, the National
to outline investigative services ices" in bombing
rehis organization can iflake avail- In recent bombing cases the Industrial Conferences Board
able in actual or threatened bomb- FBI has sent agents to the scene, ported today.
its labora- The board said its index for
analyzed evidence
ing cases.
its fingerprint facili- September stood at 107.5, up a
Hoover's statement was a new tories, made
out- mere 0.1 per cent from August
and
has
covered
ties available
indication of increasing federal
of-state leads for state and local and up 2.1 per cent from a year
concern over hate-motivated bombofficers.
ago. The index's base year is 1953.
ings in several sections of the
In a related development, the The conference hoard, a nonsity Law school, reviews a
country.
state handbook with Gordon
post office and justice department profit research oganization supHoover outlined the FBI's acare seeking some v ay to crack ported by industry, labor and eduM. Tiffany, staff director.
celerated role in bombing cases
down on the flow of "hate" mail cation, pointed out that food costs
shortly before a small homemade
which might be aimed at inciting dipped 0.1 per cent between Aubomb was found in Central High
further racial and religious Vio- gust and September — the only
school at Peoria, Ill. Police dislence.
component to show a decline.
missed the incident as a student
Federal officials indicated new
prank. The incident came about 10
legislation might he needed to
days after a bomb exploded in a
keep such publications from the
Peoria Synagogue.
mail without violating constituThe FBI chief said he felt that
tional free speech guarantees.
"these outrages can he materially Earlier this week, a group of
an aroused public opinlearn more of the customs of the curbed by
senators and senatorial
effort on the Republican
county and to become better ac- ion, a coordinated
candidates pledged te introduce
local
and
state
quainted with the school life and part of federal,
new legislation in Congress next
law enforcement agencies and by
language of the host.
it a federal
January to make
perpetrathe
of
treatment
stern
crime to bomb any school, church
Warren, who is employed at the
tors."
or synagogue.
Jane Addams Homes, 1324 S.
NEW BOMB
Loomis, met Dr. Gambino while FINDS
EisenPresident
joined
Hoover
a student in the graduate school
condemning the inci•
of the National University of Mex- however in
For an interesting wood effect,
dents. The President has requested LONDON — (UPI) — The Britico last summer.
coot smooth wood with a slain
getis
investiAssociation
bombing
Dairymen's
on
ish
reports
special
He may be contacted at his
cover. While it is still wit, wipe
just- ting fancy.
with denatured alcohol, leaving
home, 2133 Dickey ave., by per- gations, even during his
will
milkman
the
today
election
l
ruled
It
congressiona
concluded
white in the grain. When dry,
earns
a
in
accepting
sons interested
be known from now on as the milk
coat with thinned while shelter.
Mexican child into their homes campaign swing.
during the current school season. Hoover said meetings of FBI salesman.
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Warren Will Aid
Mexican Pupils
Leslie V. Warren, community
and tenant relations aide of the
CHA. has been appointed Chicago
representative of the Exchange
Students of the Americas, it was
announced this week.
The appointment was made by
Dr. Gambino Palma of Mexico
City. The exchange program arranges for and supervises extended visits of high school and college
students in homes throughout the
United States, Canada and Latin-

America.
RICHMOND. Va. — (UPI) — The students live in homes of the
Gov J. Lindsay Almond last week .espective families where there
accused Vice President Richard M. is usually one member of the stuNixon of "race-baiting."
dent's own sex and age.
In a statement in New York, Ills the hope of the agency that
Nixon ( hallenged Adlai S. Steventhe visiting students will arrange
son to bring Almond and other
Southern governors into line on a their visits during the school term
where he is visiting in order to
Democratic civil rights stand.
appease
to
know
I
way
only
"The
or even partially satisfy Dirk
Nixon s rabid race-baiting demand
Words of the Wee
would be to associate myself with
Make yourself an honest
by
him as a brother in the lodge
end then you ean be
man,
joining the NAACP," ilmond said.
ewe that thens Is new nun]
with
association
intimate
"Such
1•••is in the wale
— (71nocone euriyiee
desperate Dick does lot appeal to
as
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GEORGE SPRATT CAN BE
seen helping wife load up

their half-ton truck with vegetables for customers In town.

Corn
all
into
to
free

••

like to be in shape to sell a batch
of calves and pigs every 90 days
or so," says Mr, Spratt.
Their county agent, Willie Booker, jr., is helping them toward this
goal. And the home agent, Mrs.
Familia S. Smith, helps Mrs.
food preservation and home imSpratt with her problems in
provement.
Young Hayward is an outstanding 4-H'er. He holds a state first
place title in forestry on the basis of his work in selective cutting, setting out pine seedlings,
fire prevention, and in management. He hopes one day to take
over the farm and build on the
foundation laid he two generations
before him.
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We regret that Prof. William T. McDaniel, a veteran of more than 15 years here in
•
the field of education, was apprehended last
week in an immoral situation. Without
doubt he is a capable music teacher and has
made a lasting contribution in that field.
For that he deserves credit
We realize that perfection is not to be
found in mankind. But school teachers are
still regarded as being on a lofty level.
Whether they like it or not they should exemplify the fortitude and resistance of Joseph who endured torture in resisting the
temptation of Potiphar's wife.
However, of greater importance is the
elevation and maintenance of a high level
of morals of our youth. Any action stemming from young people themselves which
besmacks of loose character or any such action emanating from adults is to be viewed only in one light — INTOLERABLE.
Currently the Negro minority is striving
for equality of opportunity in education
.nhis struggle has finally brought about a
greater degree of soul-searching on the part
of some reactionaries, which is healthy.

Further, the Negro is laboring under an
unfair blanket indictment that all Negroes
are immoral and diseased.
To countenance or suppress facts in a
situation which would support the unjust
accusation, would be unthinkable. The overall good of the community, the healthy advancement of the youth of the community—
our richest heritage--takes precedent over
any individual.
Already it is most embarrassing to sit in
on a mixed or minority group discussion of
illegitimacy or juvenile delinquency
This
shouldn't be. It is all due largely to one
fact: An unsavory condition, which laired
under a tolerant, patronizing regime like
reptile beneath the surface has slithered
about too long in this community. Prof.
McDaniel is merely a victim.
This evil must be unearthed and crushed
the benefit of the entire community.
If we want the first-class citizenship we IS IT WANTED?
have declared we seek, then we must face America (the United States) is
historically, freq ue ntly, and loudup to the full responsibilities of that status. ly proclaimed as the world's lead.
In this we are heartened by widespread re- Mg exponent of democracy. In
school books, on the screen, in
action to the regrettable incident.

utstandte first
the hasive cut• edlings,
manageto take
on the
erations

to some questions:
When you looked at tht foothall game on TV Saturday did
You feel a glow of pride when
Negro player made a brilliant
run or scored a touchdown?
Did you feel the same elation
when a white player acquitted
himself well?
Do you admire Jack Dempsey
as much as you do Joe Louis?
Ask yourself why.
Ask yourself why you were
glad to see Sugar Ray Robinson
beat Carmine Basilio and regain
his title.
How did you feel when you
card that Walter White had
married Poppy Cannon!
Or when I.ena Horne married
Lennie Hayden?
Were you a follower of major
league baseball before Jackie
Robinson began playing for the
Brooklyn Dodgers? Or did your
Interest in baseball increase after Negroes began to play?
How do you (eel when a Negro commits a particularly revolting crime?
When Ghana gained her freedom were you as glad as when
Israel was born?
Do you think more of Abe
Lincoln than George Washington?

been described as the very nesting
places for the nurture of the demacratic ideal, One wonders if the
1 said.
-Joyce do not use no slam
Americans who are closing the How many words for "Drunk?" pleasantly HIGH,"
Simple, said Simple. "My wife veal
schools, and substituting makeshift -Since I have been married," "That's right," said
KITE, neither correct at all times. If Joy(
replicas of them, realize that they said Simple, "I might get high, "not HiGH AS A
HIGH AS A GEORGIA PINE, thinks I am a little HIGH, wh.
mainvery
testing
one
of
the
are
pulpits, and in Fourth of J u I i
but I do not no more get drunk. like I used to do — which is still my wife says is, 'Jess, do
speeches the American love for springs of the machine upon which
I have too much respect f o r nowhere near up to being COCK- not think you have OVER-INDUI
and complete adherence to democ- the nation operates.
Joyce to come home drunk."
EYED let alone PIE-EYED. To GED?" which is a real polite w:
racy .. its principles and prac- One can only hope that when
"Then marriage has certainly get up to that point, you first of putting it. Joyce Is refined
tires . • are acclaimed,
they get through there will be a
you good," I said. "I can have to get LOADED, then "You mean she would not cod
The Tri-State Defender recommends
Richard Hoyt
The nation's past record in greater appreciation for the role of done
remember when you used to get TANKED, and by that time you right out and ask you if you Si
achieving this great ideal of de- the schools, and greater reluctance
the following Republican candidates for
Alfred Chambers
will he THREE SHEETS IN THE DRUNK?"
mocracy . .. based so much as it in the future to tamper with them, pie-eyed."
your consideration in the November 4, 1958
"No," said Simple, "that is not WIND. But you still are not "Of course not," said Simpl
WILLIAM BRADFORD
is on the princples of Christianity other than to improve them.
true. Cock-eyed, maybe, but not drunk. However, if you keep on My wife is cultured. Besides
election. We feel that if elected they will
... has been commendable. There
Mrs. B. F. Mc CLEAVE
When church groups in a de.
drinking, you soon will be SOUS- would not he DRUNK. I wou'
have
been
slips
and
falls.
Someserve the best interest of all in this commocracy find time to pull back pie-eyed.'
SAM QUALLS
you become Just be MELLOW."
times it seemed the way was lead- from caritable movements on the "What's the difference?" I ask- ED, after which
munity and the state:
that PLASNoe Granito
•
ing down instead of up. But all grounds of denominational dif- "Pie-eyed is like when you have stewed, and following
"A rose by any other name.
Delegates To Limited
told, American history reveals that ferences, one can't help but realize been hit by a pie in the face and TERED."
State Senate, 32nd
I quoted, "would smell the same
as you
far
about
as
doing"
is
are
"Which
what
you
see
cannot
the U.S., the world's strong- that something is sorely amiss with
"Which Is not true of F 0 U
Constitutional Convention
Herbert L. Harper
eat and mightiest advocate of de- the democratic process. One won. explained Simple. "When you are can go, is it not?"
"The ROSES," said Simple. "But h
Simple.
said
Dr.
R.
Q.
no,"
see
"Oh,
can
still
VENSON
cock-eyed,
you
just
State Senate, 30th
mocracy and its oft-repeated be- ders if democracy is being pracdo n
is log mostly a beer man, I
liefs that "all men are created tired when 'people use it to per. out of at least one eye, and know next step from PLASTERED
Harry Wellford
have to worry about whiskey
Robert E. Lee
when you get to Lenox Avenue STINKO, and from STINKO to my breath. Beer is the leas
equal and are endowed by their form undemocratic acts.
Louis E. Peiser
COCK - EYED, from COCK-EY- able the next, and stout the mo
State Senate, 33rd
Creator with certain inalienable
Not too long ago, a public speak- by reading the street sign."
We suggest that when you go to the polls rights, has done progressively
correct," I said, "in ED to PIE-EYED, from PIE-EYE smelly. I drinks the least. But
"You
are
to
er
was
heard
voice
the
opinion
George C. Harrison
from OSSIFIon Nov. 4 vote for this slate of candidates. well.
that Americans are just now wak- that there are degrees of drunk- to OSSIFIED. and
bootleg days, the worst of all fi
General Assembly, Shelby County
ED to BLOTTO.
smell was bath tub gin."
The names of Negro candidates are shown One of the toughest facts his. ing up to what they are saying enness."
not
are
"The
you
Simple.
tory reveals about democracy is when they say they choose de' "There is," said
that time if
Raymond Briggs
"Your drinking experiences ;
in capital letters.
that it is always being tested. Per- mocracy, His thesis was that Amer- least drunk is when you have just DEAD DRUNK, you will be back a long ways." I said.
haps that's as it should be. May- icans in general haven't really got a slight buzz on, which I BLIND DRUNK which is just as
be any ideal that is achieved writ- known what they were talking would call MELLOW. Can't no- bad. By that time you will have "From far away and long a:
es an end to effort. But it's still a about when they used the term body even hardly tell it except passed the point of being ready right up to now, I know," as
South Africa's despicable racial poslicy, cial
fact, . . democracy's tests. democracy. And in a showdown, yourself. The next step is when for Freddy because you will be Simple. "I know. which is why t
groups to enjoy the same rights and tough
slow. 'Therefore,
For instance, currently, right when they can make a choice be. you got a slow glow that won't an unconscious daddy, JUICED, I day I take it
once more, was the focus of mild reproof
ask you tonight to treat me
fundamental freedom." The resolution re- now in this year 1958, democracy, tween democracy as we have been go, which I would call TIPSY. mean JUICED."
by the special political committee of the
minded UN members those who perpetuate as pictured by Americans is under- taught it, and some kind of substi- That is when you are feeling fine "You certainly are well versed nothing bitt a beer."
"Why should the treat be c
United Nations Assembly. This makes the
or increase discrimination are not honoring going some of its severest tests. tote to serve selfish group needs. as wine, even if it is off of noth- in the various degrees of intoxififth time the UN has dared to raise its
The list of the test areas is enough as they seem to want it, will di' ing but beer. But if it be's Fri- cation," I said.
their pledges to the international body.
"Because I hate to see you star
to depress anyone not thoroughly mocracy win?
day or Saturday night, and you. "INTOXICATION, that is o n e
eyebrows at that country's ruthless segrethere and drink alone," said Sin
This is really not a censure but a mere sold on the idea that democracy Down here in "The Shadows," drink a little more, then you be- word I missed," said Simple.
gationism.
pie.
a still, small voice is also shaky come LUBRICATED, and it is at "That and DRUNK are the two
allusion to a reprehensible racial policy. The will work,
"Did I ask for your company?
The reproof at this time carries a bit United States representative said that the A bundle of dynamite hurled at when an attempt is made to ans- this point that you are beginning legitimate words," I said. "Most "No,"
said Simple, "but Sin,
a church, school, or home can wer. However, there is the ever to start to be drunk. I do not of the other words you have used
more weight in consequence of the United Administration in Washington does not raise more questions about the va- present hope, and
faith, that in the go that far no more myself." are slang, colloquialisms, jive eg- you got my company, let me et.
joy it, too."
States joining in, for the first time, with share the view that the UN should condemn lidity and worth of democracy than long pull, Americans, regardless of "In other words, you just get ressions like MELLOW."
a thousand seminars on the sub- race and creed, will rally to up67 other countries to declare aversion to South Africa.
ject.
hold democracy as a way of life.
a government policy that deprives legitiHowever, he added that the Assembly One of the basic questions might Perhaps what we're passing thru
mate human rights to its subjects.
"should express its regret and concern that be: "Does a man have a democrat- now represents only the growing
lc right to use a bomb to express pains from adolescence to maturity
Heretofore America has abstained from
the government of South Africa has not his views in a democratic argu- . . . represents the pulls and tenAM balloting whenever this matter came before
responded to the Assembly's appeals con- ment open to all who would like sions of an evolutionary process
lir the UN for debate and decision. By supportto sway opinion?
that necessarily brings pains, fears
cerning its racial policies."
Another test of American demise, and injury for somebody. The haing a resolution mildly critical of South
This was interpreted as meaning that racy is raised by the acts of sic hope is that democracy will
Africa, the United States' position raises
Uncle Sam is willing to give South Africa a school closings now being display- survive. Most folk, who believe the
a number of speculations.
The schools have long been nation is big enough to permit men
slap on the wrist but not a kick in the pants. ed.
pointed out as the main bulwarka to live and let live, will survive
precinct and the old coalition between
Does this change in attitude mean that
A behind the scenes political did any of the tough,
Britain, France, Portugal, Belgium and of democracy. They have long the ordeal. Selah!
essential in poli- xiecrats and tory Republicans
America is now recognizing the importance Australia
making which may work which is so
the
in
bomb
is
Congress has helped embarra
voted against the resolution. They
tics.
of uncommitted nations with huge colored did so as a warning to the Assembly that emirounimilelallfilft111111111MMIIIIIIIIMMIMIlittnnialflill111111111111111111111111MIIMMIII1111111111111111111111111 explode soon and set off profound
The Maine experience may be labor.
t
h
throughout
repercussions
The first real break for the Des ,
populations playing an increasingly strateduplicated on November 4th in
they too would object to any inquiry leadand the lab.
United States. We then shall see
secret that Or- ocratic politicians
no
gic role in world affairs? Or is it that the
It
is
California.
a battle royal which has been
ing to a censure of their methods of handboys came when it was reveal,
all
mobilizing
of
is
ganized
Labor
Eisenhower Administration wants to use
brewing for the last 20 years and
that Sherman Adams, who
ling subject races. As a matter of fact the
its forces to help the Democrats
really ran the counts
the victors are literally going
this vote on censure as a bait for Negro
Senator William Know- some say
off
knock
British delegate warned against censuring
a
to control the government of this
votes in the next week elections?
Brown as gov- instead of the President, w
Pat
elect
and
land
South Africa because it could create a precountry.
with his pants down. A
Democratic Governor Har- caught
ernor.
Sober observers believe that the SuThis may of course, be an exthe talk about integrity and de
cedent widely applicable to other states.
riman in New York is also getting
preme Court's broad social philosophy is
aggerated estimate of the situagovernment looked a little tit
labor support against his
strong
minorities is
maltreatment
racial
If
sigtion but let us look at a few
coming from Republicans with is
having its effect upon our government.
opponent Nelson Rockefeller.
difficult
pledges,
it
is
nificant facts.
los around their head.
The resolution adopted by the Political a violation of the UN
California, h o w•
In review, the labor leaders w'
, You may have noticed recent- Knowland of
member-states which
the
understand
why
to
betarget
labor
Committee of the UN Assembly called on
were in recent years licked at t'
ly a number of stories in the ever, is a prime
should
pledges
their
champion
honor
greatest
failed to
polls by Senator Taft and othe
daily press about businessmen go- cause he is the
all member states to bring their policies have
"right-to-work'
condemned. South Africa is guilty
and who were ridiculed for thi
ing into politics. Every few days of the so-called
into conformity with their UN obligations not be
leadership
The
legislation.
labor
ineffectiveness in politics we.
some big wheel is making a
everyone knows. It should not be alas
deathly
is
Labor
Organized
observe
human
rights
and
of
fundamental
to
caught in a trap. Then came I'.
speech in which the busine ss
lowed to get away with its chronic malof legislation GOP big businessmen in t
world is called upon to get active afraid of this type
•freedom.
union
at
the
strikes
it
because
Negro population with a
the
of
treatment
White House and the sweepi
In the precincts and do more
It also expressed regret and concern that
which workers are requir- Congressional investigations. T
than contribute their cash to poli- shop in
slap on the wrist. It should be made to
to stay big tabor leaders suddenly foil
members
union
the South African government has failed
be
to
ed
tical contests.
the UN charmore damaging themselves with their backs to
to iespond to UN appeals to reconsider its comply with the provisions of
Big business is alarmed. The on the job. It is
view of labor leaders than
organization.
Cause of the alarm is in the
of
the
Immediate
out
policies "which impair the right of all ra- ter or kicked
law against which
Organized Labor changed
the study the Republicans made the Taft-Hartley
campaigned for so long. tactics and quietly went to w,,
of the political upset in the state they have
big
the
years
six
last
the
Over
in Maine. At this moment r,
of Maine. There you remember
become con- resentatives of labor are hard
the Democrats kicked the props wheels in labor have
Eisenhower, whom work in the precincts through.,
that
vinced
from under a historic Republican
the polls, and the the nation and they may come
tradition. Even Franklin D. Roos- they opposed at
to take up any profession, eager You can contact her if you wish
are deter- with some stunning victnries
mir- Republican leadership
of
his
evelt
at
the
high
point
529
Patterson,
H.
Glendon
Mrs.
make
—
to learn, will work hard to
off the labor move- November 4. These however V
aculous political march across the mined to kill
firming.
Homewood,
Broadway
job
that
profession
or
in
any
good
be merely a prelude to a bat
land in the dark days of the de- ment.
ham, Ala. in care of C. P. Farlow.
Dear Editor: Bishop R. H. Jack. You can help me locate.
pression could do nothing with The Congressional investigations, royal in the coming President
connected
here
is
husband
had
dead,
and
I
Her
are
My
parents
Hills.
Monrovia,
Lib
son, of Bomi
which produced scandal after election.
Maine.
child, but with a mining co. ...id I sew for
eria hat recommended your news- a very hard time as
You will have in one corr
The research study of what hap- scandal in labor's ranks and made
paper for aiding me in coming to have made good on by men. I am the women, children and their
pened in Maine revealed that rep. headlines across the nation f o r the Northern Democrats. Orgar
America to obtain work. He tells willing to go to school and study husbands.
shaken
the
ed Labor. Negroes and on
resentatives of Organized Labor weeks at a time, have
My dream has been for some
me that you have been aidinp hard.
before. minorities. They will be °ppm
did a fantastic grass-roots j o h house of labor as never
Africans by alloWing them to ad- I can give references as to my time to reach America aid make
leaders
have
been
labor
by big businessmen and constr.
among the workers and this time The good
character, appearance and ability a good living, and better mayself
vertise in your paper.
put under a cloud along with the tives who are now tieing urged
they
mouths
shut.
kept
their
appreciate
will
profession.
I
my
in
I am a young woman, expert to please.
Up until recently the labor lead- racketeers, at least in the minds get active in politics. The shi
A white lady from America. any help that you can give me.
priced in all forms of housework.
down will be the most decisive
ership was prone to boast of its of many people.
Martin
in
care
Letitia
C.
for,
will
be
glad
to
Miss
whom
I
sew
experi.
ci„-e of children, and am
power and issue all kinds of
In short ever since Eisenhower our history. Personally. I de
Central
Office
quill.
George
Willison,
and
state
my
of
recommend
me
considered
I
am
wed in sewing.
"OF COURSE WE'RE MARRIED . . . Y' DON'T THINK
threats which it could not carry took over the White House, big see how tha Domocra's cal Is
an expert seamstress as this is ifications and is leaving for va- Liberia Mining Co. Ltd., Monro. I'D BRING 'ER TO THIS DUMP IF SHE WASN'T MY WIFE?" out. It was big talk Ind nobody business has been in the saddle IS they don't commit oldie,
willing cation is the states Nov. 10th. via Liberia, West Africa.
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The events that have occurred in the United States since
the Supreme Court in 1954 set
aside the old separate but equal
legal philosophy that enabled
racial segregation to exist as a
legally sanctioned practice have
been historic, dramatic, in
some instances hopeful and in
others depressing.
But whatever the events has.
ing to do with the further inte.
gration of the Negro into t h e
main arteries of American life,
they have made every American much more conscious as a
member of one race of his relation to members of other
groups.
In the light of all the agitation and activity surrounding
school integration which has become the nation's top domestic
Issue, many of us. I am sure,
have evaluated our own racial
attitudes.
Most of us. I am sure have
come to the conclusion that
we are without prejudice.
We work with whites, entertain them in our homes, attend
parties with them, go to school
with them, welcome them in
our churches, and many of us
have them as neighbors.
But let us ponder the answers

Liberian Seamstress
Needs Assistance

profeuion here. I an

How

•

'Oscar?' Three New Pix Offer Candidates
Sat., Nov. 1, 1958

—
"NIGHT OF TIIE QUARTER
MOON" the latest MGM film
with an interracial twist boasts
some of nation's top artists

and musicians in cast. Here,
members of the cast select the
piano as meeting place to talk
of picture, during on the lot

party staged by producer Albert Zugsmith, Shown, left to
right, are (standing) .1 ohn
Drew Barrymore, Julie Lon.

don, Dean Jones, Agnes Morehead, and Cathy Crosby. Ray
•
Anthony and Louis "Satch•
•
mu" Armstrong are shown at
piano.

so they sa

• V
ter c
try,
recet
dottUlal

By AL MONROE

SIDNEY POITIER, "Porgy"
of pia "Porgy and Bess" is be-

ing urged by "Bess" (Dot
"Maria"
and
Dandridge)

(Pearl Bailey) to go on picnic,
with other inhabitants of

"Catfish Row." Ile refuses,
however, while insisting that
"Bess" make the trip.

Roy Writes Of New Hits
'Porgy, Bess, Lucasta,
• 'Night Of Quarter Moon
has many of the stars who made
By ROB ROY
a hit, particularly
HOLLYWOOD — Come next the stage play
O'Neal who gave the orimonth there'll be plenty said and Frederick
main sock. The newcomdone about what pictures and stars ginal its
the cast including Eartha
in cast are worthy of "Oscars" ers to
replaced original's Hilda
on surface it appears , a trio of Kitt who
and Sammy Davis, Jr.
paramount interest to Sepians will Simms"
in the role occupied by the late
be in the running.
are worthy of their
The three? "Anna Lucasta", Canada Lee
selections.
nathe
for
ready
and
completed
"Night Of Quarter Moon"
tion's screens; "Porgy And Bess" As for
its cast there is no question
, just about ready for the cutting and
their selections. With such
room and ''Night of the Quarter of
as Julie London, Nat King
Moon", lone interracial in .the greats
Louis Armstrong, Ray Angroup. Frankly it is hard to say Cole,
Agnes Morehead, Cathy
which of the films boasts the finer thony,
John Drew Barrymore,
artists, 4431We are star studded. Crosby,
and alters included
Differenee "Lucasta" and "Por- Dean Jones
the film leaves nothing to be askgy'N Bess" are sepia cast vehicleS
the casting department.
while "Quarter Moon" bids for at- ed of
Bess', third socker
tention with a mixed cast, racial- 'Porgy'N
in the "promised" stage looms
still
ly.
box office. With Sidney
Earlier this week your corres- certain
"Porgy", Dot Dandridge
pondent witnessed a preview show- Poitier as
Davis
Bess" and Sammy
ing of "Anna Lucasta" and left as
as "Sporting Life" the
feeling that he had been well (again)
to rock every theentertained. Yes what Eartha Kitt, picture figures
plays.
Sammy Davis, Jr., Frederick O'- atre it
As to the "Oscar", one seeing
Neal and others do for the film
Lucasta" visions nominais socksational. "Lucasta", of "Anna
of the stars. Fred
course is new to theatre goers tions for trio
is as good as when he aponly in picture form. The stage O'Neal
in stage play and Miss
version that hit Broadway and peared
Davis add recognizable
and
Kitt
ago;
years
few
cities
major
many
lustre.
theatre
and
critics
of
praise
won
goers as well. The picture version

DIAHANN CARROLL who portrays "Clara" in "Porgy and
Bess" is assigned the most
difficult chore singing ''Sum•

WHEN IfARRY BELAFONTE
appears on the Steve Allen television show, channel 5, Nov. 9 he
will mach in time consumed what
Jerry Lewis did on the recent
Eddie Fisher program. — It IS
REPORTED that Belafonte who
has been off television for two
years refused a guest shot unless
given a break in the spotlighting.
— No one song, one bow shot for
Belafonte is the folk singer's 'demands when agreeing to signup
for television appearances.
s
WHATEVER ELEANOR WILLIAMSON accomplishes in way of
success in her debut in movies via
"Porgy 'N Bess" will in a measure
be due to Pearl Bailey's coaching
— ELEANOR WHO won, trip to
Hollwood to audition for the film
was placed under Pearl's wing
from start and Bailey has worked
diligently with the Chicago beauty:
— LENA HORNE HAS agreed
to appear in a film based. on
"jazz" at completion of run in
"Jamaica" her current Broadway
starrer. —• CAST WILL be interracial and featured with well
dressed artists, no bandanna wearers, so to speak.
'SFUNNY WHAT comparisons
will do for numerouS things.—WE
HAVE IN mind the two sets of
"stills" original and repeat, from
the picture "Decks Ran Red" star-

mertime." Here Diahann holds
as- she
baby (her's in pit
sings.

Critic Thinks Title
Miss Theatre'Fits
Georgia Burke Well

Watching Georgia Burke perform the role of "mother" in
Anna Lucasta brings to mind the
off misplaced line "Miss So and
So" of stage, business and other
fields.
For years now we have acoepted
the title "Miss Theatre" for Ethel
Barrymore and in fact the Barrymore family, John, Lionel and
very comical and Kingfish like Ethel have been combined into the
CAST
to aid the scriptwriter and direcas label "The Theatrical Family," not
By HILDA SEE
Lenoire
brother; Rosetta
tor. In the stage play Rosetta Le- ' Anna Lucasta - Eartha Kitt
so had when you consider time
the
as
Ingram
Rex
wife;
Frank's
,
successful
the
"Anna Lucasta," the
noire wore a coat that was
and talents each spent in the theajr.
Davis,
Are,
Sammy
"Deep
of
Johnson
unfoldScottever,
was
Danny
Henry
father;
stage play gone film
most atrocious, or ludicrus
tre.
ed for inspection by scribes, seen. And it was hubby Frank's, Frank • Frederick O'Neal
The Roots" fame as Rudolph thel However, in cave of Georgia
critrefend
the
frequent
at
and
O'Neal)
night
'tother
(Frederick
southern "hick'' and of course' Burke who appears in "Anna LuSlocum - Henry Scott
ics agreed "well done."
erences to the garment that gave Rudolph
Eartha Kitt as "Anna" perform casta" due to hit the loop's Orilaugh-1
most
Ingram
its
of
Rex
some
better
no
show
is
Lucasta
the
Joe
"Lucasta" as a film
ental theatre Nov. 26 there is
magnificently.
was
Rosetta
Well,
less
moments.
it
is
nor
able
play,
than the stage
Theresa - Georgia Burke
entertaining. One simply balances: there, but the coat wasn't. Instead i
Eddie - James Edwards
the other, meaning the younger' they have elected to put her in'
maternity clothes. One can hard.' Stella - Rosetta Lenoire
crowd that missed seeing t h
Broadway play that was loved by ly laugh as much at sight of a Katie - Isabelle Cooley
all, will go bravo at end of the pregnant mother as came 'from
the fun poked at that coat in the Noah - Alvin Childress
film.
Oddly enough it was the coat stage play.
Blanche - Claire Leyba
An addition to the film that! Stanley - John Proctor
that wasn't there and the "Mr.
higher,
much
it
Wonderful" who wasn't directed would have rated
Lester • Charles Swain
along those lines that occasions than the stage version would have
this chronicler's plea for chance come with exploitation of t h e Cop • Isaac Jones
Secretary - Wally Earl

Hilda Sees Anna Lucasta: Likes
It, But Pleads For Scriptor Role

Sammy Davis talents. Sammy is
in the picture; "Mr. Wonderful"
isn't. We have in mind wh at
could have happened for the film
that is real good but hardly great,
had Sammy been placed in a sort
of dressed up night club and not a
taxicab after being released from
the navy. Just imagine w h at
Sem my Davis as his "Mr. Wonderfar self could have done with
twenty or even thirty minutes of
the time alloted to some other
In The, carefully directed to avoid bias scenes in the film.
BOLLYWOli _
throughSun" released more than a year censor reports but evident
All in all "Anna Lucasta" as a
ago Is enjoying a terrific box of- out.
film is just as "potent" as t h e
that
be
noted
can
it
Incidentally
fieellere and abroad.
play. We had hoped it would
Report from office of producer Zanuck made the film as an in- stage
be even greater, if possible with
Darryl Zanuck shows s o m e-' dependent with 20th Century Fox Hollywood's vast store of money
thing above a million dollars in In many quarters it is pointed
and at-our-finger-tip scenery. II
box office revenue has been gash- out that only because of independisn't a case of the producer-diered in already with the pix still , ency of his a et up could Zanuck rector and scriptwriter missing
have made such a picture, h I al
running.
boat. Rather, it seems, they '
And HO amount is for runs in third and first of its kind ever to the
to modernize the very.,
neglected
be
sent
to
handed
distributors
be
this eoubtry alone. There h a s
vessel they had.
very
fine
to
screens
nation's
the
for
film
boxoffices
been fine
You will like "Anna Lucasta" an
In many ways "Island In T h
in foreign countries.
"island In The Sun" stars Mar-i Sun" is much more daring in er- a film even if you saw the stage'
ry Belafonte. James Mason. Doro- racially than t h e current Dan- play. You'll rave over it if you
version.
thy Dandridge, .Tohn Justin, Joan dridge - James Mason - Broderick missed the Broadway
Fontaine and Joan Collins T h • Crawford starrer, "The Deck Ran Sammy Davis as "Danny." Frederick O'Neal as Frank, "Anna's"I
theme is Interracial romanceii Red."

ring Dorothy ,Dandridge. The on
ginal, from the foreign version
of the picture that ran abroad,
are much more romantic than
thos, handed reviewers and movie
critics for spotlighting of the U. S.
version. But, just remember, we
can't expect everything in this
carefully paced move toward integration in Hollywood. SPEAKING
OF comparisons what about the
old Dakota Staton and the one
who is starred at loop's Blue Note?
Latter sings better, has more poise
and is both better looking and
better known than the one we
knew few seasons back.
WHEN NAT KING Cole opens
at New York's Copacabana this
Thursday night he'll be on a threeweek stint that will be close to
$50,000 "take home pay." My, but
there is gold in dem dare singing
hills."
•• •
FIRST FIVE DAYS run of
"Decks Ran Red" starring Dorothy Dandridge and James Mason
threatens attendance mark (for
the number of days) at Woods
ONLY "SHAKY"
theatre.
THING about the picture is way
Dandridge holds gun after putting
two bullets into body of one of
ship's trouble makers who had
previously shot her hubby, a role
played by Joel Fluellen, onetime
employee at South Center store.

'Island In The Sun'
Called Potent Sock
All Over The World

another candidate for "Miss Theatre" title or crown.
Georgia, more because of her
race we'd say has been limited
mostly to All Negro shows even
though she has enjoyed success
in interracial productions., along
the Broadway stem.
As far back as "The Green Pastures," "Stevedore," "Porgy" and
later "Porgy And Bess" theatre
goers have been treated to chance
of seeing talents of Miss Burke
spotlighted.
There was one occasion when
Georgia Burke went to a casting
office, not looking for a role but
to accompany an artist who was
there for that purpose. The casting agent heard Miss Burke (just
a bystander) laugh and she, and
not her protege, was placed in the
role.
Georgia Burke's early start began with appearances in shows at
the old New York Lafayette theatre. Then came the shift to Broadway and the talents of Georgia
Burke were recognized by the ton
agents for Broadway shows arfd
plays. She was among the early
Harlemites who followed Broad
way producers and directors to
Hollywood. She didn't remain out
there for long. She saw better
things for her talents than the
proverbial "maid and cook" roles
filmland offered at that time. So
hack to Broadway she went and
remained until the change now in
evidence came along.
More than ever since she too has
vacated being Joe's spouse.

Broadway Trail

EARTHA KITT and Sammy
Davis, Jr., are shown in scene
from "Anna Lucasta" the

United Artist film slated for
world permiere at Oriental
theatre next month.

Peek Behind Scenes
Along Old Broadway
even getting good advertisi.
By DELORES CALVIN
copy on it — very smart as
NEW YORK .—With the school
plays up Miss Dandridge over
crisis still at the top of the news,
other stlirs. Both of these films
race films are cashing in by
are being rushed in every magetting the nod all over. And they
toojor area as sympathy and interare good box office draws,
est goes with the Negro — so
In Washington, D. C., the Sidmuch so that if the picture is
ney Polder - Tony Curtis flicker
good, it has good boxoffice.
"The Defiant Ones" got off to is
s
flying start. Billed as "One of the
It's been a long time we could
Great Ones," this taut, dramatic
claim credit for several pictures
film of Iwo convicts one white and
rotating at the same time. But
one Negro who have to stick
then times have changed. And
together because they are chain
let s hope it stays that way.
ed together — was hailed by re••
viewers in Washington. It's draw.
On television, it's the same stoing crowds there just as in New
ry. Sammy Davis, jr., outdid himYork, Chicago and elsewhere.
self and proved that he was as
•••
Dorothy Dandridge's new film: fine a dramatic actor in the
"The Decks Ran Red" — is call- same vein as Sinatra. Sammy
for
ed an unusual film and she has may have opened a new door
will co..
top billing along with Broderick himself and his friends
Crawford and James Mason. The tainly back him up in the Indusmust
picture is a good mystery — so try. Of course in passing we
it is drawing. .includinr the race mention his co-star — the kid
"Poppa"
angle It's doing good business in who insisted he was his
Philadelphia too, and other ma- for his talent is sure to take hi
jor cities. Negro newspapers are a long way,

U. Of I. Music School
Plans Big Music Series

By DOLORES CALVIN

BILLIE HOLIDAY (he singing
star whose popularity h a s
been at a standstill in recent
months has decided to do
something ah, ut the lull by en.
gaging George Treadwell as

her personal manager. George.
former husband manager of
Sarah Vaughan is due much
credit .or Sarah's rapid climb
to the top,

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN, Ill — chestra, Dec. 9; Christmas carol
NEW YORK — (CNS) — Louis A calendar of more than 50 mu- concert, University choral groups
Jordan and his Tympany Five sical events for the first semester, Dec. 14; Menotti's "Amahl and
still like the coast. From Los An- 105% 39, has been announced by the Night Visitors," University opgeles, hg's gone up the line so the University of Illinois School of Day concert, Nov. 15; Opera Work.
era group, Dec. 17; and Festival
that now he's in San Francisco, Music,
doing weeks at a time.
Major programs scheduled in- of Concert Band Music, Jan. 9 and
is
Choir
and: IC.
Univtrsity
Lionel Hampton, meanwhile
clude
on the east coast, packing them in Women's Glee Club lioniecominr.i The Danish
National Orchesconcert. Oct. 23; University stic tra appearsin the
as usual
•
'
still
I
—
1
'!;
Spaulding
Nov.
orchestra,
symphony
Louis
dent
Marva
"Star Course" series. "Amahl and
modeling in outstanding cities. Danish National Orchestra, N'JV. the Night Visitors" is presente1
She's got the clothes — so why, 5: Varsity Men's Glee Club Dad's for the Champaign Childrens The.
nor Meanwhile, her successor to shop scenes from operas, Nov. 11; sire. Admission will be charge
the Mrs. Joe Louis title — Rose , Bach's "Magnificat," Universk, for these programs and the Horn
Morgan — is on the circuit. too. Oratorio Society and symphony or- I coiling and Dad's Day concerts.
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Derby City Welcomes National Drifters, Chicagoan Reelected Prexy

• WHEN THE Drifters, the., whose membership roster comprises griups of young socialites across the country, gathered in nntional convention in Louisville, Ky.,
recently a number of gala and glamorous social activities
dotted" the confab calendar. Among them was the for1nal dance at Baxter Hall in the Derby City. Posing

prettily during this brilliant occasion are hostesses and
delegates. The bevy of beauties added seriousness to
their frivolity by voting to take out life memberships
in the Urban League and National Association for the
Advancement of 'Colored People. Photo left below: In-

dianapolis chapter delegates Juanita Phelps, Hazel Barber and Betty Pipes chat with their escorts between
business sessions. Inset center: Miss Dorothy Gordon
of New York, Miss Louise Prothro, Pet Milk company
home economists and Hugh McGill of Louisville enjoy
formal dance. Photo right below: Officers elected dur-

for. a second term; Irene Sims of Kansas City, vice president; Mattie Ballow, Indianapolis, secretary and Imogene Boyd, also of Indianapolis, re-elected treasurer..
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• HOLDING ALOFT lighted tapers group of Chicago
delegates to 2nd annual national convention of The
Drifters, Inc., make glamorous picture during one of
the lavish social functions in Louisville, Ky. They are
(from left) Misses Bettie Jayne Everett and Camille
rlIoore, Mesdames Lois Miller Dawson, national presi-

di

dent, Gloria Foster and Jane Arterberry. Miss Everett,
newly named director of national publicity, is well known
in New York and Chicago. She currently resides in Chicago where she is director of publicity for the Chicago
Urban League. Six chapters were represented at the
three day confab.
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W. Paschall Jr.
In Memphis To
See Relatives

Miss Evelyn Miller
Married In Chicago

WeddingNotes

MEMO TO THE BRIDE:
if
WHAT THE GROOM'S
MOTHER PLANS
The most neglected and most
misunderstood individual in a
The daughter of Memphians Mr. Best man was Elder Hyrt Jack- wedding drama is often t h
Mrs. Jessie Mae Bell and Mrs.
Edward Miller sr., and Mrs. Mat- son. Ring Bearer was little Pres- groom's mother.
Annie Jones of 183 Wicks ave.,
tie L. Phillips, Miss Evelyn Lee ton Smith, jr., cousin of the bride. The same woman who was the
grand •ents of William Paschall,
Miller of Chicago and Rev. H. ff. The groom and male attendants elegant hostess at her daughter'
jr., c 'exas and Mrs. Stanley
Washington of Chicago, were mar- were attired in semi-formal wear. lovely wedding in the Spring b
Mack, ...riend of the family, were
ried 'recently at the St. Luke Bap- MOTHER WORE LACE
comes a "villainess" to be "cop
thrilled recently when William, jr.,
The bride's mother wore a love- ed" with at her sons wedding.
tist church, in the windy city, with
came to visit them.
immediate fami- ly blue lace dress with beige acmembers
of
the
This should nn be the case by
Paschall attends San Antonio
cessories. Her corsage was of Yel- any means. With a little, bit of
lies present.
Junior High school and is the only
Mrs.
low Roses.
The groom is the son of
imagination, it is easy to realize
Negro in his calss. He is an honor
Henton Washington and the late Mr Immediately after the wedding that
persame
‘guy,Icvbeelivngthe
spoossi e
student, having
won
several
Washington of New Or- the reception was held at the AlHenton
ifsorth.e
that `
awards from the Athletic club in
pha Phi Alpha Fraternity House, ponible for that "guy" being the
leans,
La.
his room for football, basketball
Rev S. A. Grayson, pastor of 4432 S. Parkway.
wonderful and marvelous fellow
and track. William jr. confessed a
the church officiated at the beau- The bride's maternal grandpar- that he is.
great interest in seeing his best
tiful double ring ceremony.
Mrs. The groom's mother first arMr.
and
late
are
the
ents
girl, Miss Carolyn Thompson, stuThe bride, given in marriage by Benjamin Franklin Lewis of Jack- ranges a welcome for the bride
The • 'Maul Indian Summer berg (the hostess) Cloteal Shack- dent at Melrose High school.
her father, wore a lace street son, Miss.; her paternal grandpar- the marriage is known to be
days we have enjoyed of late have elford and Juanita Lewis.
Paschall is the son of Mr. and
CIRCUIT
this
CLUB
BRIDGE
length white dress with three quar- ents are the late Mr. and Mrs. eontempltoea
been most enchanting . . and
Mrs. William Paschall, Sr., of TexDEBONAIRE SET, one of our
ter le.ngth sleeves and a taffeta Walter Miller of Memphis.
is the favorite season for many
She and she alone has Mole
Sr. is a graduate of
as.
Paschall
overskirt. Her veil was attached Mrs. Washington is a graduate charge of ho,+.
folk .. who so thoroughly enjoy many outstanding social clubs LeMoyne college, and was a teachand what
to a crown shape headpiece made of Booker T. Washington High In do about this important task.
the seeming tranquility which becomed the call of hostess Mrs. er at Vashon, Washington, and
sistance. The wedding took
MISS MILLER WED — Miss
abounds Nature's annual extrava- Martha Galloway to dine and play Sumner High school of St. Louis,
of sequins. She carried a bou- school and Henderson Business The handling of it can be the
Evelyn Miller, Former Memplace recently in Chicago, at
quet of White Chrysanthemums college of Memphis. She attended test of her stature as the "great
ganza of color. It is about this bridge at Tony's Inn on Oct. 11. Paschall's mother, Mrs. Katheryn
phian, the daughter of Mr. Edthe St. Luke Baptist church.
and Chinese Mums.
time of year annually, that your There, getting serious for a while, Paschall is a graduate of Booker
Chicago Baptist institute school for lady" she is.
of
Mrs.
slate
Miller,
Sr.,
and
Mrs.
Metis
the
son
of
a
new
ward
The
groom
elected
Organ music was presented by religioius workers in Chicago. She
scribe recalls poet Bliss Carmen's the group
This has already been proved
T. Washington here in Memphis.
presGriffin,
adand
the
late
Norma
tle
L.
Phillips,
of
Memphis,
Renton
Washington
Mrs.
officers:
immortal lines from "A VegaProf. W. Irons,
also was the 1947 Spirit of Cotton. to her own children, including the
She attended Griggs Business colvice
Kilpatrick,
Alice
models
on
Mr.
Menton
Washington,
of
New
Mrs.
justs
the
wedding
ident;
.
bond Song" . .
Mrs. Eleanor Coleman was Ma- She has been living in Chicago groom, but must now be conveylege and served there as an inthe cake ae her husband, Rev.
Orleans, La.
president; Mrs. Helen Batts, secre- structor. She is now
"There is something In the
tron of Honor. She wore a green for the past four years and at the ed to her new "daughter-to-he."
secretary of
H. H. Washington offers his as
tary; Miss Cecelia Willis, treasur- an integrated YWCA
autumn
nylon dress with perma pleats, present time is employed by the (The sooner the words "in-law"
and has
that is native to my blood — er; Mrs. Julia Gollins, reporter, charge of Y-Teen Girls in San Anand carried a bouquet of Chinese government as a supervisor.
are abolished, the sooner bette.
Tough of manner, hint of mood; Mrs. Galloway, the sergeant at tonio.
Mums to match her dress.
Rev. Washington attended school marital relations will be este
And my heart is like a rhyme, arms and Mrs. Pearl S. Gordon,
Little Rhyne Ardette Peppers of in New Orleans, La., and Chicago. lished.)
gift committee chairman. InterestWith the yellow and the purple
If the bride and groom's mothMemphis, cousin of the bride was At the present time he is a student
and the crimson keeping time." ing food, hearty exchange of
flower
girl. She wore a beautiful at Chicago Baptist Institute. He er live in separate cities, t h e
With our golden weather, socia1 pleasantries ... all added up to an
yellow nylon dress trimmed with is the associated minister of First proper courtesy, welcoming the
paces have quickened, and the fol- evening of fun, with bridge proyellow lace and carried a bouquet Cumberland Presbyterian church, bride into the family, is done by
lowing news has come our way: viding prizes for members. Mrs.
a letter that is as informal and
Mrs. Isabelle M. Blackshire was home was decorated with Ameri- of yellow Snowdrift Pam Poms. 7941 S. Park in Chicago.
MANASSAS HOMECOMING
Helen Batts and Mrs. "Neets" Watwarm as possible.
given the surprise of her life last can beauty roses and chrysantheCome November 5. Manassas son; and guests, Mrs. Josephine
This is followed up, naturally,
Saturday evening when she came mums.
High school will have the welcome Bridges and Mrs. Beverly Ford,
by some very nice get together on
home from work as a private nurse TELLS OF TRIP
mat out for alumni at annual Well-known SEC club got their
the
very first occasion the bride
at the Baptist Memorial hospital. During the party Mrs. BlackHomecoming festivities . . which current bridge sessions underDOWNINGTOWN, Pa. — Begin- Concealed in her house at 959 Flormay have to visit, even if it is
with
Mrs.
week,
Saturday
back
last
scores
of
them
way
bringing
shire
delighted
the
group
by
telling
are
ning her new duties the middle
AFTER the marriage.
to the city from distant points Bernice W. Williams as hostess. of October, Mrs. Osie Scott 1-lin- ida at. was a group of her friends, them of her experiences at the NaIf the bride lives in the same
throughout the country. The home- The gay group gathered at the es of Gadsden, Ala., became as- and as soon as she opened t h e tional Federation of 'Licensed
city, a lovely party is in order
coming committee includes Ws: beautiful Boston at, home of Mrs. sistant matron of girls at Down- door, the "Happy Birthday" song Practical Nurses in Providence, Ask any girl, and she'll tell you hood and maintain a healthy state to which
the groom's parents'
greeted her.
A. B. Saunders, Mrs. J. Coston Mae Ola Mebane, where tee par- ington Industrial and
are terrific, a won- of mind over these years.
nearest and dearest friends may
AgriculturCollaborating with Miss J. J. Rhode Island, to which she trav- that the 'teens
Bryant, Mrs. Juanita F. Lewis ay was held, who assisted Bernice al
derful
time
of
life,
an
exciting
eled
by
plane.
While
there
a
h
e
school.
Comes a time too when every be invited.
Blackshire, her daughter, to spring
and Richard Banks . . . who have in entertaining. Halloween touches
The bride is introduced to these
The vacancy occurred when ill- the surprise on the honoree were stayed at the Sheraton-Biltmore era.
mother begins to realize that her
scheduled a brilliant Coronation were used in decorating..interestness in her family force' Mrs. Mrs. Clara Winston and Mrs. Mil- hotel. She brought back pictures to
that
teenager
She'll also admit
baby girl is a baby no longer .. . people, not as my "future" daughBall for November 5, followed by ing cocktails before a delectable
Lucille McNorton Howard to re- dred Hodges and Mrs. Myrtle show to the group.
often face confusing situations, — how she reluctantly admits her ter-in-law, but as "my son's loveHomecoming activities the follow- dinner of stuffed broiled chicken
linquish the job which she had Crawford, the Washburn twins.
Guests were Madames G. S. M. bewildering problems. So many baby is almost a young lady. The ly bride" or something that will
ing day at school, including a "Fa- . . and serious bridge filled the
Mrs. Blackshire, a license prac- Young, Effie Franklin, Bernice things are happening, so many new situation can become a little bag- convey the grooms mother intenculty Coffee Hour" before school hours of the intimate gathering,.. held for one month.
Mrs. Hines is a graduate of the tical nurse, was speechless when Harris, Mildred Hodges, Myrtle ideas, so many questions popping. ling sometime downright embar- tion and desire to love bier as
takes in, and later that morning, with prizes going to Mrs. Loumuch as she loves her son.
the Homecoming Chapel program ise Davis, Mrs, Julia Hopkins old Georgia Normal college at Al- she was brought in by her daugh- Crawford, Wilette D. Humphrey, Fortunately, however, a lot of rassing.
Putting ones self in the other
Then mothers begin to know that
— to be reigned over by the foot- and "your scribe" . . and guest bany, Ga. Following her gradua- ter, and after gathering her com- Mae Alice Blanchard, Pearl An- people besides the teenagers themball queen of 1958, where other par- prize to Miss Rose Robinson. Also tion, she taught school for six posure she thanked those who at- thony, Mary Church, Vallerya Jef- selves have begun to realize this it's time for some expert guidance person's place can do as mue
for
human relations as speed
ticipants will include graduates of present were Mesdames Alma years before entering a sombina- tended for the lovely gifts a n d frey, Bessie Jackson, Naomi and are providing some helpful ma- and understanding, for they know
or gifts,
the last five years — to which all Booth, Harriette Walker, Gert tion taxi and restaurant business greetings which came by telegram. Greenlee, Misses Maggie Newsum, terial written for young people
that their daughters will have
It
is true that the groom's moThe spacious and attractive and Edgar H. Davis, Sr.
Manassas graduates are invited. Walker, Minnie Mae Woods, Melba with her husband.
Some corporations have turned many questions about those physi- ther
has little to do after I. h
There will also be a pre-game Arnold and Mildred Crawford.
their know-how in specific fields cal and emotional changes every
parade, followed by the pigskin
girl experiences. Mothers have pos- above affair except to select a
More in the bridge vein ... conto the interest of the teens.
dress which complitents the enbout with Father Bertrand high. cerns the meeting held by Mrs.
The Director of Education of sibly forgotten their own experience tire
scheme of things and show
VAN DETTES PREPARE FOR
Ilarriete Walker at her South
one of these companies — Patricia or take a "tomorrow, I'll really up at
the wedding looking eleCO-ETTE AFFILIATION
Parkway home the following night
Gail Morrison, of Personal Pro- do it" attitude in telling their gant
and happy.
Our vivacious and youthful Van for the Suez-Us Club . . where
ducts Corporation — has been daughters.
Nevertheless, since "big things
Dettes, who will become the first Halloween decorations reminded
working with teeners' projects and
But there's a helpful answer on often come in
small packages"
chapter of Detroit'e famed Co- one and all that "witching" day
programs, problems too, for years. this same question too. As Pa- so the
•
future of a successful mar.
Ettes on Thanksgiving week end, was almost at hand. PINE BLUFF, Ark. — "Read. Mrs. 0. Palmer, presented the I lips, State 4-H Club agent, Arkan- A good many of her ideas have tricia Morrison states it, the full
riage
hinges
on
the happiness creare busily making preparation for Succulent turkey dinner and cock• justment or Better Living" was corsages to Mesdames Fannie sas; M. E. McCoy, Jefferson Coun- gone into these booklets which color booklet
"How Shall I Tell ated by this "first
family i,npresthe visit of Mrs. Edward- (Mary tails provided conversational fare the theme of the first annual meet- Mae Boone, retired district home ty
Agricultural agent, Arkansas; many teeners are reading.
My Daughter?", is designed to help Sion."
Davis,
and
several
otherf
Agnes)
Tor the members of this group of ing of the National Negro De- demonstration agent, Arkansas; W. R. Dansby, Cross County agri- One called "Growing Up and Lik- in being prepared to guide daughRemember that whether it is a
Detroit Co-Ettes, who will inspire charming matrons
and the re- monstration Agents' association Amelia Lewis,
assistant state
ters through the difficult years of new school,
new club or new
the Memphis chapter to help ready sults of the excellent bridge play- when they met recently at Ar- home demonstration agent, Lou- culture agent, Arkansas, and T. ing It," is a new edition, provides
pre-adolescence.
Miss
some
of
the
answers
a
teenage'
Morrison's
R.
Betton, State agent, Arkansas.
family, the last member is the
themselves for their auspicious oc- ed in this group bought prizes to kansas A. M. and N. college. isiana; Daisy N.
Lewis, district
attitude
is
that
growing-up
is
a
might
be
looking
for
—
some
pretone who feels awkward.
The home demonstration agents
casion. The Van Dettes have asked Mrs. Catherine Johnson, Mrs. RaThere were representatives home demonstration agent, Mis- were entertained with a social, ty important ones. In addition personal subject and should be disWrite for information about a
in several of prominent ladies in chel Carter and Mrs. Ida Olive ..
sissippi, and Mrs. Bernice D. Mcfrom
five
biological
states,
Arkansas,
Louto
explaining
many
of
the
cussed
between
mothers
and
daughtree
courtesy of Arkansas Extension
honeymoon to "Your Bridour city to participate in their plan- and guest prizes to Mrs. Lillian
Kay, home demonstration agent,
isiana,
Mississippi,
and
changes
emotional
which
Oklahoma
and
take
ters,
with
tact,
al
warmth,
and
the
Agents'
association,
at
the
RiSecretary," care of the
sting, and to speak to the young Campbell and Mrs. Marion GibThe president, Mrs. Palmer, in
place
during
the
teens,
there
are
give-and-take
that
cago
acknowledges
Defender.
socialites at their recent meetings. son. Other guests were Mrs. Leola Tex as.
her annual address, emphasized viola Club. Music for the session helpful pointers on good looks and adulthood is at hand. Girls and ,
At their meeting of Sunday week, Gilliam and Mrs. Addie Jones. The session opened with a rewas through the courtesy of the
guideposts
for
successful
living.
good grooming.
their parents may have these
sophisticated
and
glamorous Having to forego the fun because ception and get acquainted parThe following day's schedule music department, Arkansas A.
Teenagers doubtless
wonder booklets free of charge by writing
Mrs. W. 0. (Jewel) Speight, jr., of illness was Haiette's well- tY in the banquet room of the StuM. and N. college.
included
a
tour
of
Winrock
KANSAS CITY, Mo. — (CPO—
talked on social grace and eti- known
Mrs. Georgia Sanders, Winns- many times why they feel as they Miss Patricia Gail Morrison, di- Sen.
sister-in-law, vivacious' dent lounge. Mrs. Iola B. Khone. Farm, Petit Jean Mountain, MorThomas C. Hennings, jr.,
!chairman of the social committee,
quette Mrs. Speight was tres chic Mrs. Johnetta Kelso.
do, act as they do, think as they do rector of education, Personal Proboro,
La.,
was
elected
second
vice
(D-Mo.), today faced the prospect
ducts Corp., Mil/town, N. J.
introduced the guests by states rilton, Ark.
in a stunning blue new-look dress AT HONE
when
they
begin
growing
up.
The
president
and
Miss
Dorothy A.
of indefinite hospitalization for
Guests other than those speak- :
booklet gives many basic answers
with a beautiful mink capestole
Rev. and Mrs. J. Denthara have and assisted with the get acquaintbronchial pneumonia. Hennings,
era on program were The Misses Doakea, Idabel, Okla., was elect- — and helps take a poised natural
across her shoulders. She had pre- returned from their honeymoon ed games.
ed chaplain.
who is not up for re-election this
viously given this talk to the girls, spent at Hot Springs, Ark., follow- The first general session was Joan Henderson, aesistant home'
attitude on the exciting business of
There
were four agents from
year, awyas admitted to a hospital
but was asked to come again in , ing their recent wedding, and are presided over by Mrs. Marguerite demonstration agent and Novella.
growing up. Prepared under the
TOKYO — (CPI) — Northwest
Louisiana,
nine
from
Mississippi, guidance of medical
order to help them prepare for at home to their friends at 1626 Pat-1 p. Williams, Little Rock, Ark., firet Clark, home demonstration agent,
and education- Airlines said Tuesday it broke its
two from Oklahoma, seven from al experts, it unfolds a wholesome own 4,918-mile
their sister Co-Ettes. Mrs. Speight ton st. Mrs.. Dentham is the for- vice president. Greetings came Jefferson County, Ark.;
flight record beMrs.
Fannie M. Boone, retired Texas and 25 fnm Arkansas. viewpoint throughout, helping a tween Tokyo and
is the wife of Dr. W. 0. Speight,1 mer Miss Gloria Jean Callian.
from Dr. J. D. Jones, director of
Seattle, Wash.
home
demonstration agent, Ark.; There were 18 visitors in attend- teenager understand more about The airlines said a DC7C made the
jr., well-known ear, eye, nose and ! LA MAR CHERI'S
student personnel, Arkansas A. M.
CAN YOU USE
A.
H.
Fuhr,
USDA;
L.
L.
Philance.
throat specialist.
how to develop into lovely woman- flight in 13 hours, 22 minutes,
and N. college; C. A. Vines, assoSLATE FASHION SHOW
Speaking to the Van Dettes at
breaking a 13-hour, 44-minute recWhen Mrs. Leva Lewis entertain- ciate director, Arkansas AgriculMORE
previous meeting was lovely and ed members of La Mar Cheri club tural Extension Service; Mrs. Philord set two years ago,
petite Mrs. F. A. (Margaret) Riv- at her lovely apartment at Foote ha F. Greenhouse, director of
ers. who spoke to the group on Park, all were busy making plans home economics, A. M. and N.
was recently appointed a U. S.
travel and brought in points on for their annual Fall Fashion Show, college.
delegate to the UN. The meeting
entertaining house guests. Mrs. which will be held on Nov. 30. The
The response was given by Mtn
was held here :ast Thursday.
GROUND FLOOR
Rivers was driving her new white following talented and well-groom- Vera S. Dial, Houston, Texas.
The international
cooperation
STERICK BUILDING
Austin-Healy sports car, and wore ed models will be among those ap"Readjustment for Better Livworkshops sponsored by the Nawetat 'nuts LIKE YOU
a beige suit and mink cape. Mrs. pearing in the stellar show: Mrs.
WASHINGTON, D. C. — The Executive Director H. Elsie Austin. Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 18-21, tional Conference on International
ing" was discussed by Mrs. HaGil PRISE5ENIIAi
Rivers is the wife of Dr. Freder- Sue White, Mrs. Adelaide Rag-.
National Council of Negro WomThe fifth annual workshop of the sponsored by the National Associa- Economic and Social Develop'
ick A. Rivers, prominent dent- land. Mesdames Dorothy Williams, zel Jordan, Arkansas State Home en, composed of 22 national or- National Social Welfare assembly
tion
is
another
forthcoming
ment,
Inc.,
activwill
be
held Nov. 12Demonstration agen t, Little
ist.
ganization affiliates and 95 local held here recently at the
is.audene King, Bobbye Curry, Dor13
Deat
the
ity
for
Mental
Health.
Miss
Lewis
Woodner
hotel
here.
Pfetty Danese Hancock, recent-, othy Woods, Beverly Nevels, Pau- Rock. Lead participants in the and
junior merhber councils, re- partment of Health, Education will soon designate the Council's
The International Town Meetly elected "Miss Father Belem's& line Swayze. Dorothy Merrill, Juda panel discussion following the adcently released a list of meetings and Welfare and at the American representative.
ing tour of South America next
Hieh" over a bevy of other love- Eiland, Thelma Davidson, Fannie dress were representatives from
at which it either has been rep- Red Cross.
The second annual community month is sponsored by Internalies, and .the daughter of Mrs. Joe Jones, Bernice Abram. John- Texas. Oklahoma, Arkansas; Louresented recently or will be rep- The Council was represented development workshop of the tional Seminars, headed by George
Victoria M. Hancock and Dan H. ette Berkley.- Odessa Dickens,Thel- isiana and Mississippi.
resented soon.
by President Height, Vice Presi- American Council on HUM an V. Denny, founder of "America's
Hancock, was hostess to the Van ma Ezell, Martel Jones Denise R.
Mr. Lillie Alexander, program
Town Meeting of the Air."
Among those at whiCh it has dent Iola Jones of Florence, S. C., Rights was held here Oct. 18.
Dettes at Tony's Inn that Sunday Hawkins, Lorice Van Pelt and the leader, Southern States, Federal
The national meeting of the
Miss Height, the Council's repMrs. Lewis and Mrs. Monteosa
afternoon. Present were Carol A. Misses Dorothy Robinson, Mau- Extension Service, USDA, Wash- been represented recently are.
for the resentative, will join the tour
A planning meet in Boston for Frazier, a member of the social American Association
Letting, the Van Dette president; dene King. Gwendolyn Williams. ington, D. C., talked to the group
United
Nations was addressed by following NCNW's annual conventhe coming celebration of the 10th welfare department.
Crystal Strang, Carol Ann Springer,
Jean House, Connie Fitzgerald, about "Homemakers ResponsibillThe McCall Magazine confer- Contralto Marian Anderson, who tion in Washington next month.
anniversary of the North Atlantic
Joyce Rayner, Bonnie Bates, Pa- Marie Whalurn. Gladys Webb, Su-i ties in an Age of Change."
tricia Jones and several "Miss
Treaty organization. Attending the ence on better living had Miss
sic Hightower. Joyce Friends, Hat- She was introduced by Mrs.
Austin and Mrs. Jackson reprePrissies," probationers of the Van
tie Seay, Rolena Mitchell, Johnette Amelia Lewis, assistant state home planning session was Mrs. Eunice
Dettes, whose names will be releassenting the Council as observers.
Berkley. Ann Reddick, Flora Co- demonstration agent for work with Hunton Carter, chairman of N. C.
ed after they are initiated. Also
A tea commemorating the openN. W.'s international relations dechrane, Rose Thomas, Jean Mat- Negroes in Louisiana.
He died at 3$ AU of San Francisco mourned
.present was Miss Erma Lee Laws,
ing of B'nai B'irth's Roosevelt Four
To give the agents ideas in keep- partment.
lock and Marion Mitchell. Among
his passing. Flags flew at half-mast. Busithe sponsor of the club, who has
The Tokyo conference of the Freedoms library here was anoththe male models will be Melvin ing up-to-date, Mrs. Imogene Johnnesses
were closed. Saloons and gambling
:lead them to such great heights.
son, home electrification advisor Pan Pacific and Southeast Asia er auspicious event. Guests viewWebber. and Joseph Hicks.
Maces were barred. Who was this amazing
-CALLING LEMOYNE ALUMNI
ed
collections
based
on
the
four
Woodruff
Electric
Co-op,
ForNegro who amassed a huge fortune by 1848?
Women's association to which Mrs.
Leva served a wonderful dinner of
ss The Memphis chapter of the LCDid he make his money in real estate? In
which included tempting morsels rest City, Ark . talked to t h e Ruth Mueller, director of NCNW's: freedoms. Miss Austin represented
gold? In business? You'll be amazed at this
ildoyne Alumni Association is achedsponsored
by
NCNW
at
the
tea
group.
stuffed,
Just
such as chestnut dressing
Fanvest region, was named an of-,
and creams
icture-story of America's first Negro milsled to meet Sunday. Nov. 2, at 5
pork chops, broccoli souffle and at P. H. Stone, assistant to assist- ficial member of the United States i B'nai Brith Women.
protect your beauty, "Lysol
ionaire as reported in EBONY magazine.
sea. m.. in the Le Moyne faculty
A meeting was held last month
tossed salad along with other l ant
administrator,
programs,
delegation.
protects your daintiness!
-lounge. Presidem Ann Hall and her
tasty delights.
Federal Extension Service, Wash.
In joining the discussions on the , in New York of the National Foun-staff was2 release details of the apGames and pries rounded out' ington, D. C., was the guest speak. role of women in community de- dation, an organization working in
For douching with
proaching Alumni Follies.
another gay meeting.
er at the banquet.
velopment. Mrs. Mueller discuss- the areaeof medical scientific reSON VOYAGE
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HUMBOLDT, TENNESSEE

By Mrs. Anna Lee Cooke

[,et's Grow A Garc eni

Dorothy Height Participates In
International Town Meeting Series
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A&T Women's Dean Has
Traveled Extensively

Drifters From Six Cities Hold
National Confao In Louisville

Napkins Are
Lunchbox
'Must'

"TAMBOURINES TO GLORY"

The Negro Book Society
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Mrs. Connie C. Williams, will
entertain at tea 1:30 p.m. Oct.
n for a group of socially-prominent women of the Hyde Park
and Kenwood communities who
are interested in neighborhood re- '
Fall is a very busy season for ident, accepting it.
Word is still spreading about and Francene Givens. Mrs. Jose
development.
clubs as many of them disband
lphine Barnett, the silver tongued
The clubs are launching a ReA special guest will be Maynard the magnificent Talent and Fashfor the summer, and it seems as lign,us Crusade with Mrs. Myrtle
ion
Show sponsored b: the City i orator from Milan served as narprofessor
C.
Krueger.
associate
all of them are getting into full Monroe named as chairman. You
ocof economics at the University of Federation of Clubs of Humboldt.irstor. and added spice to the
swing. With this beautiful weather are being asked to do your bit,
casion with her colorful words. FitChicago. Krueger, a resident of The affair was a tremendous sucwe are having, everybody is an- when contacted. The next meeting
music enhanced
affair
Hyde Park, will discuss the re- cess, and those who attended left ting
.
lions
for somewhere to go; there- is set for the third Sunday in No.
development plan for Hyde Park- assured that it was one of the with slos from Mesdantes Nelda
fore members attending club meets vember at Lane college Mrs. Kelmost up-to-date programs of the Williams. Eselyn Howell a n d
Kenwood.
add up to nearly 10.3 per cent
ly serves as publicity chairman for
Mrs. Williams, the wife of Dr. year. Fashions for every occasion Carolyn Garrett, Francene Givens,
Mrs. B. C. Lucas entertained the Federation.
from
early morning to the glam- Brenda Burnett and Bettie Sims,
Philip C. Williams, will be assisted
the Criterion Bridge club in her
our of evening. With every style while instrumental selections caine
Mrs. Elease Hutson was hostess ,
during
the
tea
party
by
three
cohome on S. Cumberland St. last to the Artherian Art and Literary
from the chemise to the walking from Doris Marian Croom and
hostesses.
Thursday evening. Delicious piping club in her home on Middleton at.,
They are Mrs. Ruth Horwich, suit. With most of the outstanding Mack Lacey. The ISA Club of OWhot fried chicken and all the trim- for their last meeting. Mrs. Rena
wife of Leon Horwich, Mrs. Mil- fabrices including wools, jerseys, ington of which Mrs. Haley is a
inings made up the menu. Guests Ray, president, presided over the
dred Kuyper, wife of George Kuy• orlons, lace and mink. Children's member broucht three ear loads
filling in for absent members for meeting and the
members showed
per, business manager of the Chi- fashions for play, including the I and quite a large number from
progressive bridge were Mrs. Ro-!up 100 per cent. Miss Bernie*
! Brownsville were there to share.
cago Symphony, and Mrs. Lois hela hoop: street and parts'.
setta McKissack and Miss Juanita Trotter, who was visiting with
Lowe, wife of Walter Lowe, insur- Some of the most outstanding Other visitors from Paris, Dyer,
Peoples. Members present were Mrs. Daisy T. Shaw. was guest
models of West Tennessee paraded I Trenton, Milan, Jackson and other
ance executive.
Mesdames Mae Perpener, Mariet- at the meeting. Miss Trotter also
The tea party is being held with to the delight of the audience. points were recognized. Mrs. Franta Hughes, Fannie A. Dobbins, got a chance to witness the footthe cooperation of the women's Guest models were Mesdames Ger- cis Givens was pianist for the
Lula Bell Martin, Julia Sheegog, ball game between Lane and Ala.
special gifts committee of the aldine Williams from Dyer. Eve- , show. Each guest model was preAnnie M. Bond, Vera Brooks, hams State while in Jackson for
Hyde Park-Kenwood Community lyn Howell from Paris, Algee Out- sented a beautiful corsage.
Georgia Adkins and your scribe, the week end.
' Mr. William Lacey. prominent
Conference. Mrs. Lowe is a com- 'asv from Bronsville, Aleatha
It was indeed a delightful evening. Guest speaker at the specie; obley from Covington and Miss! citizen and member of the faculty
mittee
member.
CIVIC PRIDE MEETS
r'• sales Cynthia Rawls from nrow- of Stigall High has been confined
servance at Old Carmel CME
—
The Civic Pride club met with church in Madison County on last
vine. Each model presented sev- to the hospitsl, hut is at imme
To Visit China
Mrs. Lillie Bell serving as hostess Sunday was Mrs. Daisy R. Shaw
eral styles. 'Mrs. Ada Lee Palmer and some better at this writing.
on Thursday, Oct. 9, in the Fellow- of Macedonia Baptist church. Gen.
Rev. M. H. Burnett, in the rush
TOKYO — (UPI) — North Ku- represented the beauticians and
ship Room of Berean Baptist eral chairman for the day was
rean Premier Kim II Sung will; the Federation of Humboldt. Chil- of being host pastor to the Annual
church. The newly elected presi-; Mrs. Day. Rev. Mitchem is the
Conference
of the CME church,
visit Communist China soon, the t dren's Models were Little Brenda
dent, Mrs. Ada McNeely, presid- I pastor.
Communists New China News 1 Burnett, Donna Suzaime Jackson, was called to St. Louis to the fued over the meeting with dignity. Jasksonians sttendding the proAgency reported Monday night. Myra Bryson, Kandina Garrett neral of his sister, Mrs. Addle
The following persons answered to gram were Mr. and Mrs. Mays
Greer, who was killed in automoMGR-STEPPING
CHARMERS
along with dozens of other pretthe roll call: Mesdames Fannie! and Mrs. L. Scott and grandson.
Tex., and Nis"."711 Falls, N.
...ftmA.
bile accident last Saturday. He was
—
Enlivening
the
half-time
acty
girls.
Seen
here,
protecting
Y.;
and
Lynn Thompson, junior
Dobbins, Mary Blair, Mary Fox.1 HERE AND THERE
away from the meeting only ens
tivities when the Tennessee A & ear druma,-are from left, June
nhysical education major. At/
Bessie Gordan, Pansy Graham, Mrs. Maude Trotter has returned
day, while loyal members carried
Billops, business education malanta. G. The Tigers will take
Olivia Pruett, Ovelly Goodrich, Se- from Atlanta, Ga • chic to a very I State university Tigers take
on in his stead. We extend to the
on the Southern university Jajor, of Memphis; Lucretia Colon the Jaguars in A and I's
vanah Randolph, Fern Walker, sad occasion. It was the death of
family sincere felicitations.
guars on Nov. It will be this trio
lies, sophomore speech and
W. J. Hale Stadium in NashMarie Penn, Flprence Ward, Myr- her sister, Mrs Emma Moore
Mrs. Theresa Perkins and moth•••••••••••••••••••••••1,0•0,,
ef high-stepping charmers,
drama major, from El Paso.
ville (Clanton III Photo.)
tle Monroe, Georgia Kelly and Miss Jackson who died on Sept. 30. She
er, Mrs. Della Ford spent the daY
hardy
and
will
c
0 m•
saying
to'
aerfectly
should
be
One
thing
I
Ora Ellington. Mrs. Polk of Mem- was a native of Jackson, the daughas guest of the Northcrosses on 12th
you every week now until t h e hack next Sitting,
phis, Tenn., was guest at the meet- ter of the late Mr. and Mrs.
ave. ifrs. Perkins is a very dear
pink, but
flower
is
Normally
the
this:
"Waground
is
freezes
hard
ing. A delicious two-course menu Joush and Bettye Moore. She once
friend of Miss Mable Northcross.
ter your evergreens!" I cannot you can make it bloom blue if, The both are veterans in the MiraWas served and each person pres- taught in Jackson at South Jackson
in the Spring, you feed it an acid ing field, Mrs. Perkins and mother
emphasize that too much.
ent was presented a gift.
school and was an active memEvergreens, all of them, must fertilizer like ammonium sulph- are from Memphis.
Again on October 16 at 5:30 p. m. her of Liberty CME church. In At.
go into the Winter with their feet ate. Likes sun or partial shade. Miss Mable Nortlicross of St. LouMrs. Florence Ward entertained tante her pastor was Rev. T. C.
Ile sure it is Hydrangea Domewet, plenty wet.
the Civic Pride club. During the Lightfoot, a graduate of Lane colis, is visiting her family this week.
You see a plant evaporates wa- toi; it is not a shrub. If you have'It is a joy to have distinguished
business session a donation was'lege.
WASHINGTON, D. C. — The! Her appointment marks the sec- national House of New Orleans.
me a ring
finding
it,
give
trouble
through
its
,
given to Mrs. Marie Penn who is
visitor in her hometown, for HumAccompanying Mrs. Trotter was National Council of Negro Worn. ond time the post has been filled
Other organizations represented leaves, and since
or a note. I'll he glad to tell boldt is duly proud of her acone of the senior class sponsors at her sister, Mrs Maggie Clark of
I by a Negro. She was chosen beyou where it can be bought; it is
Lane college on the "Miss Lanite" Nashville, Tenn. Mrs. Trotter is en's president, Mist Dorothy I. cause of her broad experiences in on this first mission of inquiry evergreens hold
complishments as a huanitarian
inexpensive.
:and good will include the Amen- their needles
drive,
and a brilliart nurse. She is a vice
very grateful to her many friends Height of New York City, will be social welfare.
Then there Is the Hibiscus, anti- , president of the Anna Malone's
of University (leaves) all win.
can Association
T
The social hour included a tur- for the remembrances during her among some 30 representatives of
Another position held by Miss Women, the National Catholic Wel- ter, they are conther late Summer, early Fall
:0 dinner with all the trimmings, bereavement.
children's home there in St.
major U. S. cultural, educational,, Height is that of associate directbloomer. Hibiscus is rather well
fare Conference, the AFL.C10, the stantly evanoratand it was certainly enjoyed by In Jackson recently for another
Louis, and on the bored of the
or of leadership training for the National Congres.
betbe
known,
hut
it
deserves
to
and
business
organizations
partici-,
big
watin
er
lislhen
ncoet
Par-nts and
Gillispie Kindergarten here. She is
those present. Special guests were sad occasion were Mrs. Frances
national Young Women's Christian
ter grown.
constantly sharing her experience
Mrs. Polk of Memphis, Mrs. C. D ' Booth and Mr. Fred Hogue, niece paling in a series of international' association.
Teachers, the League of Worn they
Ordinarily we find them pink. is
freeze
dry.
So
well as finances with the school
McKelvy, Mrs. Grace Hurst and and brother of Mrs. Ella Cowan, town meeting discussions and
, en Voters, the Girl Scouts of the
red or white; but they can be found
Former U. S. delegate to the U. S. A., the .%merican
soak them soak
Imre. She
Miss Juanita Peoples. Gifts were who was buried on Oct. 10. Mrs. seminars in eight South American
Legion.
'
. works in the Homer G.
colors;
white
to
combine
these
United Nations Edith Sampson,
them
Phillips
presented to those present.
Cowan, a resident of Jackson for countries.
the
American
Farm
Bureau
Feddeep
red
throats,
or
pink
with
prominead Negro leader, will reHave you divided those large
p
Mrs. Tennie Exum,faithful mem•
CITY FEDERATION
.many years, was a very active
The private American citizens
eration, the American Book Pubwill red throats etc.
ben of St. James Baptist church
Getting off to a very good start member of St. Paul CME church group will leave New York City present Chicago's Mayor Richard lisher's Council, the YWCA, the clumps of phlox yet? If not, do
With
plenty
food
,.nd
water
so at once. Phlox should be di 'd
passed and her funeral was held
with the second meeting for this until health faded her and was a Nov. 6 on a month-long fact-find- J. Daley.
American Medical Association and
Year is the City Federation of charter member of the New Idea ing tour designed to foster better
Another former U. S. delegate the National Education Associa- ed every three years; they then, they can -reduce huge flowers. A at the church with the pastor,
fit
single
ver
on
ours
this
Fall
much
better
blooms
and
give
you
Rev.
officiating.
Women's clubs. The meeting was club. Mrs. Booth resides in Del interAmerican relations.
to the UN, trent Dunne,' stage lion.
measured nine inches acres s. Hvtbol
! larger heads.
Rodbe
t ris aglow
aoliiew wth many
held Sunday, Oct. 19 at 4 p. m. Paso Heights, Calif., and
Mr.
Miss Height will join the group and screen star, will be on the
Folks wanted to know "what is colorful personalities in the field of
The
on
delegates
expected
the:
Dig
up
shake
the
whole
clump
in the lounge of Cleaves hall on Hogue in Chicago.
immediately following NCNW's na- tour. She will represent the Amerithat and where did you get It?" religion, attending the annual sesthe campus of Lane college. The
Keep in mind the public program tional convention to be held in can Association for the United Na- tour represent organizations en- 1 the soil loose. If it does not pull'
compassing 42 million Americans. apart easily use a stout butcher It isn't anything unusual, just sion of the Christian Methodist
new president, Mrs. Mable B. Da- In observvance of American Educe- Washington Nov. 13-15.
tions.
knife, or the edge of your spade. had food and plenty, but plenty, church of which Rev. M. H. Burvis and secretary, Mrs. Manic S. Hon Week on November 10 at MerAs a strictly private project, the The South American trip is the "Our primary mission on this Don't be afraid; they are tough water. Very inexpensive. Will tolwill
nett is pastor. The meeting got off
Byrd, were at their best. Twenty-I ry High school sponsored by the ground covered by Vice
trip
be
to
learn,"
said
Mr.
President first in a series of international
erate some shade, prefers sun. to a fine start with delegates etimplants.
nine ladies from ten of the eleven Jackson City Teachers' association. Richard M.
Nixon, when he w a s "town meeting" diacussions to be Denny. "We want to learn as
Dies
down
to
ground
in
late
Ever
try
Hydrangea
Domotoi?
big
from many parts of West Tenclubs shared in the business dis- The time is 7:30 p. m. You are
the victim of anti-American vio- held throughout the world under much as we can through discus- it is most satisfactory, bloom is Fall, and is very late peeping out nessee, The first night the host
cussion. Receiving the attendance ) invited to visit your schools dur- lence. It
has the personal endorse- the sponsorship of International sions in these seminars and town huge and will last at least eight of the ground next Spring; so
hurch presented a welcome tirobanner was the Twentieth Century: ing the entire week to see your
meetings and to report back to
ment of Nixon and the approval Seminars, Inc.
mark your spot where it is plant- gram, with the pastor serving as
weeks. Can you believe that?
kaalub with Mrs. Bernice Gates, presd children in action.
of the U. S. State Department and
The discussion sessions will be the American people through this
ed.
It
may
not
show
up
before
Yes, it begins to bloom in late
master of ceremonies. Mrs. ,J. Ridnetwork
of opinion -, August, and each bloom will last, June, then it grows by leaps and ley with a beautiful background of
the U. S. Information Agency.
held in Bogota, Lima, Santiago, far-flung
NCWW coordinates the activi- Buenos Aires, Montevideo, Sao moulding organizations, as well asuntil late October, without fading., bounds.
choral music, gave the meditation
ties of 22 national organization af- Paulo, Rio de Janeiro and Car. gress and to the State Depart- Now is the time to Plant the
I'm still watching leaves on the on 'His Touch' which was beaufiliates and 95 local and junior 5C55.
ment. Two seminars and one pub- root. When freezing time comes rose bushes for "black spot," that tifully done with spirit. Greetings
member councils.
Organizer of the project is pre- lic meeting are, planned for each the whole plant may die down to fungus disease that can really kill came from: Mayor L. D. Novel!,
Under the slogan "world affairs sented in cooperation with Inter. city.
the ground; but don't worry, it is roses, even this late in the year. who was presented by Mrs. Carare our affairs," the Council parI pick those leaves off and burn trell Thoman; the church, by Mrs,
ticipates in various international
them, for If they fall the fungus Nelda Williams; the medical procan live in the soil over the Win- fession, by Dr. A. H. Fick; 'the
GREENSBORO, N. C. —' The carried her to England, Scotland conferences on global problems
and maintains an observer and
ter, and start its dirty work all ministerial alliance, by Rev. W.'M.
clean of women of North Carolina I France, Czechoslovakia, Italy and an alternate at the United Nations.
over again next Spring.
Donald; from a high school by the
A&T college brings to the position'the Middle East.
You see, garden cleanliness is principal; and from the federated
Miss Height was recently named
Her
travels
in
Africa
resulted
a wealth of experience throughl
after all a most important factor clubs by Mrs. W. S. Vance. Speeial
one of three new appointees to the
from a one year teachieg stint New York State Board of Social
both travel and training.
in garden success. This I have seiections from a chorus under the
in
Sierra
Leone.
She
taught
in
For
three
days
that
were
filled
going
national
vice-president.
Officers
and
Lois
members
of
the
had
to learn the hard way, after direction of Mrs. Carolyn Garrett
Welfare.
Miss G. J. Holmes, a Greensthe Freetown Secondary school in
boro native, who assumed the post'
The board has policy-making with meetings, dancing, parties, Miller Dawson of Chicago, na- hostess city of Louisville including so many dismal failures with pre- and Mr. Charles Williams, With
that country on an international I
powers over the state's indigent, and brunch, the citizenry of Louis tional president, presided over the Mary Elizabeth Dean, president; cious plants. Education costs Mrs. Garrett and Mrs. Suzaane
IA September, has ot only receiv- exchange program under
a FullMarjorie Miles, vice president: money and time.
Delton as pianist and organist.
ed special training in her field bright
hontes, orphanage.i. ch—i-caring ville, Ky., could boast of having sessions.
Fellowship.
Most insects are now gone and Bishop B. Julian Smith, presiding
Reports from all chapters on Cara Lewis, secretary; Clara
some of the leading younger soat some of the leading univerWhile on the continent she trav- and mental institutions and hos- cialites of five cities in their midst the previous year's activities prov- Young, treasurer;
the few that are left are being tak- bishop, presented retired bishop
sities of the world, but has travelaseled in Liberia and Nigeria. pitals. Additionally it handles
Charlene Rhodes, Mary Lyons, en care of by the birds. I want Porter, who gave a few remal-ks
when the Drifters, Inc. convened ed that they had all fulfilled
ed extensively in both Europe, AtHer trav'els in the Caribbean sistance to widow-, nldage assist- there recently for its second an- their social and civic responsibil- Laline Jewell, Dorothy Wimberly, the birds around. Hence I keep of response. Full sessions of the
Hee and the Caribbean.
ance. Indian reservations and the
Catherine Guest, Josephine Mos- the bird bath clean and full of meeting are held each day through
ities to the Drifters.
nual convention.
She counts among her most included visits to Cuba, Haiti. blind,
Puerto Rico and British West InSunday.
by, Fay Davidson, Ruth Shepherd, water.
As the Louisville chapter play- preejF? ,anT -s'fm
cherished experiences the four and
Saturday evening the group re- KatherineBeard, Ann Churchill
ed hostess, Drifters came from
half years overseas assignment dies.
A graduate of Howard univer- had served as director of residence New York City, Chicago, Kansas turned to the beautifully decorat and Blanche Davis.
with the American National Red
sity in Washington, D. C.. Miss' AL Bennett college here, counselor City. Kansas; St. Louis and Indi ed Baxter hall for the formal
Other delegates and members
*Cross.
Holmes received the H. A. degree to women at Florida A Si M uni- anapolis.
present were Irene Sims, Suzanne
dance of the convention.
As director of service clubs in in guidance and personnel at Co-; versity at Tallahassee and dean
The members of the Louisville Thompson, Thelma Poole and
Before the end of the brilliant
Europe during World War II, lumbia university.
o fwomen at Fayetteville State convention another chapter, South chapter were all attired in flaming Betty Anderson from Kansas City.
Miss Holmesworkedin the pro- She has done other post gradu- Teachers college at Fayetteville. Bend. Ind., had joined the ranks red gowns of different designs Kansas.
gram from late 1942 to the Hos. ate work at New York university
She hold., membership in a host of the Drifters. The new chapter and created a beautiful picture.
Chicago sent Lois M. Dawson
ing of the European clubs in June and at Oxford university in Eng- of professional and social or. was sponsored by the IndianaHighlight of the evening was an Dolarite Sims, Dorothea Milton,
1947.
ganizations and is a member of polis chapter.
impressive candlelight procession Corame Richie, Camille Moore,
land
During the period, her travels, Prior to coming to A & T she the executive board of the South- These young women, who have of all Drifters present, led by Jane Arterbery and Gloria Foster.
ern college Personnel association. similar interests, backgrounds Lois Miller Dawson.
Dorothy Gordon was present
Many of the Drifters and their from New York and Bettie Jane
and aims, originally qrganized
THE
share their interests in a social guests returned to the club house Everett who organized the New
after the dance for a breakfast York Chapter but is presently reand civic manner.
Their civic interest was appar party, and partied in true Drifter siding in Chicago was also there.
By Langston Hughes_
u papgouret fashion until the early hours of Indianapolis was well presented
cot when they navioted bat n su
with 11 members: Mettle Ballow,
A TALE OF PASSION IN THE PULPIT!
Sunday morning.
obth
Nth
atei
Imogene Boyd, Betty Pipes. Betty
and the National Association for NEW NAT'L OFFICERS
SISTER LAURA AND HER LOVER-BOY!
Garrett, Hazel Barber, Alice
The
business
session
Sunday
the Advancement of Colored Peo
SISTER ESSIE AND A CROSS TO BEAR!
plc by subscribing to $500 life morning was devoted to corn Black, Wilma Avery, Christine
Won The Hearts Of
Be sure to lay a daner napkin memberships in each of the civic mittee reports and elections of Stuart, Joycelyn McNairy. Trill!
GOOD AGAINST EVIL IN THE CHURCH!
Thousands of Kiddies!
in the top of each lunchbox when organizations.
Smith and Juanita Phelps.
new
national
officers.
Re-elected
MOST EXCITING NOVEL OF THE YEAR!
you're packing kits for school The convention was officially to a second term as national presiTHESE UNBREAKABLE
or work in the morning. It's a opened on Friday with registra- dent was Lois Miller Dawson of
SUN TAN DOLLS COME AS
practice that may well.save extra tion and an Open House Party at Chicago.
DESCRIBED BELOW.
clothes washing.
Other national officers elected
the Louisville Drifters Club house.
A tenderly moving, highly humorous and thoughtEspecially practical re the pa- 497 North 21st at.
were Irene Sims of Kansas City,
Soft Body; Late, Arms, Legs, end Need; $1•410411
per table napkins put out by the
provoking story by the author of the "Simple" books.
The hostess chapter assumed Kansas, vice-president; Hattie
Eyes: Pointed Lushes; Rooted Wig That Coo Be
same people who make Kleenex the responsibility of housing all Ballow, Indianapolis, Ind , sec
Washed, Combed end Restyled; Neatly Dressed:
Now on sale at your favorite bookshops, or by mail from
tissues, for you don't need to put out-of-town delegates and mem- retary and Imogene Boyd, of
Shoes and Sox.
more than one in each lunchbox. bers. Meals were also provided Indianapolis, was re-elected treasthe Negro Book Society.
They're large enough to provide
The Oscar DePrlest Charity club,
at the Drifter clubhouse through urer for a second term.
ORDER BY NO,
durable
good protection, and
the courtesy of the hostess chap. The Mason-Dixon room of Free- a unit of the Chicago and Northern
enough to last through a meal.
dom hall at the Kentucky State District Association Of Colored
ter
He I It inches tell $6.41 14e. 4 16 inches tell $5.49
"TAMBOURINES TO GLORY"
Too, because of their texture, they
Saturday was devoted to morn- fairgrounds was selected by the Women, is sponsoring its annual
No. 2 18 inch arid* Doll
No 5 22 inches tell $791
By Langston Hughes
stay on the lap.
ing and afternoon business ses- Louisville chapter for the Sunday Fall luncheon, Thursday, Oct. 30
ft" Ns. 6 23 inches tell $11.98
$3.50 per copy. Fill in your name and address and mail
sions which were held at Baxter brunch which was attended by at the RAM -emple, 930 E. 50th
He. 3 14 Inches tell $4.95 N. 7 26 inches rail $10.40
more than 100 persons including st., at 1:30 p.m.
hall,
check or money order mode out to:
The morning session was opened many of Louisvilles leading citiAt this time Mrs. Wendell E.
with a welcome address from zens.
Green will be presented a citation
Mrs. Frances Parrish, director for being the first Negro woman
Mary Elizabeth Dean, president
"Much misunderstanding a n
of
recreation
outfor
the
city
of
Louisand
chapter
Louisville
of
the
member of the Chicago Board of
459 West 144th Street
bitterness" within families would
ville was the guest speaker. Her Education. Mrs. Green will be
be avoided if more farm parents
New York 31, New York
topic
was
"How
to
Enjoy
Your
0•141c.1.10•4.1 gee obt d.
guest
transfer
of
speaker.
wills,
in
the
left
says a Publication is- ficulties arise
Mrs. Alice M. Foy of Rock Is- IhOry. •• .1110001 atteSt soy
sued recently by Tuskegee's school property to heirs when parents die Leisure Time."
Name
land, Ill., will be guest of the day. mono C.0 0 ordoro. Mono
of agriculture.
without leaving a will. And gives DRIFTERS' ROSTER
3447 50. INDIANA AVE.
After the brunch, cocktails were She is the newly elected president .nd ton oonnoot Cmon.
Prepared by Dr. George T. considerable information on the
ordn Ws on noton
served back at the clubhouse as of the Illinois Association of Club
Dowdy, head of thr department preparation of wills.
CHICAGO 16, III.:
Address
Title of the publication is: "Le. the Drifters started Drifting in Women. The public is invited.
of agricultural economics, a n d
Mrs. Alonzo Cobb is president
one of his graduate students. gal Aspects Involved in the Trans- their many directions homeward
City and State
1414'q 441.le4 elleted Ve;te..
Joseph Travillion, the publication ferring of Farm Property within until next year when the conven- and Mrs. Marie J. Costlay is retion city will be Indianapolis, Ind. porter.
a cites many examples of how dif- the Family in Alabama."

"TAMBOURINES TO GLORY"

d creams
, "Lysol"
essl
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Mrs. Green
Is DePriest
Club Speaker

Urges Families
To Leave Wills
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NOTICE OF GENERAL ELECTION
The undersigned, Lee Winchester, Lester H. Brenner, and
S. Nelson Castle, Commissioners of Election for Shelby
County, Tenn., pursuant to law, hereby give notice of an
election to be held in all wards, precincts, and districts in
the City of Memphis and Shelby County, Tenn. Tuesday,
November 4, 1958. This election is called for the purpose
of voting for Governor, United States Senator, U. S. Representative, 9th Congressional District, Public Service
Commissioner for West Tennessee, State Senator 30th
District, State Senator 32nd District, State Senator 33rd

District. Eighth State Representative to General Assembly
from Shelby County, eight candidates for delegates to the
Limited Constitutional Convention, and the question —
"Shall Section 24 of Article 11 of the Constitution of the
State of Tennessee be amended so as to add to said section
the following paragraph? 'No monies derived from fees,
excises, or license taxes relating to registration, operation,
or use of vehicles on public highways or to fuels for propelling such vehicles shall be appropriated for purposes

Hamilton
1478 Wilsm
OFFICEI
JUDGES
Mrs. Clar,
Rubye L.
t'halmers,
Wh
, Mrs.
4 REGISTI
Lindsey, M

other than cost of administration, statutory refunds and
adjustments, payment of highway obligations, costs for
construction, reconstruction, maintenance and repair of
public highways, and bridges, and retirement of obligations
for which these funds were pledged prior to this amendment, and expense of enforcing state traffic laws.
The polls and all voting precincts of the city and county
will be opened at 8:30 a.m. and close at 7:30 p.m Central
Standard Time. The following officials are appointed to
hold the election — locations hereinafter set out:

Allen Pun
Dison Strei
OFFICER
Harold E.
Farley, Ti
Harris, Fn
REG1STR
rett, Virgin

OFFICIALS FOR GENERAL ELECTION, NOVEMBER 4, 1958
WARD 1
Neighborhood House
289 November Sixth Street
OFFICER — Thomas J. Bunn.
JUDGES — Mrs. Frances Russo, James Haynes, Mrs. Jessie V.
Fruitticher, Mrs. Clyde Notgrass.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Betty
Young, Mrs. Mary F. Lazenby.

WARD 13-3
A. B. Hill School
1372 Latham
Officer — G. H. Douglas
JUDGES — Laura Elliott, Virginia Lee Johnson, L. F. Simpson,
T. F. Ragsdale, Mrs. Ed Routt,
Mrs J. S. Presley.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. R. B.
Hitt, Mrs. Jessie McLellan.

WARD 20-I
Memphis College of Musk
L822 Overton Park Ave.
OFFICER—R. P. Bolling
JUDGES — Virginia Busby,
Henry J. Zderad, Mrs. Charles
Young, Thomas M. Lowry, Mrs.
Lawrence Grehan, William Lea C.
S. Moser, Louise M. Carley, Mrs.
Arthur Sample.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Charles
H. Patton, Mrs. Lucille C. Henry.

WARD 25-3
South Side School
667 Richmond
OFFICER — George W. Grafford.
JUDGES — Charles W.
meer. T. F. Vick, Mrs. Evelyn
Lendermon, Mrs. D. J. Campodonico, Mrs. L. H. Sabin
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Flom
Williams, Mrs. John Sandera.

WARD 36-2
WARD 31-3
Tent (Crosstown Printing Co.)
Oak Park "Y"
Jackson & Garland
Willett & Foster
OFFICER — John F. Lucchesi. OFFICER — D. W. Goodrich.
JUDGES — Fred E. Jones, Hel- JUDGES — Roy L. Stone, John
en Marshall, Mrs. Ben F. Ed- Getz, Mrs. John Getz, Herbert
wards, Lena Mae Leske, Mrs. S. Weir, Sam Atcheson, J. P. BelA. Law, Mrs. C. E. Ingram, P. lamy, Karl Wood, Sr., E. L. Williamson, Mrs. Gertrude Carpenter
P. Hall.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. W. J. REGISTRARS — Ethel Harris,
Mrs. P. B. Peebles,
Gilfillan, Mrs Harry Geyer.

WARD 41-2
Baron Hirsch Synagogate
1740 Vollentine
OFFICER — G. T. Wingo.
JUDGES — Morris W. Ostrov,
J. A. Lucchesi, Richard McNichalas, Dean R. Fich, Robert M.
Brannon, Mrs. W. A. Ryan.
REGISTRARS — Sidney S. Nichols, Mrs. Umbert Pierini.

Pine Hill C
Alice Strei
OFFICE]
JUDGES
Mrs. C. A
Davis, Mn
A. B. Col
Mrs. Lena
REGISTI
Jolly, Mrs

WARD WS
Fire Station No. IT
III National
OFFICER — George T. Smith.
JUDGES — Mrs. W. N. Robinson, Mrs. Doroth Whitaker, Mrs.
Anna B. Whitaker, Clarence Whitaker, Mildred Presle, Mildred
Presle, Catherine Nelson, Charles Broadle.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. George
Hall, Mrs. Etta Gadd,

i

•
'

WARD 41-3
WARD 2
WARD 14-1
WARD 36-3
Hyde Park School
WARD 26-1
WARD 31-4
House
Court
WARD 45-1
1281 Tunica
Vacant Building
Crippled Children's Hospital
LeMoyne College
Cummings School
WARD 202
Second & Washington
Pink Palace
OFFICER — Rev. M. Winfield.
1693 Jackson
2009 Lamar
807 Walker
1037 Cummings
Barker,
R.
M.
OFFICER —
JUDGES — Joe Sandridge, Rev Chickasaw Gardens
OFFICER — W. L. Maybry
OFFICER—Mrs. C. P. Johnson. Stonewall Lodge
OFFICER — Neil Maxwell
OFFICER — W. 0. Granger.
JUDGES — John Flynn, H. A. JUDGES — Mrs. L. E. Brown, 1583 Overton Park Ave.
Mrs. B. J. Benson, Mrs. Josephine
OFFICER — Fred Burmeister
JUDGES — Mrs. I. F. Wood, JUDGES — 0. C. Smith, jr., JUDGES — Mrs. Sid Law,
May,,
Nellie
B.
Mentz,
Carl
JohnRives,
JUDGES — Neely Grant, Jr.,
Lillian Newman, Mrs. Carnell OFFICER—Arthur Schoembs
Virginia Sutton, J. D. McBride, R. T. Reilly, Mrs. Lorent Dillard, Margaret Radford, J. R. Aday, Harris, Mrs. Addie Mary
Helen Bryant
Banks, Mary Watkins, Mrs. Ro- JUDGES — Mary O'Leary, Ag- R. H. Atkins, Pete V. York, Mrs. Mrs. R. L. Allen, Mrs. W. B Mc- Thomas B. Avery, W. F. Beurer, son, Harry Winfield, Mrs. Gla- Walter J. Cody, Jr., Lloyd RamREGISTRARS — Mrs. W. F. setta Miller, Joe McNeal. M r s. nes O'Leary, C. L. Baker, MilLaughlin, Alice Maxwell, Mrs. J. Mrs. W. K. Bradley, Mack Kea- dys Parker, Mrs. Marguerite sey, Mrs. George J. Madlinger,
Joe Smith.
Wenzler, Mrs. Cleve Read.
Mallory Chamberlin, Mrs. Dordred Contello, A. C. Frame, E. REGISTRARS — Mrs. J. C. E. Conley, Mrs. J. R Stedman. ton.
Blanchard.
Maude Mosley.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Lucille sey, Mathis, jr., W. B. Mason, or,,
REGISTRARS — Mrs. 3, E. REGISTRARS — Mrs. Paul J.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Hollis W. McGrory, J. T. Martin, Mrs. Sexton, Mrs. R. G. Roberts.
WARD 4
Carl A. Fuess, S. F. Morley,
Evelyn Boswell, Mrs. D. E. Baker
Willett.
Flynn, Mrs. Milton Bowers, Dr.
Joyner, Mrs. Edith Green.
Stewart, Mrs. F. M. Hill,
Memphis Salvage Corporation Price, Clara
WARD 26.2
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Rose F.
WARD 31-1
Chris L. Mullins, L. V. Coughlin,
214 Monroe
42.1
WARD
WARD 32.1
WARD 14-2
Cissell, Mrs. Clara Smith.
Fred McIntosh, George J. LangeMoffatt's Service Station
McLemore Ave. Church of Christ
OFFICER — Vince Carlin,
Garage
Market
Hollowell's
Terrace
Lamar
Meadows Super
necker, Fred Bauer, jr.
2973 Summer
1081 E. McLemore
WARD 20-3
JUDGES — S. E. Carlton, Alma 918 S. Parkway E.
Chelsea
1111 Lamar
OFFICER — Robert Marchetti. 2420
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Helen
OFFICER — C. A. Cleves.
Bomar.
D.
H.
Perry, Frank Ellis.
—
OFFICER
OFFICER — John E. Jennings. Memphis Vocational School
Crenshaw
Morley, Mollie McCord.
JUDGES — Katie
JUDGES — Clare Wilson, Mrs. OFFICER — George A. Schell
Mosby
REGISTRARS—lima T. Franks JUDGES —Jack Leven, WaltJ.
Betty
—
JUDGES
Hugh- Viola Dacus, Marie Marchetti,
220 N. Montgomery
Florence Turner, Mrs. George B. JUDGES — Mrs. Clyde
WARD 45-2
Mrs. Sam Heyman
Mrs. Ann Newton, Mrs. William
er Kastler, C. C. Meadows, jr., OFFICER — William J. Raney.
Stryker, Mrs. Ethel Ledoux, Mrs. ey, Mrs. B. C. Berry, Mrs. Sue A. W. Dacus, Fred Vella.
Weir, Mar- Lions Den
Lavelle.
McKitOglesby,
Mary
T.
Willie
J.
Mrs.
Mrs.
—
JUDGES
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Kitty Maroon, Charles 0.
WARD
H. Timan- Sandidge,
R.
Mrs.
White,
Mable
672 Semmes
shall Lee.
REGISTRARS — Mildred Jen- trick, Charlotte B. Wallace, John
C. Brooks, Catherine M. Sweet
us, Mrs. Edith Pate, Helen Neal E. Tidwell, Mrs. D.
Beale Street Auditorium
OFFICER — A. B. Ricketts.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Joe Rinings, Agnes Gillooley.
Groves.
Cooke, Mrs. Dave Harris R. J. Newton.
393 Beale
Blackwell,
31-2
WARD
JUDGES — Mrs. Herman R.
naldi, Mrs. Floyd
Reynolds, Mrs. Charles Crawford, REGISTRARS — Mrs. D. W. REGISTRARS — Mrs. David H.
OFFICER—Curtis Johnson
WAAL 15
Shop
Taylor, Mrs. Hulet Beard, H. R.
Melody Music
Bacigalupo.
Lowe,
Mrs.
Robert
Glass,
J.
J.
Mrs.
Hale, Mrs. T. M. Slattery.
WARD 42-2
JUDGES — Otto Lee, Josie OFFICER—J. C. Lancaster
Taylor, G. H. Luckett, W. r..
2862 Poplar
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Albert J.
School
Moore, M. C. Wiggins, Robert F. JUDGES — Wylie Holman, JuWARD 32-3
Montgomery, L. L. Turner, C. W.
Robert Marshall Hollywood
27-1
—
WARD
Turner.
OFFICER
Robert
Mrs.
Steiner,
Bryan
Jones, Felix West, Robert Bowen. ane Hobson. Andrew J. Jobe,
Vacant House
Hubbard.
Mrs. May Eaves, 1346
—
JUDGES
Grocer
Moretta's
Barron.
B.
W.
AndOFFICER —
REGISTPARS — Dorothy
WARD 21-1
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Mary L.
710 S. Dudley
Mrs. Guy Davis, Sidney Gennette,
Mrs. Ilugh M. Scott, Mrs. Earl JUDGES — Mrs. Ellis Malone
701 N. Dunlap
erson, Gladys Ingrain.
Turner, Mrs. Vera K. Ricketts.
sr., A. B. Sanders, Mrs. Ralph Fire Station No. 15
OFFICER — Mrs. Ruth Peg- Moreland, Hugh Scott.
P.
OFFICER—A. R. Tutor.
Arthur
Davis,
Marguerite
Mrs.
Grayson.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Mary L.
WARD 6
Decatur 8, Faxon
JUDGES—W. F. Johnson, John ram, Mildred Hodges, Patricia
WARD 45-3
Qualls, Warren Billingsley, D. W.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Lester OFFICER — Arthur J. Gemig- E. Grace, Beatrice Butler, Ruth Toney, Armetha Gaston, James Peeler, Mrs. Mary L. Marshall.
Fire Station No. 2
J. M. Wiley, J. T. Crips, Fire Station No. 13
Walker,
Ward Moore.
Mrs.
Green,
Watts.
nani.
Beck, Mazie Sanders.
474 S. Main
3426 Southers
W. A. Oswalt.
WARD 38-1
JUDGES — Mamie Thurman, REGISTRARS — Nellie John- REGISTRARS — Mettle Carter,
OFFICER — George R. Holley.
OFFICER—R. L. Whitten.
WARD 16-1
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Julius
School
Bennett.
Grahamwood
Flora
Mrs.
CalDalton.
C.
J.
son, John
Ann Proctor, Jefferson
JUDGES — Douglas Walker,
JUDGES—Clara Bowers, Fran- Idlewild School
—Byrd, Mm. Marie Bowles.
Summer
3956
CarMrs.
Calhoun,
houn, John C.
Wilfred Golladay, sr.. John Ashces Dickson, Rosalyn Woodman- 1950 Linden
WARD 33-1
WARD 27.2
OFFICER — W. B. Herbert.
WARD 43-1
olyn Moore, Mrs. Martha Boothe,
worth, J. B. Carney, Mrs. G. P.
Company.
see, J. M. Cox.
Supply
k
Auto
Crump
OFFICER—Chalmers Cullins
Green,
JUDGES — Mrs. A. B.
Fire Station No. 6
Fire Station No. 23
Bridges, Mrs. Lee Morse, Claude
REGISTRARS—R. A. Shepherd
Broad
2483
JUDGES — Erie S. Elrod, Lou Finch.
Ellis,
A.
D.
Mrs. W. B. Hatcher,
3468 Jackson
REGISTRARS—Gertrude Scott. 924 Thomas
Bryan.
J. L. Foust.
OFFICER — Mike Gavin.
Lawrence Mason, Mrs. Lawrence
OFFICER—R. M. Loughridge
Mrs, D. A. Ellis, H. B. Griffin,
OFFICER — George T. Walker. REGISTRARS — Mrs. George
Mrs. Ben Wasson.
Mike Gavin,
Mrs.
—
JUDGES
C.
J.
Winn,
R.
Howard
Mason,
Webb.
H.
Ed
0.
J.
Everette,
—
R. B.
JUDGES
jr., Mrs.
WARD 7-1
JUDGES — John T. Yancy,
Holley, Mrs. Bruce Ely.
E. Taylor, Fenner
Romeo.
WARD 211
REGISTRARS — Mrs. 7. M. K. Fly, Joe Joiet, Robert DwyCoe, Donald L. Brock, Sidne Go. Mrs. Harvey
Laborer's Temple
M. Lewis, Mrs. A. G. Black, J. Farmer, Mrs. Bruce Dacus,
T.
—
Dorothy
REGISTRARS
A.
WARD 45-4
J.
Mrs.
Majors,
A.
E.
yen,
Beale
583
er.
Dave Wells Community Centel'
W. P. Fleming.
Miller.
OFFICER—George R. Phelan. Sullivan, Virginia Calhoun.
REGISTRARS — Dora A. Buss, St. John's Episcopal church
Chelsea & Ayers
F.
W.
381
Mns
—
WARD
REGISTRARS
322 S. Greer
REGISTRARS — Mrs. R. B.
JUDGES—Eugenie L. Phelan, I
Hansen.
OFFICER—Alex Meyers
WARD 16.2
Highland Heights Presby. Cart+ Nancy
Wade, Catherine Hardy.
OFFICER — Roy Freeman.
K. L. Gala, sr., Mrs. E. L. Gaia,1 Cossitt Library
JUDGES—Mrs. Zile Sims, Mrs. Everette, Mrs. Mary MeAnally.
WARD 33-1
Summer
43-2
3300
WARD
JUDGES — David V. Johnson,
at., James Qualls.
Albert Smith, Mrs. Charles S.
McLean & Peabody
WARD 28-1
— L. A. McCune. Leawood Baptist Church
Appliance Store
OFFICER
Ingram's
Mrs. Robert Ruffin, Mrs. Carl N.
REGISTRARS — Margie Young OFFICER — T. W. Billions
Mom, jr., Mrs. George D. AshMcCall',
Sam
Mrs.
—
Broad
JUDGES
2535
Dyer
1148
Lenox School
Stokes, Guy Boyer, Katherine P.
J. G. Moran
JUDGES — Carlisle S. Page ton, Mrs. George Morat, Mrs. 519 X. Edgewood
Mn. G. M. LaHue, Mrs. F. F.
OFFICER — B. C. McKee.
OFFICER — W. E. Atkins.
Robbins. Ralph E. Lewis, L a w•
Jr., Janie F. Arnistead, The Rev. Robert Walker, L. E. Ingram. OFFICER — Jack
JUDGES — Mrs. Raymond Jor- Walker, Christol Edwards, Mrs. I.
Mrs. Margaret P. rence Jaseph, Charles A. Rond,fr'
WARD 711
Gold—
G.
JUDGES
Pauline
Mrs.
—
REGISTRARS
Donato
MacDonald,
M. Richard
41frd
dan, E. T. Hodges, Harry Norton, Y. Finley, Clarence Forrester.
Lloyd, Mrs. John P. Hathcock, D. III, Charlotte S. Byrd.
S. A. Owens Junior College
smith.
Santi, Mrs. John Spence, Mrs K. Reitz, Mrs. Gladys Simpson. JUDGES — Anne W. Cooper, Fred Chastain.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Portis W. Cain, D. 0. Erwin.
370 S. Orleans
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Herbert
A
Herbert
Jr.,
Furehgott,
Melvin
REGISTRARS — Mrs. L. P. F. Landstreet, Mrs. Margaret EnOFFICER—Will Purdy
WARD 21-3
Lucille R. Ellis, Mrs. Helen F. REGISTRARS — Mrs. Harry Cox, Mrs. C. B. Anderson.
Ramsey, Mrs. W. H. McGill. dicott,
• JUDGES—Emma Harper, Mar- Wilmot.
Phelps. P. K. Holden, George A. Finch, Mrs. L. C. Slaughter.
School
WARD 38-3
Klondike
T
J.
Mrs.
—
REGISTRARS
WARD 34-1
Fulghum, J. B. Ferguson.
ie Jones, Pernina Williams, Mrs.
Tent (Thriftway Sundry)
WARD 43-3
WARD 46-5
Merrin, Mrs.. W. H. Smithe, Jr 1250 Vollentine
Julia Thomas, Clara Winston.
REGISTRARS — May S. Dur- Boy Scout Hut
Holmes & Guernsey
Greer
L.
Douglas High School
OFFICER—R.
Memphis State University
Gaither
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Cleo Philham, Hazel L. Godman.
1573
WARD 16-3
McKwen.
A.
K.
OFFICER —
JUDGES — Will Robinson. Mrs.
3200 Mt. Olive
Patterson Street.
OFFICER — Kyle W. Hasley
lips, Mrs. Ruth Reeves.
Crump Stadium
JUDGES—Estelle Carlile, CaroNoble Gatlin,
OFFICER — David L. Edmond.
WARD 28-2
Alice Holeman
OFFICER — R. W. Johnson.
— Mrs. Myrtle Oliver,
JUDGES
Crossno
Cleveland
F.
J.
Mrs.
Annie
Lindsey,
lyn
WARDS-1
— Laura Tyus,
Rev. E. G. Griffin, Walter Rat. Hill Brothers Motor Company
JUDGES — Hawthorne Wallis. J.
Mrs. M. B. Swinney, Tom Tid- Mrs. W. H. Roberts, Mrs. Joe E. JUDGES
Fisher;
IL
William
—
OFFICER
Beat:,
Stone.
Jordan, Isaac
Silver Savers No. 16
ford. James Clark.
J. Challen, A. J. Myers, J. B.
2144 Madison
well, Mrs. J. C. McMorris, Mrs. Ilardesty, Mrs. Todd M. Miller Mae
Martin,'
L.
M.
—
Mrs.
JUDGES
George
Annie
Gaines,
Mrs.
REGISTRARS —
rice Foby, Gracie
M1 Alabama
Simmons.
OFFICER — J. D. Marks
Martha Todd, E. G. Oliver.
Crockett.
OFFICER — Marsden D Mit- Mrs. Charles C. King, Charles C. Rhodes, Juanita Grandberry.
Poindexter, G. W. Harrell, Paul REGISTRARS — Mrs. Joe Mat.
JUDGES — William Demuth, T. REGISTRARS — Mrs. Irene Mrs. R. W.
Herbert
Walter
Martin.
L.
M.
Sr.,
Mrs.
—
King,
REGISTRARS
Henry Nichols.
chell
races, Mrs. Harry Spears.
M. Allgood, Mrs. Connie O'Sulli- Phillips, Mrs. I. B. Phillips.
WARD 22
Jordan, Mrs. S. Z. Rickman.
REGISTRARS — Martha GladJUDGES — Ruby Banks, John B. Moriarty, Sr.. L. H. Lanahan,
van, R. Hale Mosley, Wallace Lo34-2
WARD
WARD 46-2
Pope School
ney, Frances Hicks.
nle Dye, Owen H. Wade, Edna Dudley Jefferson.
pez, W. F. Wattam, Sam L. SteWARD 38-4
Argo Cleaners
Merritt's Bakery (Rear)
REGISTRARS — Mrs. M. T. 190 Chelsea
H. Mitchell
phenson.
School
Treadwell
44-1
Lauderdale
WARD
S.
Highland
1534
640 S.
OFFICER — P. G. Krouse
REGISTRARS — Marguerite B. Clark, D. B. Crawley.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Henry OFFICER — D. S. Thrailkill
920 N. Highland
Highpoint Terrace Arcade
OFFICER — R. P. Weigel.
JUDGES — L. B. Moser, J. C. Rawlinson, Margaret R. Patty.
Norman, Myrtle Argubright,
WARD 17-1
Jes•
T. W. Cannon. Highpoint Terrace & Philwood
—
Franklin,
OFFICER
JUDGES—Doris
JUDGES — E. A. Wedeman,
A.
Mrs.
Bramlett,
A.
W.
Shears.
Jewish Community Center
JUDGES — H. H. Fisher, C. OFFICER — J. P. Houston. Mrs. Winnie C. Morris, Mrs. W.
sic McMahon, C. B. Gallagher.
WARD 8-2
WARD 21-1
Mrs. Sue
Walker,
Ann
Conrad,
T.
2016 Court
John P. Walters, Henrietta Wal- M. Kennedy, P. S. Reinhardt, J.
JUDGES — Leonard S h e a, F. Wells. Mrs. Edith Felber, Mrs.
Merrill School
Vacant Store
OFFICER—J. Thomas Douglas Hyde.
ters, Mrs. E. E. Platt, Bessie Mae J. Witt, Mrs. R. A. Rushton, Mrs. Frank Billingsley, W. C. Bishin, R. L. Bell, Mrs. G. T. Grissom.
303 Jones
REGISTRARS — Mildred E.1948 S. Cooper
Foppiano,
J.
D.
K.
—
JUDGES
J. W. Mayo, Mrs. Thelma
Lovell.
B. 0. Harrison, liarry Cannon, REGISTRARS — Mrs. Nora S.
OFFICER—Paul IC. Butcher
OFFICER — D. L. Johnson
Mary Wade. J. M. Warren, Nellie A. Krouse.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. W. A. Ruleman.
Mrs. Jewel A. Mammock, Harry Emerson, Mrs. Robert Bibbs.
JUDGES — Mrs. Ava Warren, John Wade,
JUDGES — Mrs. Hattie SurLedbetter..
W.
E.
Mrs.
Gene
Thompson,
Mrs.
—
REGISTRARS
WARD 23
Stone. Zeb Lovell.
L. Williams, William . P. Steele,
Millie L. Allen, J. C. Bramlett,
WARD 46-3
raft. W. D. Howell. Mrs. F. I.
— Mrs. Ben H.
REGISTRARS
Cannon.
R.
Emily
White, Mrs.
WARD 35-1
Rowe M. Belcher, Mattye B. Wil- Vacant Building
Mary E. Harwood.
i Memphis Housing Authority
Odom, E. F. Sanford, Mrs. J. A.
Shea.
P.
W.
Mrs.
Tyler,
39
WARD
Ty
roy, Curtis B. Luck.
REGISTRARS — Martha Brain.00 Adam s
3940 Park
Winters, Mrs. E. M. McCalla, Florida Street School
Manassas School
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Robert OFFICER — J. B. Nolen.
lett, Josephine Lapicolo.
WARD 17-2
OFFICER—Herbert Esch
Charles W. Kingly, Roy Keathley, 1560 Florida
Firestone
Bell
Lansky.
781
Hughes
Gibson. Dan
OFFICER — S. L.
JUDGES — Mrs. Vera Dudley Mrs C M Cad
JUDGES — Mike Lemon, Mrs.
Catholic High School
WARD 9-1
OFFICER — Eugene Anderson.
Dease Ryan, Carl Hurst. 0. M. REGISTRARS — Mrs. B. M. JUDGES — H. L. Boyce, Ruth
57 N. McLean
J. B. Salter, Mrs. Clyde Warren.
WARD 44-2
Westbrook
T.
0.
—
Grant School
WoodJUDGES
Martha
Payne,
Perry, Ada
OFFICER — Albert A. Camp— Hammond.
Peterson, Inez Savage.
sr., Mrs. L. C. DeShazo, M r s.
Bownstone Building
500 N. Seventh
house, Virginia Tatum, Willie B. Edna M. Townsel, 0. D. Threatt,
, REGISTRARS — Mrs. El ma
bell.
Gladys F. Cooligan, Mrs. CathJ. Jack- 135 St. Albans Parkway
E.
Dixon,
OFFICER — Frank Hester
Nannie
TA-2
Mrs.
WARD
Jordan.
Streeter.
JUDGES—R. Eugene Bell, Mrs., Turner, Mrs. Jewel
OFFICER — John W. McGold- erine M. Gilmer, Fred E. Castle-,
T. WilJoe
JUDGES — Juanita May, SophIlatchett,
Snell,
Carrie
son,
Alberta
—
REGISTRARS
Pool
Swimming
Mound
Orange
Stella Totty, General Clyde Beck,F
msn.
rick.
WARD 24-1
ia Nuss, Electra Larkin, Jimmy
liams.
Elizabeth Smith.
2376 Carnes
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Hugh
Mrs. T. . B k , .
JUDGES — John Costen, Nat
— Ernestine Hall
Station No. 10
Larkin, Mrs. Alice Wolff.
REGISTRARS
Fire
J.
A.
—
Shappley
35-2
OFFICER
WARD
—
Mrs.
George'
REGISTRARS
Sandler, Mrs. Mayer Novick, Humphreys. Hilda DeShazo.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. M. .1.
Ellen Johnson.
Mrs.
E.
D.
—
Sam
Nolen,
JUDGES
School
W.
Riverview
WARD 47-1
Parkway
Aitken.
148 S.
Charles D. Akers, Mrs. Walter
WARD 40-1
Denegri. Mrs. Patricia Denegri.
DeVoto, Rev. P. C. Polk, Mrs. 260 Joubert
Railroad Salvage
OFFICER — T. W. Reinig
Mrs.
Cramer,
Sarah
Mrs.
Barrett,
Store
Foote Homes Community Center
17-3
Vacant
WARD
Burleson, Viola Cawthorne, 0. M. Burks, OFFICER—J. C. Jones.
JUDGES — Isaac
Scott Brantley, John R. Kinnie, 2331 I,amar
Bellevue
578 Mississippi
Memphis Pk. Commission Office
JUDGES — Pearline Banks 1254 N.
Charles H. Smith. Mrs Jennie L Grant Parham, Evelyn Walton
George B. Bates, Mrs. George D. OFFICER — D. P. Henley jr.
Corner.
Waite
—
OFFICER — Paul Giannini
OFFICER
1461 Court
JUDGES — Mrs. Anna HarriAbe Coffee, John Roberts. Maggie
Campbell, Albert Boyd, M. C. Taylor, Ray Frances Gordon.
Wible.
Harry
Doxey,
JUDGES — Clara Parks, Maceo
Walt
—
JUDGES
OFFICER — L. T. Whitten
REGISTRARS — Patricia Hac- Bearden, Mrs. Jessie Mae JohnWells.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. R. P. son, Mrs. TI B. Winborn, Mrs.
H
W.
Douglas
Redwood, Will Taylor, Chester
James
Bookout,
JUDGES — Mrs. C. A. Breck-,
Harold Mitchell, Mrs. W. C. Sowson. Mrs. Eula Mae Draper, Mrs.
— Mrs. Ernest- kett, William Wright.
D. Akers.
Cade, or . Margaret Brown, Zola enridge. Mrs. itaymond Selph, REGISTRARS
Johnson, Paul E. Chambers, Mrs Taylor. Mrs. C.
Peabody Community Center
ell.
Connie White.
Inc Rivers, James A. Davis.
Davis.
C.
W.
Williams.
Williams,
Mrs. J. R. elson. Mrs. S. A.
Myrtle
Lula
Mrs.
Tangiewood and Central
WARD 44•1
REGISTRARS —
REGISTRARS — Mrs. L. B.
REGISTRARS — Mrs Thelma Fransioli, John P. Brown, Mrs. A.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Louise Galloway Clubhouse
WARD 24-2
OFFICER — Joseph J. Swee- White, Mrs. Hazel Lee Norman
Johnson, Mrs. C. T Clanton
Elion, Mrs. Calverta Ishmael.
Shirley, Mrs. Rills Chambers.
W. Oliver.
35-2
ney.
Road.
Grove
WARD
Walnut
3815
WARD 47-2
Church
WARD 40-2
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Frank C. Mt. Morlah Baptist
JUDGES — Mrs. J. M. Sevin, Carver School
OFFICER — George W. Per- St John's Catholic Church
WARD 12
1264 Florida
Vollentine School
A. H Hastings.
Mrs.
Saino.
AylFraser
Correll,
Charles
Mrs.
Pennsylvania
2718
Lamar
jr.
1591
son.
Wisconsin School
OFFICER—J. W. Davis.
esworth, M. V. Alvis, Edward M.1 OFFICER — Henry B. White. 1682 Vollentine
JUDGES — Jack P Goldsch- OFFICER — 0. B Hartsfield.
176 Wisconsin
WARD 17-4
JUDGES — Jerry Smith. Jack
OFFICER — Harold B. Davis. mid, John W. Bain, Mrs. Frank
Virginia Phela n,• JUDGES — Rev. H. H. Jones,
JUDGES — Mrs. Esther JorOldWalter
Mr
—
OFFICER
Al Chymia Temple
Thomas. Mrs. Sena Campbell. Lingenfelder,
CharDonati,
Louis
—
JUDGES
Luke Kingsley. sr., Mrs. Charles I Faye Gentry, Mrs. Beulah SaniKeegan, John E. Lee, Frances den, Mrs. V. W. Williams John
ham.
Mrs. Willie Thomas. 0 A. Ellis
1257 Poplar
BaE.
C.
Doyle,
Eddie
Davis,
lie
M. Spence, Marion D. Heard, Eu- W. Frost, Mrs. John W. Frost,
fer, Beatrice Thornton, Bennie
JUDGES — Mrs George RicFannie Harris, Jessie Gilliland. Jeter.
OFFICER—O. L. Dowdy.
REGISTRARS — Mrs Hazel Lee, Mrs. Callie Terrell, Mrs. rentine, Mrs. Helen L. Davis, gene Lerner.
Harry J. Liberto, jr., Opal Strawhes, Mrs. Walter Oldham, Mrs.' JUDGES — Henry Bowden Greola Payne
Dixon.
L.
J.
Mrs.
Varossa,
Mrs.
Mary
L. Kingsley. Lydia Hawkins.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Mose Al- bridge.
REGISTRARS — Inez Payne.
Jake Osborne, Mrs Justin Reed, Mrs. Lynn Dowdy, Mrs. Dorothy
RaLou
Mrs.
—
REGISTRARS
B.
Hattie
—
REGISTR ARS—Catherine Soule
REGISTRARS
perin Mrs. J. A. Laws.
Hilda Barbee.
M., Miranda Crump. Mrs. Ger- Craft.
WARD 31-1
fael, Mrs. R. L. Brooks.
Mrs. L. J. Rochelle.
Threlkeld, Ethel T. Nelson.
. Williams.
tgude Smith, Loi,
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Henry
WARD 44-4
WARD 41-1
Peabody School
25-1
WARD
WARD
36-1
WARD 47.3
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Patrick Bowden. Mrs. Wade Crockett.
East High School
Roman's Service Station
2086 Young
Bethel 1,aRelle Corn. Center
Snowden School
Ryan, Mrs. Roy McCracken.
Avenue School
Walker
3206 Poplar
2036 Chelsea
OFFICER—Harry A. Jones
206 La Rose
WARD It
.1870 N. Parkway
895 S. Lauderdale
OFFICER — Jack H. Gates.
OFFICER — Sam W. Mitchell.
JUDGES — Mrs. A. C. AnderWAhD 13-1
OFFICER — R. L. Talley.
A A Brugge.
Associated General Contractors
OFFICER — Lofton Bowers. son. Mrs. John W. Morris, Mrs. OFF!'E
s,
Gale
WieP.
—
Jackson
M.
Mrs.
JUDGES
JUDGES —
Mrs. G. B. RamJUDGES — Mrs. J. C. Hailer,
Railroad Y.M.C.A.
320 S. Dudley
JUDGES - - Georgia Lewis, Charles D. Cevagnaro, John W. JUDGES —
JackAda
W.
Sprott,
Mrs
Mrs.
L.
Johnson,
J.
Mrs.
genga,
D. S. Jones, S J. Flautt Mrs.
A. Brugge. W. G Marjorie
OFFICER—O. B. Winston
140 & Third
Mrs. Idella Nichols. Mrs. Arah Morris, Mrs. W. L. WdJE sey, Mrs. A.
ElMrs.
Gales,
Mrs.
Pierotti,
Leonard
B.
Schorr,
Audrey
Mrs.
George Capps, Mrs, Lloyd Brim%
OFFICER — V. B. Cox
McClanahan, Mrs Fred Christen- son.
JUDGES — E. '1. Holder, jr , DeMers, Mrs. Mary Eiden, Mrs.
Mitchell, Mrs. E. W. Hall, Mrs. J. K. Mrs. Lucy
berry, Donald A. Brugge, J. J. sie Moore, Rev. Lee E.
JUDGES — Mrs. Ann Luther, Mrs. F. Y. Demuth, A. U. Coun- Johnetta Carouthers. Mrs. Katie, Huffman. Travis H. Howell.
Campbell, Mrs. A. J.
Mrs
Julius
Glassman,
C;ughley.
Garrett,
Duke
.
M.
Lennie
—
Mrs.
REGISTRARS
LaRue
Mrs.
Nichols.
Kelly, Mrs. J. A. Parks, Mrs. I.
birR Eva Benedict, Mrs. V. B. cil, Walter Baldwin, Mrs. Shirley Tipton, Mrs. Corrie Bowers.
Foppisno, Charles E.
BailCollier.
G.
Mrs.
0.
Thelma
Vincent,
F.
M.
Mrs.
Hart,
Mrs.
Barber,
McCarver.
PaI.
Eunice
John
Mrs.
Halley.
—
1 REGISTRARS
Smith.
Cox. Mr J A. Herr.
REGISTRARS — Alma E. CutREGISTRARS — Mrs. W. E. REGISTRARS — Mrs W.
ey.
' Irichios, Clara E. Ramsey.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. N. A.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. No
A.
WARD 31-2
ler. H. W. Beecher.
REGISTRARS — Mrs Arizona I Ward, Mrs. Charles Tate
Womirk. Mrs A T1 Perlithic
McHughes
C.
Carothers. Mrs Georgia McCain.
Fontaine, Nell C. Wharton
rook. Mrs. J.
Vacant Store
WARD 25 2
1621 Lamar
WARD 13-2
WARD 19
OFFICER -- Richard Poole.
St. Thomas School
Hodges Field
Vire Station No. 14
JUDGES — Mrs. W. M. Ellis,
580 Trigg
Jefferson & Waldran
3117 E. McLemore
(Continued ^^ page Mt
Mrs. P. 0. Howard, Mrs. U. T.
OFFICER — Orville Flack.
OFFICER—Ed T. Kirk
OFFICER — Doyle Taylor
H Clement,
W.
Bartholomew,
Flack,
Orville
Mrs.
—
JUDGES
Newby,
D.
J.
K.
—
McDonMrs.
Mettle
JUDGES
—
JUDGES
Mrs James Walters, W. R. WilLeona Corbgt, Mrs. Celestine Wil- ild, Mrs. John Arnold, Chris Vivian McNult, Mrs. G. T Gib
Byrne, 0. V. kinson, V. E. McGaha. John S.
liams, D. W. Vanover, Mrs. Viola Houston, Kate Thompson, Mrs F. son. Mrs. Elizabeth
Mitchell.
Ayres. or.
A Rehmel, Mrs, II. T. Davis
Reynolds.
Mrs John S.
REGISTRARS
RROTSTR ARS — Mrs il O. REGISTRARS -- Mrs Scott B. REGISTRARS — Mildred Ayres
I Mitchell, Mrs. Annie V. Richter.
I Mrs. Helen Griffin.
Harris, Mrs. Vivian Wood.
Stanfield, Mrs. J. C. Patterson.

4s

SHELBY COUNTY ELECTION COMMISSIONERS
LEE WINCHESTER, Chairman
LESTER BRENNER, Secretary

S. NELSON CASTLE, Member

ant Stn
Florid

JUDGES
ma Wyatt,
Mansfield,
K. Stone.
REGISTI
Cr, Lena 3
Mallory Hi
2058 Shell)!
OFFICER
' JUDGES
Mrs. R. W
ne Granthi
Alice Mort,
REGISTI
Lister, Mn

Carnes Sri
943 Lane
OFFICE1
IM.
JUDGES
ANL Y affee
7911f y Key
ett Mrs. 1
Inc Frank'
' REGISTI
Rranklin,

Living Wal
1122 Overt
OFFICE'
' JUDGES
'pricks, He
Head, Mrs
J. Floyd.
' REGIST
Head, Era

a no

WARD 45-1
WARD GI
Holy Rosary Catholic School
WestsWe School
4841 Park
Dawn Road
OFFICER — James E. Cox.
OFFICER — John J. Gala
JUDGES — Mrs. James D. JUDGES — John Fracchia, Jo- Sat., Nev. I, 1933
Green,
William
H.
D.
?ones,
WARD
John
KO
J. Bryan, William L. SigWARD 524
WARD 51
WARD 56-4
WARD 00-3
J. Doggett, jr., James ft. Wright, ler, Walter G. Purr, James W.
Ha When School
Springdale School
W. W. Joplin, it. A James, Mrs.
Private Residence
School
South
Park
Charjean
School
H. E. Vaught, P. A. Lancaster. Costs, Albert C. Lewis, James A.
1478 Wilson
880 HollyuNd
Fred Mayo, Mrs. Margaret Ken.
173$ Getwell
83 W. Walnut Grove Circle
140 Charjeen
r.EGISTRARS — Mrs. H. II Arehard Sr., Irene M. Rasberry.
OFFICER — John Robertson.
OFFICER — Gordon Robertson
nedy.
JUDGES — Mrs. Jilius Greene, JUDGES — Herman Bernaisky, OFFICER — Jim C. Galloway OFFICER — William B. Belie- OFFICER — Erritt I. Jones. McDonald, Mrs Joe E. Ewing. Johnny C. Chambers.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. A.
JUDGES — Mrs. H. G. LewMrs. Clara M. Simpson, Mrs. Mrs. Charles Handly, Clovie Can- JUDGES — James D. Nichol- 'never.
REGISTRARS — Mrs Charles Beaty, sr., Mrs. J. R. Day, \
WARD
65-2
JUDGES—M
rs.
Ella
M.
Rhodesia,
Mrs.
Margaret
Martin,
E.
MarTent
Rubye L. Bankhead, Rev. E. D. ny, Mrs. A. B. Ewing, Mrs.
L Heckle, Mrs. James II. Clifton. KERRVILLE — DISTRICT 1
Chalmers, Mrs. Rosa King. Mrs George H. Herber's, Mrs. C. P. son, Eulyse IC Smith, Jack Pip- Mrs. M. 0. Lambert, Mrs. Geo.lgarita F. Fulling. Louise Wallace. nog colonial Road
Dewey Ray's Garage
WARD 74
Crawford, Mrs. William E. Price, Odessa H. Ketchum.
Marvin
kin,
Hawks,
H.
Thomas
L.
se White, Nathaniel C b a 1- Voss.
OFFICER — Tracy Plyler, a. Frayser High School
OFFICER — Sidney Ray, Sr.
Joseph L. Lenzi, Angelo Gallus°. REGISTRARS — Mrs. C.
Ledger,
Mrs.
Guy
B.
Bates,
W.
, Mrs. Mary Stanley
D. JUDGES — Ellen S. rhusey, RaleIgh-Fra
REGISTRARS — Mrs R. L
JUDGES — C. C. Wade, Dan
yser Road
Shell. Mrs. Carl Crain.
J. Armstrong, C. P. Warr, Les Paul Winningham.
CIREGISTRARS — Mrs. Mary Simpson, Mrs. L. E.
Mrs Ted Brown, Mrs. Martha El. OFFICER — Parnell Dwyer. Harmon, Carson Rhodes, Thomas
Alford.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Paul
H. Weed.
Lindsey, Mrs. David Franklin.
ha, Bill Fiveash.
JUDGES — George S. Reeves, D. Walker.
WARD 52-S
WARD 6133
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Alex Winningham, Elsie Shirlme John'
REGISTRARS — Mrs. James Charles W. Patton, Mrs. W. T.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. J. C.
Victory Baptist Church
'on.
Dunn Ave. School
WARD 41-1
Handleman, Mrs. Jake Green.
W.
Murphy,
Mrs. Carroll R. Cow- Johnson, J. W. Hambick. R. E. Carter, Mrs. Dewey Ray.
577 N. Hollywood
1500 Dunn Avenue
Allen Pumping Station,
an,
jr.
WARD 311-5
Hanson, Mrs. Louis Ragghantl, J. LOCKE — DISTRICT 1
OFFICER — J. R. Mason, Sr.
OFFICER — T. R. Robinson.
WARD 56
Dison Street
G. Wilson, George I. Hurt, Mrs. Jeter school
Vacant Building
JUDGES — Mrs. Edward Nee- White Station School
JUDGES — Mrs. Evelyn Martin,
OFFICER — Jack W. Young.
WARD 116-1
James Doty, Mrs. A. A. Stuble1102 Getwell
OFFICER — Robert Hines.
Harold E. Garrett. Charles M. ley, Mrs. Null Adams, Mrs. W E 514 S. Perkins
Willow Road School
Mrs.
Narcissus
field,
Jones,
C. B. Crenshaw, Mrs. VirMrs.
GrafJUDGES — Mrs. H. B. Glenn,
OFFICER — M. D. Emerson.
Farley, Troy M. Cordell, T. C. Lee. James Gilreath, W. C. Fel4417 Willow Road I
Elmore,
tee
ginia
Mrs.
Ilambick.
OFFICER
Louis
Dorothy
Bianchi.
Bowen,
Mrs. Henry Archer, B. D. Way.
sey, H. A. Murray, Mts. Melia
JUDGES — Mildred F. Meyer,
Harris, Frances Young.
OFFICER — Donald A. HitchREGISTRARS — Mrs. Gloria mon. V. C. Ursery.
JUDGES — Della McKenna W. Robert M. McRae, jr., Henry H. Mrs. Ewilda Woods, Charles TisREGISTRARS — Marion Gar- Vaughn.
cock.
dale,
Tarr,
Dorothy
Mrs.
Madeline
Johnson,
Roach.
Jean
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Robert
REGISTRARS — Mrs. E. K.
Haizlip, Jr., John Phillips, III,
rett, Virginia Cordell.
T. Wansley, E. R. Staples, T. R.
Somervillt, Mrs. Melene Parker, JUDGES — Mrs. Dorothy B.
WARD 71
Hines, Mrs. E. E. Jeter, jr.
Hague, Mrs. A. 0. Chandler.
Frank C. Pidgeon, jr., Charles T.
Lux,
WARD 411.2
Mrs.
M.
Wherry,
E.
Jr.,
Creson, Howard Johnson, Frank
Mrs. Bortharene Berkley, 50 r s.
Georgian Hills School
LUCY — DISTRICT 1
WARD 524
Beauch, F. Guthrie Castle, E. H.
Pine Hill Community Center.
Hauser R. Hall, Arthur F. John- Lewier Road.
L. Burt, jr., Edna B. Austin,
Vesta Bullard.
Lucy School
Railroad Salvage
Tenet. jr., James F. Fletcher
Alice Street
son,
Claude
King,
A.
Eugene
Floye
Yarbrough.
F.
OFFICER
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Ada Ro— D. L. Pierce.
OFFICER — Gordon Crenshaw,
3104 Summer
Bernice Bohannon.
Lester, Herman 3. Billings, John
OFFICER
Henry Ford Carr.
JUDGES—Bonita Eagle, How- Jr.
binson, Mrs. Claudell Gates.
REGISTRARS — Jean Quinn. REGISTRA
RS — Vera NorthJUDGES — Nellie Bartlett, OFFICER — Ed L. Morrison. Mary C. Gagliano.
W. Gillum.
ard Stinnett, M, J. Siedell, Marvin
JUDGES — A. T. Nammontree,
ern, Helen Emerson.
Mrs. C. A. Stewart, Mrs. W. H. JUDGES — Mrs. Betty Collison,
WARD 61
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Ruth S. H. Belote.
James McCarter, Melvin McFerMrs.
Jack
Berry,
Mrs.
Mildred
Davis, Mrs. Francis Mel, Mrs.
Gillum, Mrs. Susie Edmond.
WARD 57
Melrose High School
REGISTRARS — Loraine Stin- rin, Frank Duncan.
WARD 59-1
A. B. Collins, Miflin D. Duval, H. Fletcher, Howard A. Fletcher, Fire Station No. 11
nett, Elsie Clotfelter.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Frances
WARD 66-2
Pendelton Presbyterian church 842 Dallas
E. B. Thomas, Floyd D. Rowe,
Mrs. Lena Hamilton.
OFFICER — E. J. Cardosi.
Crenshaw, Mrs. Ray Vuncannon.
4575 Poplar
2791 Barron Road
WARD 72
Colonial School
REGISTRARS — Mrs J. F. Jr.
McCONNEL1, — DISTRICT 1
JUDGES — A. W. Zachary,
366 Colonial
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Frank OFFICER — C. P. Boyer.
OFFICER—Mrs. Hazel Herring
Grandview Heights School
Jolly, Mrs. L. R. Wolf.
Tent — 869 Fite Road.
Mensi, Mrs. Bernice T. Morrison JUDGES — J. H. Patton, jr., JUDGES — Mrs.
2378 Clifton
Ed Scruggs, Charlie Jones, Aline Lowe, Jose- OFFICER, William M. Walsh
OFFICER — Leon Brower.
WARD 50-1
phine Windbush, Marie Lawson, JUDGES — Mary Ann Ditto, W. OFFICER — Pete Fracchia.
'WARD 53-1
JUDGES — John Bates, W. B.
Tom L. Swan, Mrs. Edward Bar- Mrs. Julia Lloyd, Mrs. J. Earl
dilatant Store
M.
Chambers,
jr., Mrs. Harrell
Mrs. Melissa Davis, Mrs. Willie
Kingsbury School
JUDGES — G. M Stout, Er- Whitaker, Clyde Candle, Claude
ret, Mrs. James M. Campbell, Jackson, C. B. Jackson, Mrs.
/21111 Florida
R.
Ray,
Mrs.
Bruce
1284 N. Graham
Sttphens, nestine Fitzhugh, S W. Dent, C. Humphrey.
Les Gross, Mrs. Adrinell Ross,
Anne S. Files, Amel C. Peterson, Georgia Shoup, Mrs. E a r lyne
OFFICER — Marcus Sloan .
Mrs. Cecile Hudson, L A. Lowry, A. Riddle, Ed H. Gillock, L. K.
Mrs. Julia Henderson.
OFFICER — E. L. Nolen, Jr.
REGISTRARS — Y. E. Wilson,
Alvin Wunderlich, jr.
JUDGES — Gertrude Bell, Thel- JUDGES — Clara
Cole.
John
Foules.
REGISTRA
RS
Collier, Mrs. W. J. Daniels, Mrs. G. W. Frazier.
— Jamie Tisdale
Smith, Lil- REGISTRA
ma Wyatt, Mettle Blair. Clara K. lie B. Hooper,
RS
—
Mrs.
REGISTRA
REGISTRA
Winston
RS
RS
Mrs.
—
James
—
Mrs.
Wilma
Mosley.
Arthur
W.
Crawford.
It
MILLINGTON — DISTRICT 1
Elaine Youn g,
T. Bowling, Mrs. Amel C. Peter' Campbell, Mrs. Game Argo.
Mansfield, Lawrence Ferrell. J. Ruby Faye Knolton,
Sims, Mrs. J. 0. Barnett.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. H. E. City Hail
Quindel M.
K. Stone.
Keith, Ellen Jessen. Marie Brion, son.
Graham
Mrs.
WARD
W.
T.
McAdams.
if
OFFICER — W. 3. Howard.
Gregg
School
WARD 59-2
REGISTRARS — Georgia Mill- Dorothy White.
Sea Isle School
District Comity
JUDGES — Dr. B. W. King,
377 Jackson
WARD $8-1
Vacant
Store
er, Lens Jackson.
ARLINGTON — DISTRICT 1
REGISTRARS — Betty Hamby,
Mooney Boswell, W. F. McKelvy,
OFFICER — C. II. McDonald. 5220 Sea Isle
Garage,
(Rear)
3156 Barron
Max Rose Jones.
Wilson's Store
Earl T. Griffin, Mrs. Helen ChapJUDGES — Mrs. T. F. Chance, OFFICER — Clyde Pickier.
WARD 50-1
9011 S. Highland
OFFICER — Ray Longmirc
JUDGES — Mrs. Mary Sue
OFFICER — J. F. Werne
WARD 53-2
man, Gene Sanders, Earle DunaMrs. B. L. Smith, Lee I. Davis
Mallory Heights school
OFFICER
—
L.
Islaub
F.
Wells Station School
Howell, Mrs. Ruth K a b akoff, Judges — Rogert Harrell, S. D. rant, Omar Pitts, W. W. Wages.
2058 Shelby
JUDGES — Nell Mills, Betty JUDGES — Mrs. Martha Mor- C. C. Hinsley, Jack F. Davis,
1612 Wells Station Road.
Osborne,
R. Sidney Herring, Mrs.
Francis A. Wright, jr.„ Fred W.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Mrs.
gan, C. N. Atkins, Mrs. Patsy 1 - Monroe Parks
OFFICER — H. R. Tilson.
OFFICER — Max E. Pass.
Rowan, Carol Slaughter, Ruby pay, Mrs. Mary A. Bruley, Mrs. REGISTRARS — Mrs. C. R. Means, Edward D. Hill, Todd M. Ora B. Kellett, Mrs. C. P. Snow- M. D. Clark, Mrs. L. C. Miller.
JUDGES — Mrs. Dave Teal
den,
Elizabeth
RALEIGH
JUDGES
Wilson.
Miller,
—
— DISTRICT 1
T. E. Crawford, Albert R.
Peggy Frank
Is, Wooten, E. 0. Baucom, John Rea, Wilbur Coats, Mrs. Eula Walker, Hughes, Mrs. J. W. Card.
Mrs. R. W. Hutcheson, Mrs. Fer
REGISTRARS — Mrs. F. E.
Fire Engine House
Tommie Lee Smith, Roselle M. Ida Lou Rape.
DeVoto, Creed Taylor, jr.
Mrs. J. L. McDowell, Mrs. E. B.
ne Grantham, N. E. Sloan. Mrs.
WARD 63
OFFICER — Bob Crain.
Stafford, Mrs. Evelyn Langley, REGISTRARS — Trellice Arhn- Keeton, C. P. Locke.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Edward Adams, Jr., Addle Lee Harrell.
Alice Morton.
BARTLETT — DISTRICT 1
JUDGES — Howard Reese,
Sarah Lane, Geneva Sills, H r a. art, Alma Wiggs.
Hill, Mrs. C. G. Cummings.
REGISTRARS — Mrs J. W Berclair School
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Bertha
Albright's Cotton Gin
Claud Reese, Taylor Gowan, 0.
Ludy Prescott, Stanley Faught.
810 N. Perkins.
Sigma, Mrs. T. T. Roberts.
WARD 116-1
Lister, Mrs. Jim Stone.
OFFICER — Oliver Albright. P. Armour, Mrs. James Hodges,
WARD s8-2
REGISTRARS — Myrtle Liles.
OFFICER — Edward L Kelle- Richland School
WARD 59-3
JUDGES — Robert D. Temple- Mrs. G. A. Chandley, Mrs. P. M.
Mary Beth Pass.
Sherwood School
WARD 51-1
3440 Rich Road
her.
ton,
John F. Boyd, Mrs. Altea Fa- Green.
Cherokee School 3061 Kimball
3717 Vanuys
Carnes School
WARD 541
OFFICER — William S. Reeves
therree, 0. T. Yates,
REGISTRARS — Mrs. B o b
OFFICER — Mrs. John Conlin]. JUDGES — George Rush, John JUDGES
Memphis Boys' Town,
OFFICER — C. N. Talley.
143 Lane
— Paul H. Bowdre, T er, Frank Thomas. Lewis Mull- Hammond,
Edward Weaver.
JUDGES — Mrs. H. A. Massey, JUDGES — Mrs. B. R. McCar- Ball, Louis J. Spoon, W. R. Me- W. Bond, Maurice Cohn, Wayne
OFFICER — Charles R Frank- 4093 Summer
REGISTRARS — Mrs. W. 0. STEWARTVILLE — DISTRICT 1
OFFICER — A. B. Haines.
lin.
Common,
Henry,
Pat
Mrs.
G.
Franklin,
CharChester
P.
Perry.
John Parker, Mrs. Richard C. ver, Mrs. Charles A. Cubbins,
McElroy, Mrs. A. G. Warner.
Brunswick Road, N. E. of Rose.
les B. Bruce, Mrs. B. C. Joyner, REGISTRARS — Mrs. Bea A.
JUDGES — Sula Cardall, Har- JUDGES — Mrs. Elmo Thomp- Mashburn,
Mark-Kerrville Road.
Mrs. r. N. Talley, Mrs. H. E. Farley, Mrs. Shirley Ben Hodges,
son, Mrs. Margaret Estes, Mrs.
Richard H. Flem- Humphreys, Ben A. Humphreys. BRUNSWICK — DISTRICT 1
aikYaffee, John W. Gilbert. Mrs.
Kolp,
Mrs.
Bob
Tillman, Mrs. AlOFFICER — E C. Fowler.
Shelton's Warehouse
Wilma M. Tate, Cecil J. Green- Mrs. R. L. Dobbs, Mrs. E. M.
WARD 6132
y Keyes, Mrs. Lois Breathice M. Harrison, Mrs. Jimmie ing.
JUDGES — II. E. Fruedenberg,
OFFICER — C. D. Shelton.
land, J. W. Estes, H. C. Duncan, Tuggle, Mrs. John W Parker
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Ray II Memphis Hebrew Academy
e1T, Mrs. Iva Mae Buchanan. Al.
Crews,
Mrs.
Carmen
Pau/
K.
Melhorn.
Stewart, W. L. Thompson,
JUDGES — W. F. Baker, R. S.
Carl E. Coats, Mrs. We Ann REGISTRARS — Mrs. B. G.
390 S. White Station Road.
ine Franklin, N. B. Jones.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. K. R. Venable, Mrs. Frances Kyle.
Brown, Mrs. Kenneth Marshall.
Hill, H. P. Rodgers, Ryland Bled- E. L. McDaniel. Travis Williams,
Smith.
OFFICER
0. J. Palo
' REGISTRARS
Hardy, Mrs. Jean H. Jones.
R.
—
L.
Douglas, H. B. Osborn,
Loyee R. REGISTRARS — Mrs.
soe,
Marshall Holley, T. 13. Little.
WARD 114
H. E.
JUDGES — Mrs. Eloise AshenWARD 511-2
Rranklin, Mrs. W. G. Cary.
REGISTRARS — W. I.. Griffin, Robert L. Horne, J. A. Reeder,
Avon School
Bauman, Mrs. Romona Jasper. Sharpe School
icht, Mrs. Esther M. Owings,
WARD 60-1
W, W. McCreight, James D. Pope,
R. D. Monteith.
WARD 54-2
310 Avon
Prospect School
WARD 51-2
Mrs. Ruth E. Glass, ts4y W. ELLENDA
E. T. Watkins, E. H. Parr.
3431 Sharpe Road
LE
DISTRICT 1
Fire Station No. 24
Living Waters Tabernacle
OFFICER
Glass.
F.
Tripp.
—
B.
Mississippi
2300
REGISTRARS — G. K.
OFFICER—A. V. Phillips.
Eilendale School
4472 Pow)]
1122 Overton Park Ave.
JUDGES — Vernon E. Ellis, REGISTRARS — Mrs. Ernest
jr.. W. G. Foster.
JUDGES — A. M. Carney, Ed. OFFICER — Grady Tollison.
OFFICER — H. L. Williams.
OFFICER — W. F. Davis.
Laurtnzi,
Glenn
W.
Habenicht.
OFFICER — John Motley.
JUDGES — A. B. Beaty, Jr.,
(Continued on page 10
JUDGES — Martin Tippit, A. ward A. Tyler, Mrs. Brooks Var- JUDGES — Alma Nell Dixon, James 0. Soliey, William A. Wat' JUDGES — Mrs. H. A. Fred- T. Lankford,
son, Frank H. Bums, Jesse M.
George A. Conaway, ner, T. G. Cuppies, Mn. Robert Mrs. C. K. Young,
Edward
R. Zellner, Ida Chadwick, James L.
ericks, Henry V. O'Neill, B. P M. E. Kinard, Mrs. W. F. Davis, J. Fink, Van
L. Kerr, Dorothy Smith, Mrs. Aileen Bowen, M r a. Claiborne, Arthur R. McGoldrick,
Head, Mrs. Rivers BillingsleY, W. Mrs. Virginia R. Lankford, Ruth
Mae Temple, Mrs. Francis W Juanita Wise, Hallie M. Hays
jr., W. Cleveland Johnson, John
J. Floyd, Mrs. W. J. Floyd.
B. Khiard.
Grantham.
Douglas V. Joyce.
Galelia, jr., Edward G. Grogan.
' REGISTRARS — Mrs. B.
REGISTRARS — Catherine B REGISTRARS — Mrs. Edward REGISTRA
RS—Irene B. Smith, REGISTRARS — Bettye J. RoHead, Frances McGoldrick.
Taylor, Mrs. Jimmie Kilparrick, A. Tyler, Mrs. A. V. Phillip'. Mrs.
G. A. Hall.
per, Zeneda Martin.
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SHELBY COUNTY ELECTION COMMISSIONERS
LEE WINCHESTER, Chairman
LESTER BRENNER, Secretary
S. NELSON CASTLE, Member

THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Is Giving Away 22 BIG PRIZES In Its'
Exciting...

NEWSBOYS CONTEST

niey jr.
a Hard, Mrs.
C. Sow. L. R.
nton
eh
sficid.
her JotJohn
. Frost.
al Straw-

Iley.
. Haller.
utt Mrs.
yd Brint,
rs A. J.
Mrs. 1.,
W. ATalus.

(The Prizes most wanted by newsboys as determined by a survey)
HERE THEY ARE: A Television Set, 2 Bicycles, 2 Wrist Watches, 2 Pairs
of Skates, 2 Fielder's Gloves, 3 Baseball Bats, 2 Footballs, 2 Bibles, 3 Baseballs, A Table Tennis Set, A Money Changer, Swim Goggles, and other
valuable prizes.
CONTEST BEGINS October 23, 1958 and ENDS January 20,1959. All prizes
will be awarded at a party held at the end of the contest.
All boys now selling newspapers for Tri-State Defender are eligible to enter the contest.
HOW THE WINNERS WILL BE DETERMINED: Winners will be newsboys
having the HIGHEST AVERAGE INCREASE IN SALES of the Tri-State
Defender over their base. The Newsboy's base will be the number of papers
sold the week ending October 11, 1958.
THE BASE FOR NEW CARRIERS will be 25 newspapers. Credits begin with
sales above the base of 25 newspapers.
This contest is open to all Tri-State Defender newsboys in the Tri-State
area.
CONTEST RULES
Must sell papers each week.
Must submit list of new customers to field
supervisor or circulation manager each week.
Must pay for all papers sold previous week before getting more papers.
Order For Papers for coming week must be given field supervisor or circulation manager by
Saturday of each week.
Newsboys must have written consent of parent
or guardian to participate in this contest. Clip
coupon in this ad and have parent or guardian
fill. Then deliver it to Tri-State Defender office, 236 South Wellinaton, Memphis, Tenn.

AMIMI111111.1.01V1111111Ver•

WINVIIIIMAIIIVI011110V4

PARENT'S CONSENT
(Must be filled and delivered to Tri-Statn
Defender office 236 S. Wellington,
Memphis, Tenn.)
I consent for my son......
• •• • • •
to enter the Tri-State Defender Newsboy%
contest and will help him in any way I can to
increase his sales.

14 TRI-STATE DEFENDER

Forrest City & Madison Briefs

Sat, Nov. 1, 19511

Manassas Thrashes BTW
27-8 On Losers Ground

',endives For Growth." The parCITY CHAIRMAN NAMED
Mrs. C. J Bond, county chair- ticipants are: Mrs. Pete Bohanman of the Negro Christmas Seal non, Mrs. Grace Carpenter, Miss
Sale, announced that Mrs. H. C. Nancy Jones, Mr. Neal Wade, Mrs.
Williams will serve as the Forrest E. N. Roberts and Mr. C. Turner,
Mrs. Theodis Warre-. will lead the
City chairman.
Mrs. Williams is a teacher in the group singing.
Lincoln High school and a mem- The public is invited. Mr. Neal
ber of the Salem Baptist church. Wade is the president and E. E.1110
Mrs. Williams has taken a very Norman, principal.
active part in the Seal Sale sine. HERE AND THERE
1847. She will announce her CoRev. and Mrs. Herbert Scott visworkers at an early date.
ited with her sister in Muskogee,
•••
Olda.
MINISTERS WIVES
Miss Lucille McCall is visiting
The Ministers Wives met at the with her parents in Magnolia. Ark,
home of Mrs. C. E. Allen, in MadMr. Edward Norman was called
ison, Ark. A very enjoyable meet- to Oklahoma City, Okla.. to be
ing was enjoyed by all club mem- with his father who is seriously ill.
bers, and their guests.
Miss Willie Smith Ilan as her
• • •
house guest over the week end her
HARVEST DAY TEA
sister and family of Pine Bluff,
The Harvest Day Tea was held Mr. and Mrs. L. Todd, also Mrs.
at the beautiful home of Mr. and Terrsia Irving who accompanied
Mrs. J. B. Clark. The living room the Todds.
was decorated with Fall flowers.
sister-inMrs. C. B. Moody, presided at the Mrs. E. Jones and her
business
tea table, which was overlaid with law of Brinkley, were
Forrest city.
a beautiful lace cloth; the dining visitors in
Mrs. Clarence Chambers of
table was centereo sun a.
visitor in
rangement of dahlias. Soft piano Madison was a weekend
Bluff.
Pine
music was played during the tea
by Misses Mary Jeffers, and Gloria Clark. Miss Iris Clark and
Mrs. J . B. Clark greeted the
h e
guest during the appointment
hours; around forty guests called
•••

Booker T. Washington added an- the fourth quarter when they pushother loss to their record last Fri- ed Manassas deep into its own terday night when they were tho- ritory and subsequently trapped
roughly humiliated by Manassas 2'1 them in the end zone for a safety.
-8, on their own home grounds. With seconds to go in the last
Before the first half was over stanza BTW recovered a fumble
Manassas was leading by a score on the Manassas 30 and two plays
of 20-0. BTW was never in the later back Isaac Brown gave the
game. Halfback Eugene Davis pull- Washington fans a little consolaed in the opening kickoff of the tion as he swivel-hipped his way
game and ran it back for 85 yards for the TD. Final score Manassas
and a touchdown to get the Tigers 27, Booker T. Washington 8.
rolling.
THE LINEUPS
Manassas added two more touchManassas: Ends: Bledsoe, W.
downs In the second quarter, with Harris, Hunt, Swift, Doss, B. Carback Billy Phillips scoring on a ter; Tackles: Horton, C. Harris,
80 yard touchdown gallop and Da- Todd, Sawyer, C. Evans, Buford;
vis blasting through again for a Guards: Tuggle, Sanders, Nixon;
28 yard TI) and his second score Hughes; Center, Mille r; Backs:
of the night.
Simpson, Phillips, Hill, Davis, TayFeaturing a diversified attack lor, H. Evans, Mitchell.
that left the Washington defenses Booker T. Washington: Ends:
wondering, Manassas scored In J. Carter, Johnson, Deadmond;
the fourth quarter when quarter- Tackles: Tyson, Cobbert, Williams,
back John Simpson hit end wil- Wallace; Guards: Kimball, Jordan,
lie Hunt for a scoring toss of 22 House; Center: Tenon; Backs:
yards.
I. Brown, Walker, G. Brown,
Washington couldn't save face Hampton, Hall, Tate, Kelly, Holbut they did save a shutout in man, Gibson, Gaulman.

B. T. W. SCHOOL
NOTES
By Markham Stansbory

BIG GUNS FOR MELROSE—
Pictured are three of the many
persons responsible for Melrose's Prep Grid Championship
gained last Thursday night,
when Melrose downed Douglass

19-12, at Melrose stadium, On
left is Willie Gunn, Melrose
fullback who scored the three
touchdowns in the third quarter and completely demoralized
the Douglass team. He was a

terror on Ofense as well as
offense. Head Coach West.
brooks (center) gives out with
a big grin, as does Melrose
Captain and quarterback Char-

lie Lee (right,) aftei the little
QB had kicked the extra
point that put Melrose ahead
in the second half. (Withers
Pic.)

Dick Bass •
hiz Kid
n oast

Mrs. F. al. Jamison speaks at W
Pettis Memorial church in West
Helena, Ark.

Mrs. F. M. Jamison, a prominent 0
C
local matron was the guest speaker at the Pettis Memorial church;
the church was observing their anSCHOLARSHIP WINNERS
New officers are Maude Sartor,
nual Woman's Day.
Of the 479,000 high school juniors d
Ertioloan Csreac
enoti;
ftr,etaa
j:ie
renst i
sc
ireye; pgisziaNEW YORK — UPI) — A pair
Several Forrest citians accomin America who took the National
panied Mrs. Jamison to West of whiz kids from the Far West
Merit Scholarship examination Jackson, assistant secretary, Mary
Helena. they were Mrs. Elmer are tota,ina ''e most mileage
last year, only two students from Burges, treasurer; Callie Jones,
Bond. Mr. and Mr-. Godfery Hod- these weekends along the major
Memphis Negro high schools are chaplain; and Louise Mabry, recollege footoall Irons.
, ges.
among the semifinalists. They are porter.
Dick Bass, the star colored back
Forrest citians were very pleased
Felton Earls, III, and Clifford Shel- The advisor for the club is Mrs. By
las they sat and watched a former of College of the Pacific was the
by, both seniors this year at Book- Beulah Williams.
The Eleventh Annual Orange Lincoln grid star play football sev- leader in total offense and rushing
er T. Washington.
CAMPUS CLUBS
while Bob Newman of WashingBowl Football Classic will be play- eral Saturdays ago.
Clifford is known to most of us The Independent Social club, a
The Melrose Golden Wildcats Five plays later Gunn intercept- Douglass closed out the year with
ton State reigned as the top
ed at Melrose stadium on Nov. Dejustice "D-bomb" Coleman, a
here as "Cookie," He is a mem- recently organized group of junior turned back the fighting Douglass ed
a pass on Melrose's 32 and a commendable record of 4-1-1, to
Audent at the University of Illi- passer in the latest statistics reber of the 12-3A class. As a junior and senior boys are looking for an Red Devils last Thursday night in brought the ball
back to the 45:cap one of their
best seasons. 13, at 8 p. m. when the Douglass nois, plays for the Illini. Coleman, leased by the N. C. A. A. Service
he was the highest ranking chem- advisor. The club was formed for Melrose stadium, in the Devils' bid ,
On the fourth play from scrim-I Coaches Miller, Jones and Atkins High Red Devils will run head- the son of Mr. and Mrs. Leon Bureau.
istry student in all of his classes, the purpose of assisting boys who for their first city grid champion- mage
However, both will have to
Gunn boomed through the, should be proud of their boys. long into the Lincoln High school Coleman, is now a junior at the
and was given the title of "Mr. plan to attend college, but who ship, by a score of 19-12.
middle running over two men andl PLAY BTW NEXT
shake out of minor slumps to
University.
eleven
from
Forrest
City,
Chemistry."
Ark.
cannot afford to buy books. The
Battering, bruising Willie Gunn dragging another for five yards,' The Melrose
• •.
maintain their present positions ha
Wildcats still have
The Douglass squad lost only one
' Felton is a very popular young club will buy their books.
ran wild scoring on runs of one, before breaking into the clear and, one more game against
Although limited to 58 yell"
CHRIST CHURCH
Booker T., game this year
man around the school, is presi- Membership in the club is re- 45, and 82 yards to lead the Meland that one to
going all the way for Melrose's' but they will probably be 25 to
Christ church school PTA will against Cincinnati. Bass remained
dent of the senior class, and Hi- stricted to young men between the rose eleven into the secure position
second tally. Lee kicked the extra 30 point favorites in that contest. the City Champs, Melrose. From hold its regular sleeting Sunday the nation's top offensive threat
Y., a member of the A. Maceo ages of 17 and 20. Persons desiring of a Negro Prep Grid Champion- point
and Douglass was beaten, They doubtless will end up the all indications the game stacks up evening, Nov. 2, at 5 p. m.
with 672 yards gained in tour
Walker Honor Society, and vice more information
about the ship. This was Douglass' last game 13-12.
The evening program consists of . games. He also was the leading
season with an overall record of as one worthwhile seeing.
president-at-large of the Student club may contact the vice presi- while Melrose takes on punchless
In the closing minutes of the, six wins, no defeats and no ties, I An exciting halftime Sho
Council.
iS a panel discussion of "Our Im- I rusher with 619 yards to his credit.
dent, Isaac Young, at JAckson 3- Booker T. Washington, Friday, third quarter
it was Gunn again as to give coaches Westbrook, Sweet promised along with the top foot' The 10,000 semifinalist, including 3640,
Oct. 31.
(Political Adverlisemetot
(Political soertiseniettti
61 from Memphis, will take the The Zetus Social club is present- It looked, for two quarters that he took a handoff from Lee and and Mitchell a sweet city cham- ball game. The Nursery Bowl
Queen will be crowned and also
Scholastic Aptitude test of the ing a Teenage Talent Revue and the two touchdown fevered Melrose knocked down half of the Douglass pionship.
forward
wall
the
to
break away for THE LINEUPS
beautiful gate prize, a new
College Entrance Examination dance on Wednesday night, Nov was in for more than they had baran 82 yard scoring jaunt. The exMelrose: Ends: Perkins. West, car, will be given away. As an
Board.
5, at the Flamingo club. Admission gained for, as the lighter, but fast- tra point was missed
added
but
the
Melattraction Stepin
E. Allen, Hoskins; Tackles: WilFetThe three-hour exam will price is one dollar. The revue will er Douglass line opened running
rose fans couldn't have cared less. liams, Malone, W.
be given on December 8.
Thomas; chet will be along to sing some
begin promptly at 8 p. m.
room for backs Long, Douglass and Douglass staged a last
of
Handy's
ditch
stand
tunes
and
Guards;
a
few
of his
Griffin, A. Allen, W.
{STUDENT COUNCIL
TOP TEN TUNES
Brownlee. But when the Douglass in the fourth quarter throwing
the Franklin, Parks;Centers: Bailey, own. The Teen Town Singers will
(Continued from page 13)
The Student Council elected tem- 1. "Pledging My Love," Dorothy attack tried to go in the second
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Edith
ball all over the field in hopes of Webb; Backs: Lee,
also e presented.
Holman,
porary officers last week, and they Nubia and Yours Truly.
Gunn,
Carroll, Bertha Evans.
half the beefy Melrose line perked catching up but the Melrose defense
Contestants running for the Nur- WOODSTOCK — DISTRICT I
London,
Woods,
Polk,
will serve the organization until
R.
FrankMORNING
SUN — DISTRICT 2
2. "Ten Commandments of Love, up considerably.
rose to the occasion, turning back lin, Parham, Rutland.
sery Queen Crown are Bonita Crawford's Village Store
regular officers are elected early Bessie Clark and Robert Nichols. The first Douglass score came
Vacant School Macon & Mt, Pisthe air barrage.
,
Lang.
Jacqueline Lang, both of
OFFICER — W. J. Chase,
In December, The temporary lead- 3. "All in the Game," Peggy on a break in the first quarter
gab Roads.
Douglass: Ends: Jordan, Boyd,
1231 Latham; Mary Johnson, ,f
Although defeated, Douglass has Brazley,
JUDGES — C. P. Bursi, Mrs.
ers are Solomon Holley, third vice Thompson and Ruford Dandridge. when Melrose Quarterback Charlie
Mannings,
Rhodes;
OFFICER — Elmer W. Thomas
L
o
u
i
s
v
l
e
:
1
9
0
no
reason
to
feel
badly, because Tackles: Avant, C. Griffin, Finnie,
e en Mcpresident; Felton Earls, commis- 1. "When I Grow Too Old,"
JUDGES — Mr=. N. E. Sewer
Ora Lee, attempted a lateral to half- they put up a good fight.
Johnson,
lisle
Annie
Mrs.
1).
E.
Christian,
of
1309
Azalia.
The. Sanders; Guards, J. Ballard, Booksioner of Student Activities; Eliza- Kelly and Herschel Orr.
back Albert London running wide.
Mrs. Virginia Keough, F r
Champer, Dr. Breen Bland.
Melrose
defeat
was
the
only
loss
beth Prudent, corresponding secre- S. "Here's Why I Love You," The fast charging Douglass line,
er, McKandres: Centers, S. BalREGISTRARS — Re mbert H. Godwin, George Harper.
they have suffered this year. The lard; Backs:
tary; Geraldine Morris, financial Mary Porter and L. H. White.
Norman. Parrish,
led by the Ballard boys, jostled
Williams, jr., J. Edwin McFarREGISTRARS — Mrs. Elsie
other blot on their record is a tie Bates, Douglass,
secretary; Larry Webster, treasur- 6. "Little Star," Bobbie
Brownlee, Long,
Jackson London and the ball ended up in with
Sanderson, Mrs. C. A. Rigging.
land.
unpredictable
Manassas.
Bishop.
er; and Markhum Stansbury, busi- and Nehemiah Hayes.
the hands of Douglass left end
ness manager.
CAPLF,VILLE — DISTRIC'T 2
MULLINS — DISTR7CT 2
7, "Tears on My Pillow," Shir- Kermit Brazley who went 45 yards
FUTURE NURSES
Mullins Community, HORST
Shell House — Hwy. 78
for
the tally. The PAT was no good.
ley Dukes and Alvin Parker.
1218 Garden Road
The conscientious Future Nurses 8. "Down the Aisle of Love," In the second quarter Douglass
OFFICER
W.Bowe.
E.
—
club, whose aim it is to receive Ohs Reed and Horace Williams. took to the air lanes, having been
JUDGES — A. C. Gilless, John
OFFICER — P. M. Rogers
experience in nursing and first aid 9. "Win Your Love" Willene stifled by the Melrose line. QuarThe athletic denartment of Le- R Thomas, Trent Malone, Ernest
JUDGES — J. E. Simerson,
to girls who plan to make nursing Watkins and William Miller.
terback Charlie Parrish unleashed
Moyne college will be host to high Bowling, George P. Baggett.
their career, elected officers on 10. "Lovers Question, Veleska a 20 yard aerial to end Robert
Mrs. R. T. Waldram, Mrs. F. E.
school basketball coaches and ofREGISTRARS — Mrs. M. W. Daniels.
Monday of last wek.
Mannings, who staged a wrestling
Mrs. Jene Warth, Mrs.
Edwards and James King.
ficials when the members of Re- Doddridge. Mrs, Bruce Hale.
J. E. Simerson.
bout with a Melrose defender begion 3, West Tennessee meet here COLLIERVILLE — DISTRICT
2
fore coming down with the ball.
on Saturday, Nov. 1.
Fire Station
REGISTRARS — Mrs. B. B.
The half ended with Melrose down
Jerry C. Johnson, the school's
PHILADELPHIA — (UPI) — If
OFFICER — J. T. Kelsey.
Hobson, Mrs. S. C. Harris.
Second in the scoring parade
by a score of 12-0. It looked at
athletic director, said that more
there's such a thing as a sopho- is the Chicago
Treadwell,
JUDGES
T.
0/SEVILLE
L.
jr.
—
— DISTRICT 2
Bears' Willie Gan- than 100 men are
this point as if Douglass was on
expected to at- P. A. Thomas, R. Curtis Cox, Ar- SCHOOL
its way to a first city champion- more jinx, Cleveland's James more with seven touchdowns. tend the basketball
clinic
to
be
Brown
hasn't
DoodFortune,
heard
R.
B.
thur
OFFICER
N.
about
it.
— A. F. Temple.
Baltimore's Lennie Moore has given
ship.
in C. Arthur Bruce hall on ridge, Mrs. Paul Piper, Lida C.
The former Syracuse fullback six TD's, and Green Bay's Paul
JUDGES — Mrs. Sam O'Dell,
But Willie Gunn still had to be
the campus. C. L. Wells, principal Coats.
By EDGAR T. STEWART
many lessons. Among them are: reckoned with and in the third in his second season with the Hornung has amassed 35 of the E. A. Ilarrold High school
Mrs. W. R. Wray, Mrs. Harold
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Rivers
Browns is setting a ground-gain- points with two touchdowns, eight
at Millington, is president of Re- G. Hardy, Mrs. Eleanor F. Gib- Farrell, Lurline Martin, Mrs. A.
The great game of football ori- (1) the average player who has quarter he put Melrose ahead to
ing
pace
that
averages
pats
and
nearly
stay
159
with
five
a
field
thrilling
F.
goals.
the
display
courage to keep on fighting will
of runTemple, Mrs. C. E. Bell, Mrs,
gion 3.
ginated in Egypt and Greece
bons.
yards a game. That's about 64
C. D. Case.
Brown's teammate, Bob MitchOn hand to assist Le Moyne's
many years before Jesus the Christ do better than the genius who plays ning.
yards
a
game
GUNN
better
SCORES
than
Steve
AGAIN
halfheartedly;
ell,
(2)
stars
moved
usually
into second place in Coach Johnson at the clinic will be CORDOVA — DISTRICT 2
was born. From Greece it was
REGISTRARS — Mrs. H. I),
In the opening minutes of the Van Buren logged for the Na- ground gaining Sunday
carried to Rome, where it became give all they have when playing
traveling Johnny McClendon, the coach of CORDOVA SCHOOL
Pearson, Mrs. Coy M. Futhey.
or the field; and (3), shirkers very third period back Arthur Holman tional Football League record 108 yards overland to bring his the championship basketball team
OFFICER — Robert Schwam.
snore brutal.
ROSS'
STORE — DISTRICT
roared up the middle for 65 yards of 1,146 yards in 1949 with the season total to 370
JUDGES — J. R. Humphreys,
yards. Tommy of Tennessee A and I State univerWhen the Romans conquered Brit- often get hurt.
Ross' Store
to the Douglass five before being Philadelphia Eagles. Brown added
Campbell,
sity.
RULES
Clinton
Moore,
Hardy
FOR
PLAYERS
Wilson
of
ain, they carried the game to those
I,os Angeles is the
pulled down from behind. A penal- 153 yards last week to bring his
The day-long meet will include Henry Mitchell,
League's third leading groundIslands. and it was imported to In order to be a good player, ty placed
OFFICER — E. A. Anderson.
the ball on the one and four-game total to 635 yards on gainer
REGISTRARS — Mrs. W. R. JUDGES
America by the Pilgrim Fathers the student should do his job a
with
302,
followed by Gali- demonstration of new rules and fun
— George C. Sensing.
Gunn
blasted
over
for
the
score.
94 attempts, for an average gain more, 267, and the
I damentals in basketball. Visiting Anderson, Mrs. F. R. Farley.
when they came to these shores. little bit better than is required,
James
F. Jackson, W. II. Davis,
Los Angeles
of 6.8 yards per carry.
, coaches will be given tips on how
Rams' Jon Arnett, 265.
Mrs.
Joe
It has reached its highest work for the good of the team, and
L.
Dsitretti.
the game goes marching merrily
' the game should be played and EADS — DISTRICT 2
He may also eclipse the touch- In the air, Eddie
plane here in the United States, never complain, knock, whine, or
George R. James School
REGISTRARS — Mrs. John B.
LeBaron, the I
along, developing players, building down record as well as the groundand each Saturday afternoon un- quit The player should never be
diminutive Washington Redskins coached, while the Le Moyne bas- OFFICER — W. F. Johnson.
Payne,
Mrs. L. M. Ross.
til the last of November, and now discouraged by failure, but should college spirit in other students gaining mark if he continues his field Marshal, flies high for the ketball squad gives the proper dem- JUDGES — Charles Anthony, WHITEHAVEN —
DISTRICT 1
and providing entertainment for current pace. He has scored
at night, since lights have been be inspired by his opportunities.
10 second straight week. LeBaron has onstrations.
Whitehaven
Reid,
High School Gym.
Walker
Bryan.
Foyd
One of the features of the meet
times in four games to lead the tossed 53 passes
installed on most fields, canvas- Another rule to remember is the public.
4851
Highway
and
51
S.
connected
will be the showing of movies on
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Emmett
clad gladiators will be doing bat- never be a %wellhead after vic- (Editor's Note: Mr. Stewart is a TD parade. The record — also with 30 for 514 yards and
four the Tennessee State games at
the Biggs. Mrs. Morris Craft.
OFFICER — L. P. Presson.
Ue on the playing grounds of tory, nor be an alibier after a former football star, coach, and held by Van Buren — is 18 for touchdowns. His average gain
has
NAIA
official.)
defeat.
basketball tournament in FORREST HILL—DISTRICT 2
10 games.
JUDGES — David Harrison, jr.,
most high schools and colleges.
been
9.70
yards.
Kansas
Probably the greatest criticism
City this year.
Mrs. David Harrison, Jr., R. C.
Forest Hill School
The game of football teaches leveled at college
football today is
Wunderlich, R. R. Kirkpatrick, .f.
OFFICER — S. F. Johnson. C. Harbin, jr.,
the unethical methods used to get
W. C. Johnson,
JUDGES — Lawrence Jordan,
good players. There is nothing
Mrs. R. C. Wunderlich, I.,eon W.
wrong, however, with seeking good
M. U. Scott. Mrs. J. B. Rives.
Manley, James J. Bevan, James
players, since all persons want the
REGISTRARS — Miss Barbara
H. Davis, Mrs. J. M. Overcast,
Johnson, Mrs. Lawrence Megal.
I best in their clubs, fraternities,
Albert B. Buford, Thomas H. Herand sororities: but the harm is
GERMANTOWN — DISTRICT 2 away, Curtis G. Davis.
done when low and unfair methods
Fire Engine House
REGISTRARS — D. C. Todd,
MOROI FOR IVERYONI
are used.
Frank L. Ricketts.
OFFICER — John Savers.
FOOTBALL MARCHES ON
108 Peeler et Lemetertfeb
JUDGES — Frances M. Win- WHITEHAVEN —
But one will find the same things
DISTRICT 2
Phew* JA 113348
chester, Eason Hopper, Robert
happening in all businesses and
Harbin's Place
Howard, Gordon Hollingsworth, T.
professions, and including t he
3893 Highway 51 South
G. Douglas, Philip McCall.
churches. Football, like all other
RITIC7C CASH TOR YOUR ROM Olt
OFFICER — 0. C. Baker,
human institutions, is imperfect.
klortsare Not. Day. Es. Lass
REGISTRARS — Mrs. J. W, JUDGES — Jack
NIQFIT la 7-3477
L. Bunch,
Nome FOR 5ALZ-1932 CLOVIA LANZ' Many articles have been written
MeCallis, Mrs. Louise Acklen.
condemning college football, but
John P. Freeman, Harry T.
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Smith
D. W. Matthews, Robert A. Gel.
Levi School Highway 41 South
OFFICER — 1oseph C. Gallina sel, Hector A. Bowe, Newton A.
JUDGES — Kenneth W. Parks. Cook, jr.. Edward W. Land, jr.,
McKinley Craddock, Mrs. Carlton
Floyd Adams, jr., John J. Evans, via,
of Miami. Fla, has riQw retnrned to Mem—
E 'V Tompkins, John R. Strong, B. French, B. F. Ray, B. M. Bephia to help you with your peersonal prob
Mrs. C. E. Bedamer. Mrs.
Mrs. Murray Leerh, Mrs. Eliza- ,
lems . . you may consult her by (invite,
.
beth Cox, Mrs. J. B. Beeson. ; Mildred Burrell.
out North Third at. and continue on to
REGISTRARS — Mrs. J. A. Cie- I REGISTA. A
Flowers — R R. Lamb,
Shelby Tipton County line highway 51.
metal, Mrs. Robert Radford.
North. For those without cars, see Driver
WHITE STATION — DISTRICT 2
Brother Rose at Handy --'ark, Third and
LEVI — DISTRICT 2
Foo
rdi.illo
camdR S_choo
Beale st. between hours of 10 a.m. and 6
Rel v. G. A. Evans Colonial Park Methodist Church.
5.1.10 Park Avenue.
p.m. See shoe shine man for car or bus
JUDGES — Mrs. Juanito Les- OFFICER — Lewis W. Perkins,
schedule at Handy Park.
JUD,ES — James R. Garret,
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
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Melrose Takes Title
Whipping Douglas

Nursery Bowl
Classic Nov. 13
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TRI-STATE DEFENDER

Born at John Gaston Hospital:
A son, .lames, to Mr. and Mrs Moyne dr.,
Oct. 17, Ina
James Crum of 580 McKinley.
A daughter, Vire. to Mr and
A daughter, Shenna, to Mr. and
A daughter, Shelia. to Mr. and Mrs. Prentiss Glecton of 508 Hamp, Mr. and Mrs, J. A. Melvin was in charge.
Mrs. Herman Fultz of 688 Lyman. Mrs. William Saunders, of 402 S. ton.
•••
i and children were guests in Little
A son, Quintuis, to Mr. and Mrs. Wellington.
A daughter, eorlis, to Mr. and
Rock Sunday afternoon, and at-1 The Wonder High school football
George Oye of 729 Autumn.
A daughter, Brenda Kay, to Mr. Mrs. Willie Clernmons of 228 N.
tended church services there, team defeated Hernando, Miss.,
A daughter, Anglina, to Mr. and and Mrs. McKinley Jolly of 1847 Manassas.
Sunday night.
recently. It was Wonder High's
Mrs. Odis Williams of 1413 Mc- Boyle.
Oct. 24, 1.9511
•.•
Homecoming and a great victory
Neil.
A son, Lorriel, to Mr, and Mrs.
A son, Richard, to Mr and Mrs.
The
funeral
of
the
late
Mrs.
Mag-'
for
the Lions. At the end of the
A son, Calvin, to Mr. and Mrs. Lorriel Davis of 1149 Brown.
Daniel Ashford of 1330 Kentucky.
gle Spell, was held Tuesday, Oct. fourth quarter the score board
Nathan Blackman of 2240 HighA daughter, Marton, to Mr. and
A son, Norman, to Mr. and Mrs.
; 2, at the West Memphis funeral' read West Memphis-39. Henna° 0,
land.
Airs. Johnny Bullocks of 742 Ham- Joh McDowell of 146 Sycamore.
I home. Mrs. Spell passed Wednes- that the team has a good chance to
A daughter, Sherron, to Mr. and ilton.
A son, Ezell, to Mr. and Mr. J.
day, Oct. 15, at the Little Rock win the state championship.
Airs. J. W. Brown of 910 Michigan. A son, Chetudi, to Mr. and Mrs. B. Tiflis of 338 W. Dison.
•••
hospital. She leaves to mourn her
A son, Lonnie, to Mr. and Mrs. Ilerbert Fullilove of 1446 Wabash. A daughter, Pamela, to Mr.
and
loss,
one sister. three nieces, one The Wonder High band is pracBritt Whitehead of 2588 Perry.
A daughter. Teresa, to Mr. and Mrs. Walter Newborn of 1477 Walnephew, other friends. Rev. B. ticing very hard tot the annual
A daughter, Patricia, to Mr. and Mrs. Allen Boyd of 1228 Shannon. dorf.
Larklin officiated.
band concert which is coming up
Mrs. Marion Farrow of 770 C. Wil
A son, ('rage. to Mr. and Mrs. A son, Will, to Mr. and Mrs.
Interment was in ‘
,t. City Ceme- soon, Edgar Cole is the director,
hams.
liergert Garner of 2966 Shannon. Archie Robinson of 458 Alabama.
tery. West Memphis funeral home L. It. Jackson, principal.
A daughter, Ora, to Mr. and Mr
A daughter, Marion. to Mr. and
A daughter, Redia, to Mr. and
John Kearney of 366 A. Wellington. Mrs. John Harris of 2842 Broad. Mrs. Reil
Smith, of 238 Vollentine.
A son, Tony, to Mr. and Mrs Oct. 21, 1958
A son, Fletcher. to Mr. and
Willie Vann of 788 Walnut.
A son, Michael, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Aaron Robertson of 421 Lip.
A daughter, Eddie, to Mr. and Leroy Gates of 157 Silverage.
ford.
Mrs. Eddie Rooks of 812 BaltiA son, Ben, to Mr. and Mrs.
more.
Ben Johnson of 3007 Alcorn.
tendants are Miss Wilma Ray,
school's Homecoming activities
QUEEN OF FISK — Miss La.
A son, Barry, to Mr. and Mrs. A daughter. Judy, to Mr. and
left, of Asheville, N. C'., and
on Nov. 1, when Fisk meets
Graham, center, of Oklatonia
D. C. Stallings of 2196 Castex.
Miss Veronica Dixie, of Fort
Mrs. William Reed of 1560 EltingKnoxville college on the gridhoma City, Okla., has been
Oct. 18, 1958
ton.
Wayne, Ind.
iron, Elected as Miss Fisk's at.
elected "Mist Fisk of 1958."
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Albert A son, Karl, to Mr. and Mrs.
and will reign during the
Jackson of 9711
/
2 Saxon.
Willie McKinley of 1358 Adelaide.
A son, Henry, to Mr. and Mrs. A daughter, Shirley, to Mr. and
Henry Davis of 1592 Pope.
Mrs. Fred Wright of 1225 Latham
A son, to Mr, and Mrs. Tommy apt. 4.
• qi
MeGaughy of 1474 Lydia.
A son, Ernest, to Mr. and Mrs.
MUSING: "A Tie That Binds.- It is making her nervous too. What
A daughter, Daphne, to Mr. and Ernest Haley of 1515
S. Mallory.
Every family should set aside time can I do? Beatrice.
Mrs. Johnny Williams of 2126 How- A son, Stanley, to Mr. and
Mrs.
for God's Minutes, or family pray- Dear Beatrice:
ard, apt. 9 .
Melvin Tate of 696 Polk. apt. E.
er, and a good way to start it off
A son, Charlie, to Mr. and Mrs. A
Your husband may he surly by
son. Michael, to Mr. and rs
By BENNIE RUTH McCORKLE would be with a song. "I Need nature, or he just may resent the
Charlie Thomas of 1324 Kentucky. Julious Johnson of 3274 Alta,
A son, Claudus, to Mr. and Mrs. A daughter,
IMiss Betty Ann Dancy was mis- Thee Every Hour," and "Bless Be fact that you have your child with
Tammy. to Mr. and
IThe Tie That Bind:" are good ones you, while his daughter is being
Edward Livingston of 1651 Gahay. Mrs. Ernest
Moore and Mrs. Lena Lee. Dr. tress of ceremonies on Youth's
Flenorl of 351 West0 Suns and skies and flowers
t
A son, Alfred, to Mr. and Mrs. field.
kept from him. He may be unand Mrs. J. T. Seat spent Mon- Day, Sunday, Oct. 19, at St. Luke with which to begin.
of
June,
Bennie Hayes of 1160 University. Oct. 22, 1958
Our town, being' in a farming
day in Memphis shopping. Mrs, MB church. Miss Dancy did a mag- Special hour for prayer makes reasonable enough to regard you
together.
boasts
your
Count all
A son, Wilbert, to Mr. and Mrs. A son,
helping
make God a sort of partner with t h e as the cause of the separation.
Geraldine Burnette has returned, nificent job in
Timothy, to Mr. and Mrs. section of Tennessee, has taken a
Wilbert, Sr., of 343 Vance.
If home environment is affecting
home after spending two weeks' Youth's Day a success, with the household, and It breaks down the
Willie Crawford of 2207 Stovall. brief recess from some of its us- Love loveth best of all the year
A daughter, Ronell, to Mr. and
n,
barriers that so often keep a father your child's health and disposition,
A son, Maurice, to Mn. and Mrs. ual activities to gather the harvest. October's bright blue weather. with her husband, Mr. Wallace' aid of the young people.
Mrs. Robert Gillam of 2832 SumWe look forward each year to
can see no alternative but you?
Miss Daney is also the assist- or mother from mentioning the
Joseph Gunn of 2969 Autumn.
Umm'm! Aren't you enjoying, Burnette, in Nashville. Mrs. Mamer.
(trestle
change.
her
a
the
from
making
autumn season, not only being secretary of the State 4.11 Club most fundamental fact in a child's
rie Payne has returned
A son, Alvin, to Mr. and Mrs.
this lovely bright blue weather?
A son, Paul, to Mr., and Mrs.
fortnight's visit to the West Coast, and will attend the 4-11 club Cong- life: the existence of a Creator. Talk the matter over with the
Bobbie Burton of 1445 Kimball rd. cause of the harvest, but because
Ideal for anything save 'swim. J. Rucker of 1331 Niese.
dimgh.
of
the
her
scenic
visiting
Angeles
representations
ress Nov. 19-14, following a ban- God's minutes take only a tiny family welfare.
of
Los
In
A son, Karl, to Mr. and Mrs.
ming. Amid all this, social life Is
A daughter, Brenda, to Mr. and
ter, family, Mr. and Mrs. Robert quet at Little Rock, Ark.
fraction of the busy day, but they
Karl Hattie of 378 C. Wellington. nature.
take
on
that
Fall
asbeginning
to
Mrs. Sylvester SteFagdon of 2606
Ripley is now wrapped in a garCollins and baby.
Mrs. Lizzie Wilbert was holding bring us a new sense of family
A daughter, Annie, to Mr. and
pect. Clubs, are beginning to meet
Deadrick.
her
Smith
and
land
of
many
colors,
Lee
'brown,
Artie
gold,
Mrs,
the
ticket
that
won
her
a
quilt
at
closeness. Troubles seem easier
Mrs. William Meeks of 489 Lip
again, sorority and fraternity memA daughrer, Janice. to Mr. and
red, purple, and other hues which
children left for Germany to the Legion Hall, Oct. 24, given for us to forget.
ford,
bers are wending their way back two
Mrs. Bishop Kilpatrick of 1497
Jewel Smith away by the Home Demonstra• Dear Carlotta;
A son, Ronald, to Mr. and Mrs. only an artist could adequately to their favorite organizations and join her husband, Mr.
South.
classify.
stationed therein the U. S. lion club. The quilt was presentEarl Taylor of 297 Dixie mall.
My husband and I each have
social life is beginning in earnest who is
A daughter. to Mr. and Mrs.
John- ed by Mrs. E. L. Snips.
William
Mrs.
A son, Michele, to Mr. and Mrs. Amid the hum of the cotton gin for this new season. Amid the Army. Mn. and
daughter by a previous marriage. The next scheduled meeting of
T. G. Woodward of 391 S. Wellingparents
proud
can
the
he
Jr..
are
heard
the
son,
whistle of the beauty some clouds must arise.
Henry Taylor of 256 F. Pauline Cr.
His daughter lives with her moth- the Hamilton High school PTA will
ton.
compress, the roar of the cotton
of a bouncing baby boy. Mr. Roy
er. lie will not accept my child in be held on Wednesday, Nov. 29, in
West.
On Saturday last. Mr. Samuel
A son, Eddie, to Mr. and Mrs.
suffered a stroke recently.
trucks,
Carnes
and
it
is
clear
that
the
A daughter, Cynthia. to Mr. and
any way, and absolutely refuses th school cafeteria, at 7:30 p. m.
Rice, or , was buried in Hickman,
Frankie Burnette, Mrs.
James Scott of 644 Wells.
to adopt her. He never speaks to
Mrs. Herbert Hunter of 1214 Wil- harvest truly is great, and the Ky. Mr. Rice lived in S. Bend, Mrs.
Installation of officers and a
Smith, Mrs. Jewel Ridley,
A son, Oliver, to Mr. and Mrs.
Juanita
reapers
are
busy
gathering
in
the
her except harshly, and has never short program will be presented.
son.
Ind. He was the father of Samuel
Louis Burnette, and Rev. M.
Mr.
Willie Scott of 1059 Delaware.
yield.
shown any sign of affection toward
Rice, jr., son-in-law of Prof. and
A son. Karl. to Mr. and mrs.
Mrs. Byes is the president of
A son, Rickey, to Mr. and Mrs
The Sunday school Union No, 2 Mrs. E. L. Wynn, On Saturday H. Burnette motored to St. Louis
her.
James White of 1314 Krey
the PTA, Prof. Harry T. Cash, the
attend the funeral of Rev. BurJohnny Claik of 642 Robeson.
A daughter. to Mr. and Mrs. meeting was held at the Spring night, the Wynns were hosts to to
Quiet naturally she Is an unhap- principal. The president urges the
A son, Foster, to Mr. and Mrs Dock
Hill Baptist church last Sunday. seven of the nine children, and oth- nette. Mrs. Addle Greer, Mrs. Fay
py child, and her condition is be- presence of all parents to this
Clanton of 1457 Wilson,
Peter Joynes of 1503 Hamilton.
Representatives from Ripley were er relatives. They were: Mr. and Rene White and Mrs. Jamie R.
Oct. 2.3, 1958
ing
reflected in her school work. meeting.
A son, Robert, to Mr. and Mrs. A son,
Mrs. Susie Halfacre, Willie B. Mrs. Henry White of S. Bend; Mr. Martin of Jackson were recent
Alvin, to Mr. and Mrs.
walker, Mrs, Ella D. Burnett, Joe and Mrs. Gy Rice and son; Miss guests of Mrs. Mary Allen. Those
Robert Rubin of 704 N. 4th st.
Nimmouilintommintommiummummumimnnutotiminimonitmininiumiontitumnim
Jessie Sizer of 528 Concord.
Green, Mrs. Margie Halliburton, Mary Gilbert of St. Louis; Mr. persons that attended the funeral
A son, Anthony, to Mr. and Mrs. A daughter,
Melcia, to Mr. and
D. C. -Johnson, and E. Rursey. and Mrs. Isiah Rice and son of of Mrs, Lena Mitchell in Kenton
ussell Walton of 819 S. Orleans. Mrs. Melvin Rodgers of 2153
Erie.
The members of the Cleaves Milwaukee; Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Sunday from this area were: Mr.
A daughter, Cynthia, to Mr. and
a
A son, Samuel, to Mr. and Mrs.
Temple CME church were guests Rice of Toledo; Mr. and Mrs. Wit- and Mrs. James Williams, Mn.
Mrs. John Henry Howard of 2508 Lewis Harris of 203 West.
Coloand
Mr.
Burns,
Sylvester
Mrs.
and
last Sunday morning at the Morn- liam Rice of Columbus; Mr. HerWinona.
rado.
Mr. and Mrs.
ing Star Baptist church. Their pas- o
A daughter, Brenda, to Mr. and
old Lowery of Gary; Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Will Sowell,
A daughter. Deborah, to Mr. and
Sowell, Mr. and Mrs. Alvertor, Rev. Williams, was guest Charles Rice of Chicago; along
Mrs. Van Montgomery of 1636 Mrs. Hudson Boatman of
1971 Silspeaker for the afternoon service. with Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Rice na Mays. Mr. and Mrs. Dud Reed,
Kansas.
ver.
Holly Grove Baptist church is of Indianapolis. Mrs. Wynn served;i Mmes. Beatrice Ivie, Eva Genie
A daughter, Gloria, to Mr. and
A daughter. Portia. to Mr. and
Mattie Ellington, Mary
Mrs. Willie Smith of 85 E. 01ice. Mrs. George Holmes of 580 Brown. presenting its annual Birthday Ral- a barbecue chicken dinner with all Johnson,
ley on Nov. 10. Emphasis will be the trimmings. It was served but Harris, Virginia O'Daniel, Verna
Oct. 20. 1.958
A son. Keith, TO Mr. and Mrs.
CorMISS BETTY DANCY
placed on each month of the year, fet style with old fashioned potato Smith, Farrah Ivle and Dewey
MAIDS (90) NEEDED AT ONCE
•
HOME FOR SALE
Wesley Pointer of 1805 Keltner.
and guests will be seated accord- pies for dessert. Another guest of ley.
Treat yourself to me beet guaranteed
A daughter, Carolyn, to Mr. and
1411 Norris Road
accomMcClain,
Wallace
lobs.
lEnloy life In New York's incest
Mrs.
ing to their birth months. Re- the family was Mrs. Margaret
weeklr
Highest
town.
glamor°.
and
moat
Mrs. Handel Durham of 852 Ida
Two bedrooms, carport, tile
J. II.
tickets to Al
par. Write for
yeah
freshnients will he served.
Hornbeak of Chicago. Mr. Emer- panied by her brother, Rev.
bath, aluminum awnings. and
st.
Agency. 1005 Main St. ItemPatead. Long
Mrs. Bertha Pierce was in Nash- son L. Wynn, jr., returned to In- Overall, attended the memorial
leland. N. Y.
Safe relieein 20 seconds. So effecpretty yard. Property in exA daughter. Josephine, to Mr. ville last
conweek.
dianapolis with his sister, Mrs. services that were held in
cellent condition.
and Mrs. Lonnie Trent of 253 Oktive and mild di recommended by
Mrs. Anna Campbell is on the Alma Rice, for an indefinite stay. junction with Vie Jackson-Memphis
in
session
Norman
Banks—Res. WH 6-0272
lahoma.
conference that is in
sick list, but is much improved at VISITING
Parents' Magazine for teething
A son, Paul, to Mr. and Mrs. this writing.
John C. Larkin Co.
Mrs. Bertha Joy of Chicago Is Humboldt this week.
Clem Tate of 214 Caldwell.
BR 5-8174 Realtors 1119 Meares
Also attending the services were
pains. Also excellent for denture IrriJoe Springfield and his brothers, visiting her mother, Mrs. Adeline
A daughter. Teresa, to Mr. and along with Albert Lee
Edna June Fender and Mrs.
CHICAGO, Ill. — (Special) —
Burnette, Exum. Mrs. Clara West enter- Mrs.
tations. A must for every rAdicine
Mrs. Morris Alexander of 1939 Cas- made a trip to Peoria,
from Memphis. Dr. Rudolph Dreikurs, well11.I., to visit tained Mrs. Beatrice Starks and Ella Belle Raines
510 Ladles to sell Lingerie In your Item*
talia.
cabinet ORA -JEL'-'
their sister. All enjoyed the trip. family on Tuesday' last for dinner. I Mrs. Carrie Harr,, Mrs. Erma known psychiatrist and author, I One acre of land, 8 room bun- town. No one limit and no exnertenew
applleat,on, writs to:
A daughter, Cheryl, to Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Leak, of The family was together due to 1Wynn, Mrs. Lucy Overall, Mr. and will counsel the second session ; galow, automobile shop on pro. necesaary. For
A & B SALIM
Mrs. Warren Bland of 949 B. La. the Elam Farm, are the
Mrs. E. L. Wynn, Mrs. Alberta. of South Side Community Child pert3, space for income lots,
P. 0. SOX 5201
parents of the death of the mother of Mrs.
CHICAGO
7. ILLINOIS
James
Williams,
Guidance Center at the Jackson pecan, fig, peach, apple and
a baby girl, born Oct. 11,
Starks. Mrs. Starks' daughter, Jamison, Messrs,
On the sick list and in the hos- Mrs. Walter West of Chicago, is J. D. Overall and Johnnie Jamison Park fieldhouse, 64th st. and, plum trees on land; chicken
HOME FOR SALE
pital are Miss Roberta Taylor, a daughter-in-law of Mrs. C. West. attended the conference in Hum- Stony Island, Wednesday, Oct, 29' and brooder houses, and a
at 7:30 p.m.
521 E. OLIVE
Mrs. Warlene Coats and Mrs. Vy- Rev. and Mrs. F. M. Dickey of boldt this week.
bomb shelter. Price: $14,000.
Dr. Dreikurs, as founder of the
See you next week for more of
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this week. Mr. and Mrs. Pearl RiJohn C. Larkin Company
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Dr. Cuff had a distinguished recLane, 28, is a left-hander from Hutsons were sporting a brand new
Muskegon, Mich. He beat Orlan- '59 Olds. Mr. Bob Harris is home ord in his profession. He was a
do Zulueta in his last outing after from Paducah, Ky., for a few days, diplomat of the National Board of
Examiners, and
the
losing a decision to champion Joe
Messrs. Otis Buchanan, an., and Medical
Brown in a title bout.
Jr.. of Chicago were recent visitors American Board of Plthology; he
was also the author of a number
Godih, 29-year old French light- of Mrs. Mary D. Allen.
of distinctive papers which appear-]
(nglish Lady)
weight champion, beat Larry Bak- OUT OF TOWN
Miss Sadie Sharp of Chiga spent ed in medical journals.
er in his first fight in this counYOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
try. He is a native of Oran, North a few days in Trenton visiting Mrs.
His premedical training was acA GYPSY
Mattis Rogers. Mrs. Mary Lee quired at Howard university, from
Africa.
This is her new office at the Mississippi
wnere he graduated in 1922. His
State Line. MADAM BELL is back after a
It. D. degree was awarded by
long time of being aw.y and at 'sal she is
Meharry in 1926, and he has been
back to stay in her new home.
on the school's staff ever since.
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Hamilton PTA
Meets Nov. 29

CLASSIFIED AD SECTION
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Defender Classifieds Reach More of The
People You Want to Sell for the Cheapest
.4 Price in Town. Telephone The Defender
your Classified Ad today — JA 6-8397.

TOOTHACHE

Child Center
To Get Counsel

. HOME FOR SALE
1437 Norris Road

FINE PAINT

H. A. CARROLL & CO.

Lane-Godih Fight
Nov. 7 In Syracuse

. John Cuff

Don't miss those
Merry Madcaps

MADAM BELL

Yoe lost faith ha your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you
In bad health? Are you discouraged? It any of these are your
eroblema, come let MADAM BELL advise you at once. She
will read life to you just as she would read an open hook.
Tell you why your job or business is not a success. If you have
failed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Mississippi State
Line. on the way to Hernando Her home Is 7 blocks below
there she used to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. Be sure
to look tor the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her there
at all times. fShe never had an office in West Memphis.)
Catch yellow but marked Whitehaven State Line and get
off at State Line and wait 2 blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
BAND SIGN.
:OME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Reading, Dolly Open on Sundays
sure
I don't make any home calls or answer any letters. Bs
to look for the right sign and the right name.

r

Your Cash
TALKS
LOUDER
HERE!
Your

So. Us For
Brand

Favorite

HARRY'S
LIQUOR STORE
194 East Calhoun
TA. Poles

Stutter. to Arr.. the Street Prom

LOANS
SIGNATURE
AUTO-FURNITURE
There is a teases why people lik•
Yon, tee,
Se de business with ue
will lik• our courteous treatment
raid desire to help you.
"Open Thursday end Ps-lispPs-lisp
Nights Until 100 P.M.
Saturdays 900 to 700

DIXIE
FINANCE CO.
152 MADISON AVENUE
Owe*/
Nome Own**
Phone JA 5-7611

HOMO
Si

See them on Channel 3, WREC-TV
Every Monday thru Friday at6:00 p.m.
... and hear AMOS 'N ANDY
on WREC Radio... 60 on your dial
m
m Saturdays: 11:05 to 11:30 a..
Mondays thru Fridays: 9:05 to 9:30 p..;
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-Lester High Has Its
First Senior Class

translation of the critiTwo former vocal students of McCleave a
Neue WuertMadame Florence McCleave, Re- cism published in the
Zeitung, dated Oct. 2
publican candidate for the Tennes, temberger
see House of Representativs in 1958.
Said th critic: "G. M. Koen
Lester High school has its first the top when the basketball season
the November election, who has
.
arrives.
senior class, and in June, 1959, its
her studio at 475 Vance ave., have in the possession of an excelle
his ba
first graduating class will march Lester High school's
team,
won outstanding honors in recent vocal talent. The scope of
tone gives emphasis and effect ta
down the aisle.
weeks.
coached by Jesse "Jake" Peacock,
They are Miss Alpha Brawner, high and low tones. The most deli"We have more than 50 students only lost four games last year, and
who shared first prize in the Ma- cate pianissimo is just as excellent
In the class of '59," said Prof it is expected to make a better
arias,
rian Anderson Award contest with as the music in the Handel
A. B Bland, the principal, "and showing this season, because none
a male singer; and George Koen, which demanded a full powerful
once they get to the stage, they of the team was lost through grada soldier, who was given rave no- voice.
usually go on to finish."
uation last spring. It will be a diftices by German music critics for 'EXTENSIVE PROGRAM'
Prof. Bland said that courses of- ferent story next year.
his performance in that country r "The first part of the interesting
fered at the ,school this year for
By not having a football team
and extensive program proved that
just before he sailed for home.
the first time, for the benefit of this year, some of the students
Miss Brawner participated in
the upper class are physics, Prob- wre missing the opportunity to get
the two-day contest held in Philalems oi Democracy, American his- into college on athletic scholardelphia, and was awarded $750.
tory, and English literature.
ships.
The usual prize is $1,000, but since
"Last week we had a visit from
The school will play interscholasthere was a tie tor first place,
a committee of the Southern Asso- tic baseball in the spring.
other arrangements had to be
ciation of Secondary Schools and
made.
colleges," Prof. Bland said, "and
A dramatic soprano, Miss Brewthey gave us a very favorable reer began taking voice lesson with
port." He said that he expected
Madam
McCleave when she was a
GATE PRIZE AT NURSERY
ticket donation to the Nursery
school team frons Forrest City,
have: Misses Joyce Vaulx, Sgt.
the school to be accredited soon.
year will be a
Fields, asst. student at Manassas High school.
this
year,
Nov.
13,
the
auto
Joyce
BOWL
—
Bowl
game
this
Standing
beside
arms;
at
Ark.
Though the school has no football
8 p. in. at Melrose Stadium.
gleaming white car. This lovesec.; Betty Bell, vice presi- She is a graduate of Spelman colare some of the officers of the
team, it does have a good basketly automobile will be given to
The Louglass Red Devils will be
dent and Eleanor Addison, lege in Atlanta, and expects to
Jaycerettes, who are selling
and
principal
said,
team,
the
ball
complete her musical studies at
some lucky person who buys a
going against the Lincoln High
tickets. From left to right we
president.
be expects that it will finish at
the Julliard School of Music in
Miss Helen Duncan will be the
New York City with the class of
featured model in the annual Hair
1960.
Style and Fashion Show to be givOPERA STUDENT
en at the Flamingo room on TuesA student in the field of opera.
dap night, Nov. 11. The theme for
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The Miss Brawner is the daughter of
the affair which will begin at 3
acquired Mrs. Jewel Brawner, of 799 Wood.
Senators
Washington
p. m, will be ."Around The Town
utilityman J. W. Porter from the lawn at., and the late Dr. J. L
in Many Moods."
Cleveland Indians in an even-up Brawner. Her sister is Dr. Clara
Miss Hattie McSwain, fam- across the nation.
The annual event is being spon- ed home economist and lecturer, Miss McSwain is well prepared
swap for infielder Ossie Alvarez. Brawner, who now practices in
sored by the Tennessee State Frit- will appear here in Memphis to give lectures on the subject of
Avarez hit only .209 last season their father's former office.
gressive Beauticians Association, from Nov. 5 through 8 in a Meat meats. Fortified by a degree in ENGLAND, Ark. — (UPI) — but was recognized as an adept
Koen gave his farewell the artist is not afraid of the mu
Inc., and the state president is Information school to be held at home conomics, she is well vers- Four men died instantly last week man afield, Porter, who entered' Mr.
program in the Stadthalle in Mu- sical texts in a foreign languag
Margaret Pembroke, the operator
McGregor's, Inc., auditorium, ed in the subject of foods, and when their car collided with a baseball as a $65,000 bonus player I nich, Germany, and sent Madame the singer found the peculiar wa
Sammie Tuck, jr., a graduate of Margaret's Beauty Shoppe, at the
Chicago White Sox, hit...200
of expression for these songs be
located at 658 East st., just off especially meats. She is employ- heavy oil transport truck three for the
of Tougaloo Southern Christian 255 Wisconsin ave.
for Cleveland last year and playter than many others who coul
ed as a field home economist by miles north of here.
Lamar ave.
college, is a laboratory assistant Some of the prreseeds from the
ed
first
base
and
the
outfield
ocsing them in their native tongue,"
The school is being sponsored by the National Live Stock and Meat A deputy sheriff said the car In
in the department of Physical Me- show will be given to charity, accasionally. He also has caught.
Since studying with Madame Mc
extension service Board of Chicago.
which the Negroes were returning
rine, Rehabilitation, and Medicine cording to Mrs. Myrtle White, the the agricultural
Cleave about six years ago, Mr.
An attractive recipe book will to their home near here from Little
of the University of Tennessee and
at the University of Illinois College general chairman for the show.
Koen attended Rust college, where
National Livestock and Meat be given to those who attend the Rock crashed into a bridge abutof Medicine in Chicago, and he re- Mrs. Birteal Dixon is the co- the
he was a member of the Rust colclasses. Door prizes will be given ment, wheeled across the highBoard.
cently participated in research chairman.
lege Singers at the school at Holly
Wednesday's session will be con- away during each session,
way and was hit broadside by
which was considered significant
One of the highlights of the ev- ducted for the benefit of persons
Springs, Miss.
the truck.
In the field of medicine.
ening will be the craftmanship con- who work during the day, and will
The critic mentioned in his reIn cooperation with David I. Ab- test in which beauticians will
They were indentified as Esau
view that Mr. Koen had been acdo
ramson, Alan Kahn, George A. Tu- "comb-outs" and hair styling on be conducted from 7:30 p. m. until
Coleman, sr., 47, Eshu Coleman,
cepted as a student of the we
man, Habib Rejal and Clara J. models. The models will later 9:30 p. m. On Thursday and Frijr., 17, Josephus Rainey, 40, and
known instructor, Mrs. Fichtm
day, Nov. 6 and 7, the school will
Fleischer, he submitted for pub- stage a fashion show.
Robert Dockery, 22, all of Allport, TALLAHASSEE — With the enler of Munich, but that "dui
rollment of 2,748 students for the
be held from 9:30 a. m. until 11:30
lication two research papers on the
10 miles east of here.
the recital hour, however, t
A dance will follow the show,
Fall semester, Florida A&M unia. m. Saturday's meeting will be
subject, "Relationship Between a and
question could come up if any fu
door prizes, plus a grand
Lonoke County Deputy Sheriff versity has reached a new high in
held during the same morning
Range of Tissue Temperature and prize,
ther instructions are still neces
will be given away.
Floyd D. Hale said J. 3. Hansfield attendanct, according to F... M.
Local Oxygen Uptake in the Huhour but will be open only to prosary here."
of Little Rock, driver of the trans- Thorpe, director of the Office of
man Forearm. I. Changes Observfessional people.
port, was not hurt. The vehicle Admissions and Records.
SACK TO MUNICH .
ed Under Resting Conditions," and
The schools are open to public
did not catch fire.
In the postscript to the critiThe enrollment increased this
"Changes Observed after Arterial
without charge, and those attendTwo
of
the
victims
were
thrown
cism, Mr. Koen informed Madame
Fall despite the highest entrance
TOKYO — (UPI) — Osaka Uni- ing will receive the latest inOcclusion, in the Period of Reactfrom
the
bodies
of
wreckage,
and
McC/eave that he was returning to
requirements (both on the underversity's biophysical laboratory reive Hyperemia."
formation on moat cuts and cookthree were mutilated beyond rec- graduate and graduate level) in
New York to study with a teacher
The investigation was supported corded the "hottest" rainfall in ery based upon the results of
ognition,
Hale
said.
20-yearBARBARA
JOHNSON,
a
by
George
W.
the name of Taylor, and that
A&M history, President
In part by a research grant from four years last Saturday, it re- years of food research done in the
NEW YORK — (Special)—An
old senior from Greensville, S. C. he was expected to return to MuGore, jr., pointed out.
the National Instihite of Health, ported. The station said it recordexperimental kitchens and labors- attempt to escape from the worn- and she rises no more than twice A breakdown of the enrollment has been selected to reign as queen nich in June to continue lessons
United States Public Health Serv- ed radioactivity of 234,500 counts
tories of universities and hospitals en's psychopathic ward of Belle- a night to go to the toilet.
figures reveal that 1,310 students at the Hampton Institute student's begun with Mrs. Fichmueller last
ice, and the findings were consid- per square meter per minute durvue Hospital, where she is confined "She is a pretty nice patient and reside on campus and 1,438 reside festivities in conjunction with the winter.
ed so significant that they were ing the 24-hour period beginning
for observation, by Mrs. Izola Cur- no trouble at all," an orderly re- in off-campus residences. Male stu- homecoming the week of Novem- Mrs. Koen has been presented la
read at a meeting of the Inter- Saturday morning.
ry Ware, the woman who attempt- ports." She is very clean and each dents outnumber women students.' ber S. Miss Johnson will be crown- recital here in Memphis at Lenational Cardiovascular Society in
Dr. Yasushi Nishiwaki, head of
ed to murder Rev. Martin Luther night puts her hair up in paper The male enrollment is 1,411 ed "Miss Hampton" at corona- Moyne collge on the stage of
San Francisco last Summer and the laboratory, said this was the
King, was nipped Friday by hos- curlers."
tion ceremonies November 7.
against 1,329 female students.
Bruce Hall.
later published in the Journal of highest radioactivity count since
pital personnel.
Clinical Investigation.
the laboratory began checking
The
woman
tried
to
stroll
out
Mr.e Tuck is the son of Mr. and "hot- rain in 1954. He said it probcasually through the outer of two
Mrs. Sammie Tuck, Sr., of Bel- ably came from a receet nuclear
barred gates that seal off the prizoni, Miss.
test.
Mrs. Carroll Ellis, 6147 S son ward in which she is confined,
Champlain, and Jesse Owens, of as a hospital aid was leaving for
5115 S. University Ave., are among home. Caught in the act, Mrs.
15 prominent Chicagoans who will Ware was firmly, but politely
serve as chairmen and sponsors taken back inside.
of the 1958 Christmas Seal Sale.
She promptly complied a n d
They will plan local activities
since has made no further attempt
to aid the fund-raising drive of
to sneak out. Meanwhile, District
the Tuberculosis Institute of ChiAttorney's Frank Hogan's office
cag,o and Cook County. The Seal
Sale begins on Nov. 14 and con- reported that an indictment by the
New York County grand jury was
tinues through Christmas Day.
Funds contributed for Christmas expected early this week of the
Seals are used to fight tuber Georgia-born domestic who tried to
culosis, still the nation's number assassinate Dr. King. hero of the
one contagious disease, through Montgomery (Ala.) bus strike
case-finding, health education, while he was autographing copies
scientific research, and rehabili- of his new book in Ilarlem's Blum
stein's Department store three
tation.
Chicago Seal Sale chairmen and weeks ago.
Dr. King, now recuperating from
sponsors will meet with 60 volunteer leaders from the suburbs at the critical chest wound inflicted
a luncheon Friday, Oct. 31, at the with a letter opener, will be the
Georgian Room of Carson Pine last of the witnesses to he quesScott &
tioned before the grand jury by
Assistant District Atty. Howard
Jones, a Negro.
A psychiatric report is also expected on the woman this week,
the Daily Defender was told.
At the same time. Bellevue Hospital sources report that Mrs
Ware is quartered in a ward supervised by a staff of a correction
officer, a nurse and two aides
Along with 14 other natients her
daily wearing apparel consists of
a white cotton gown, white flat
heeled shoes and a blue and ere,
'
bathrobe.
She is awakened at 6:45 a.m
daily with the other patients from
her single metal bed which is one
of three set up in the dinine
adjoining the third flood ward Her
PLAYS
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Miss McSwain To Give Arkansas
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E. NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

MEMPHIS TRANSIT CO.

Formerly
MEMPHIS STREET RAILWAY CO.

SINGS

High Cost Of Living—Back Breaking Laundry
GOT YOU DOWN?

"Oh Lord, Is It I?"
"Walk Over God's Heaven"

Pack Those Dirty Clothes And Come To

KWIK-N-KLEAN LA UNDRY
2571 CARNES ST.

HEART OF ORANGE MOUND
( Between Hanley and Bey Streets )

SELF-SERVICE
UNATTENDED
Only
Open 24 Hours
lOc
25c
Every Day

"Such Sweet Thunder"
"Sonnet to Hank Cinq"
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TOASTFRS

'AMPS
HEATERS
'.'ACUUM CLEANERS
RADIOS
PERCOLATORS

WASH

Avoid Saturday Crowds - Wash Easily Comfortably
Any Hour, Mid-week or Nite and Sunday

on one great 7-inch
45-rpm extended
play album!

r-Take advantage of
this exclusive offer!

ALL TYPE CLEANERS

Mail coupon today!
APPLIANCES. INC.
160 Unio.

-

7-263 1

2268 Park Ave.-FA. 341507
0PM W •ION

not I
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ALSO—
THROW-AWAY BAGS FOR

Rain Or Shine - Make Your Clothes Look Fine
Do It Yourself
Save - Save

KWIK-N-KLEAN — 2571 CARNES
20 WASHERS, 5 DRYERS
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CARNATION COMPANY
P.O. Box 5410-N, Chicago 77, Illinois
Please send me
7-inch 45rpm album(s) featuring
Mahalia Jackson and Duke Ellington as described. For
each album ordered, I enclose 50e and 3 labels from
Carnation Evaporated Milk.
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